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 5 Abstract 

Abstract 

Denne afhandling vurderer værdiskabelsen i M&A og effekten af branchemæssige faktorer i perioden 2000-

2009 i USA. Den meste forskning i emnet viser, at M&A i almindelighed ingen effekt eller en negativ effekt 

har på værdiskabelsen, men fokusset i denne afhandling er ikke rettet på dette. Hovedemnet er i stedet at 

identificere, hvornår M&A har en værdiskabende effekt, og hvad som bestemmer denne effekt. 

Afhandlingen identificerer, at kun en sample har skabt en meningsfuld værdiskabelse. Dette sample består 

af handler, hvor både erhververen og det overtaget selskab er lige store, og hvor begge er i den samme 

branche. Teorien er, at denne værdiskabelse skyldes en industri-komponent, og at denne afhænger af, at 

det overtaget selskab har en vis relativ størrelse i forhold til erhververen.  

Afhandlingen finder, at den skabte værdi kan forklares ved den eksisterende koncentration i en industri, 

størrelsen af virksomheder i en industri, og operating leverage i en industri. Værdiskabelsen er højere i 

industrier med relative store firmaer, høj koncentration og lav operating leverage. Hvilket betyder, at for at 

skabe høj værdi i M&A, så skal en virksomhed opererer i en branche med en L-formet LRAC kurve og 

eksisterende koncentration. R&D har også en positiv faktor på værdiskabelse, men kun i meget høj 

intensive videns industrier (biotech etc.), hvorimod R&D har en negativ effekt i andre industrier. Desuden 

er branchemæssige faktorer bedre, til at forklare det unormale afkast hos erhververen, sammenlignet med 

det unormale afkast hos det overtaget selskab. Handelsfaktorer, som den relative størrelse af det overtaget 

selskab kan også forklare det overtagets unormale afkast. Det gennemsnitlige unormale afkast for 

erhververen er negativ, så erhververen skal passe på, at denne ikke kommer til at overføre værdi til 

aktionærerne i det erhvervet selskab. 
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1. Introduction and problem formulation 

Problem 

The overall M&A activity level is highly cyclical; the word used in the literature is waves. Inside these waves, 

the literature has discovered industry clustering, i.e. in a wave some industries see more M&A activity than 

other industries. The duty of the management team is to create value for their shareholders, so if a pattern 

across firms exist, it must be explainable by value creation. If the clustering itself is explainable by value 

creation, then value creation in a particular deal must depend on the same factors as the clustering. 

Problem formulation 

Is there a relation between value creation in M&A and factors in the industry? 

Survey questions 

Within the sample: 

1.0) Does M&A create value? 

1.1) How is value between target and acquirer distributed? 

2.0) Do industry factors determine the value created? 

2.1) Do industry factors determine how value is distributed? 

The survey questions follow an onion model. First problem: is the combined value of M&A deals positive? If 

this is not true, then the value creation motive fails. Second, both shareholder groups must be at least 

indifferent to the M&A deal: if M&A is value destructive for one of the companies, then other motives must 

exist for that company, and other motives will introduce noise in the value creation variable. However, this 

does not necessarily mean that industry factors have no role. It merely shows that value creation is not the 

only motive. Third, if industry clustering is explainable by value creation, it should be possible to determine 

this part of the value creation with industry factors. Fourth, if industry factors are present, does it also 

determine how value is divided. 

  



 7 Introduction and problem formulation 

Introduction 

The beginning of M&A clustering started with the first wave in 1890, and there have been five completed 

M&A waves since then1.  The waves have to some degree been following the stock market, but the 

literature offer different explanation to why this is, and to why there is a higher level of M&A activity within 

some industries. The behavioural part of the literature has different arguments, but the main theory is that 

clustering is driven by misevaluation in the market; one of theories is that the stock price of the acquirer is 

overvalued, and by using stock instead of cash as the payment form, the acquirer can buy the target for less  

(Rhodes-Kropf, Robinson, & Viswanathan, 2005; Shleifer & Vishny, 2003). The neoclassical argues that 

industry mergers are primarily due to profit maximization, which can be achieved through: monopolisation 

and economic of scales (Gort, 1969), better allocation of assets (Maksimovic & Phillips, 2001), or changes in 

technological and government regulation (Mitchell & Mulherin, 1996). Shocks creates the need for 

reallocation of capital and assets in an industry, but the reallocation is only possible if there is a high degree 

of liquidity in the market, and this is why clustering happens around an economic upturn (Harford, 2005). 

The theory of this thesis is that value creation is explainable by two components: an industry component 

and a deal component. This theory is similar to the theory about systematic and unsystematic risk. 

Significantly changing the systematic risk beta of a firm would require it to change industry, and changing 

the M&A industry component is only achievable by changing industry. The deal specific component does 

not affect the overall M&A level in an industry, while the unsystematic risk does not change the price of a 

security. The industry component is therefore what determines the activity level in an industry. 

Understanding the industry component is important for understanding what drives value in M&A, and how 

one can predict M&A events in the future. It can likewise play a role in how management is compensated; 

should managers benefit from a large industry component, which is outside of their control. So knowing the 

size of the component, and being able to estimate it, is important for different application. 

I suggest, that the industry component part of the value creation is explainable by four different types of 

industry factors: Growth, concentration, the LRAC curve and high-skills. Growth: slow growing industries at 

the end of life in the PLC curve, where there is a need for relocation of assets in order to achieve economies 

of scale. Concentration: firms benefiting from being able to control the market. LRAC curve: industries with 

L-shaped LRAC curves, or firms outside of the MES area moving into the MES area of the LRAC curve. High-

skills industries benefitting from knowledge sharing, e.g. getting access to patent or other non-patented 

                                                           

1 For a review of the different waves and their characteristics see (Andrade et al., 2001; Martynova & Renneboog, 
2008) 
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information/corporate secretes. Furthermore, I theorize that the industry component is only present in 

Horizontal deals. 

Structure 

The first section is the introduction with an introduction and the problem formulation. The second section 

is a discussion of different industry factors and how they affect value creation in an M&A event. In the 

second section, an in-depth overview of the data is given, the method to measure value creation from the 

event is developed, and the method of different industry factors is likewise developed. The fourth section, 

contains an analysis and the results of the study are presented. The fifth section, contains the conclusion. 

Similar studies 

To my knowledge, there only exist one other similar study to this, but this study examines European M&A 

events (Huyghebaert & Luypaert, 2013). 
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2. Industry factors and hypotheses 

To sum up the introduction: I will try and show that value creation in M&A depends on industry condition. 

In order to do so, I develop a model, where the endogenous variable is the value created from the deal, and 

the exogenous variables are industry factors. The industry factors are selected using economic reasoning, 

and what have already been proven to be factors surrounding waves in M&A. 

Industries factors are microeconomic-based, e.g. growth level, LRAC curves, minimum efficient scale, 

operating leverage, and market concentration. Deal2 factors are of more strategic nature but can also be 

microeconomic-based, e.g. organizational fit, advisor performance, operating performance. Furthermore, 

identifying whether there is an industry effect is important for testing deal factor, as deal factors may 

depend on the industry; an advisor may be specialised in an industry, or an organization type may work 

well for some industries, but not for others. It may not be “impressive” to create an abnormal return, if 

others companies in the industry is creating more value through their M&A activities. 

Industry factors 

Porter’s Five Forces (1979) is a framework within strategic management used to describe existing industry 

structures. This framework is therefore able to explain, why some companies might use M&A as a tool to 

optimize. Porter (2008) names some factors for the force: rivalry amongst existing competitors. The factors 

reproduced here are those where M&A as a tool can create value. 

1. Competitors are numerous or are roughly equal in size and power. 

In an industry with numerous competitors, the industry can bring up profit by reducing the number 

of companies through M&A. All else being equal, if equal in size is a problem then companies 

should try to get bigger and more powerful. 

2. Slow growth precipitates fight for market share 

The industry will be able to bring down competition and capacity by consolidation and as 

consequence bring up shareholder value. 

3. Capacity must be expanded in large increments to be efficient. 

Industries with high-cost of R&D and low variable cost per unit, will have to decide whether they 

will produce none or many. Smaller firms have a disadvantage to larger firms, as they cannot carry 

as much up-front cost, by creating a larger company, they solve this problem. 

                                                           

2 A factor that does not depend on the industry and has no correlation with industry factors. They are not the main 
subject of this study, but they are part of the model that explains value creation. 
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4. Barriers to enter 

A high minimum efficient scale (MES) is a barrier to enter according. This however does not explain 

mergers clustering, as companies are already in the industry. What affects existing companies is a 

shift in the MES, which means that the need to re-optimize. If there is an upward shift in the level 

of assets, a consolidation of assets in the industry will create value. 

Porter also introduced competitive advantage (1985). The concept is not something new, it is very similar 

to Smith’s (1776) theory about absolute advantage, and later Ricardo’s (1821) theory about comparative 

advantage. The competitive advantage theory is not relevant as it is a firm factor, but the international 

version of it comparative advantage is. In a global world, companies have the option of exporting, but it 

also gives domestic companies an option to consolidate even further3. It might be necessary to consolidate, 

in order to take advantage of the export opportunities, and to be able to compete with foreign firms. The 

semiconductor industry is a good example, as shipping cost is almost not existing, and the USA has a great 

advantage in this industry. 

Competition 

The motive behind the first merger wave (1895-1904) was the monopolisations of different industries 

(Nelson, 1959).  The monopolies could charge higher prices and thereby increase margin and profits in the 

industry. The degree to which a deal changes the competition, is therefore of value to the industry. There 

are two different approaches to track competiveness in an industry. The sum of x companies market shares 

(XC) or the Herfindahl Index (HHI)4. A market with HHI index of 0.15-0.25 (1500-2500) is defined as 

moderately concentrated, and a deal in such a market often warrants scrutiny if the change in HHI is 100 

(DOJ & FTC, 2010). The FTC divides industries into four groups: 

 Un-concentrated Markets: HHI below 1500 

 Moderately Concentrated Markets: HHI between 1500 and 2500 

 Highly Concentrated Markets: HHI above 2500 

HHI or XC can be used in the model with either their absolute form5, or with the net change effect on the 

merger. Using the net change and XC metric may not make sense; the metric will only change, if only one of 

the companies are in the biggest x companies to start with. The net change in HHI does not have the same 

problem; it will increase every time there is an M&A deal. The HHI does have another problem, an example; 

                                                           

3 The FTC is more likely to improve deals when there is global competition 
4 The sum of the squared market shares 
5 Either the before or after merger value could be used. 
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six companies have the following market shares 0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.10, 0.10, 0.05, the three smaller 

companies will all fail if they do not merge; when they fail, the three remaining companies will divide their 

market share equally. The effect of the merger on the HHI would be higher after the deal, but the real 

effect of this merger would be a gain in competitiveness. If the three company did not fail, it might still be a 

gain6. A sample of completed deals will always consist of allowed FTC deals, and the FTC favours M&A deals 

with a competiveness gain.  The sample may therefore consist of more deals with a relatively high HHI 

gain7, but where the gain in HHI is actual due to an increase in competiveness. If these kinds of deal 

dominate the sample, the estimate for the HHI gain might become negative. 

The absolute form is an expression for the competition to begin with. It is therefore not the deal that 

affects the market, but the market that effects the deal.  So the absolute form merely tracks, the effect of 

being in the given competition situation to begin with. The absolute form does not take the size of acquirer 

into consideration. If a smaller company buys another small company, it may have a different effect, than if 

a larger company was to buy another large company or even a smaller company. A big company merging 

with another big company will lead to a net change, but the effect of a big company merging with a small 

company is properly not measureable; the absolute form is therefore only relevant, when the M&A sample 

consist of equally sized firms. 

The net change and the absolute form are most likely dependent. A reduction in competition is probably 

not a motive if the HHI is below 1000 after the M&A, but it is more likely to be a motive when the HHI after 

the M&A is bigger than 1000, and the HHI changes by a meaningful amount.  

Hypothesized effect: Value in industry that has existing concentration. 

Growth 

The PLC divides growth into four stages. The innovation stage has medium growth, the growth stage has 

high growth, the maturity stage has no growth, and the decline stage has negative growth. Growth does 

not really drive M&A value creation; growth is already incorporate into the stock price, but growth may be 

a proxy for something else. In the growth stage, it is a proxy for “getting there first”; in the decline stage, it 

is a proxy for industry re-optimization.  

PLC Growth: High growth can be value creating, if the market in the maturity stage is a duopoly or 

monopoly. For example, Google could have coded their own mobile OS, but it would have taken them 

                                                           

6 Having three companies with equal market share and three smaller companies is properly worse, than having four 
companies of equal size. 
7 All deals will show a gain in HHI. 
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valuable time. Google instead choose to buy Android Inc. Google was still behind Apple, but way ahead of 

Microsoft. It might however be hard to keep that entrepreneurial spirit alive in a bigger firm, so whether 

high growth creates value may not be true. 

PLC Decline: It would be unlikely for an industry to have a flat LRAC curve, so in each industry, there is an 

optimal number of companies at a given time. When there is growth beyond the inflation (market 

expansion), then the industry has no problem with optimizing. The optimal number of firms is likely to 

grow, and more companies will therefore enter the market. In a market contraction, some companies need 

to leave the market in order to re-optimize the industry. If the value of a company is higher than its 

liquidation value, it will keep existing and the only tool for re-optimization is M&A. Consolidation makes the 

industry more efficient and more profitable.  

The hypothesized effect: negative-low growth (decline)8: positive, low-medium growth (innovation, 

maturity): negative-neutral, high growth (growth): neutral-positive. 

Knowledge-intensive industries  

Intangible assets (old R&D) 

Merger may happen in industries with high degree of intangible assets, as the pooling of such assets may 

create value, i.e. it creates value when research is shared between people. Firms with big patent pools have 

become targets in some major M&A deals in recent time, e.g. Motorola, Nokia and Nortel. Most of these 

firms had poor organizational performance, and may have been underutilizing their intangible assets.  

Unfortunately, it is hard to find a good source for intangible assets, as it is not possible to capitalize R&D 

under US GAAP9. US GAAP does accept the capitalization of goodwill and other intangibles assets (e.g. 

patents); higher M&A activity will therefore increase intangible assets. This creates a correlation between 

intangible assets and the MA activity in an industry; hence companies in an industry with higher M&A 

activity will have more intangible assets. 

The hypothesized effect: positive (if we could measure it) 

Research and Development 

New industries or old industries who has many new products in the pipeline will typically have higher R&D 

costs, e.g. the pharmaceutical industry. Having two firms produce a cure for the same disease, would be 

inefficient for the industry; it comes at twice the cost, and it might limit the profitability of both products. 

                                                           

8 The parenthesis contains the stage in the PLC model. 
9 See US GAAP 350-20-25-3, some exception for the tech industry exist. 
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The opposite effect can also be true, small and big companies can coexist in an industry; it is common that 

smaller companies are bought up, when they are ready to bring their product to market, e.g. biotech, 

Silicon Valley starts-up etc.  

The hypothesized effect: positive. 

Average salary 

Employee performance, proficiency and educational level is used to determine salary. Salary tracks the 

average skill level in an industry, whereas R&D only tacks skills used on R&D. Industries where employees 

are highly paid, are typically of very scientific or technical nature.  Average salary properly has a positive 

correlation with R&D, but they are not perfect correlated. R&D can be subject to accounting rules10, and 

some industries might treat R&D differently, because of the nature of their research. Average salary can 

catch some of the information lost due to different accounting practices.  

The hypothesized effect: positive 

LRAC and MES 

The LRAC curve is typically convex, and smaller companies should therefore benefit the most from M&A 

(ceteris paribus). Observing the LRAC and efficient range is not easy, but the majority of companies must 

operate inside the efficient range, while companies operating outside this range are likely to be 

outcompeted. The market would have to be inefficient, if companies could operate outside the efficient 

range for a longer period. A good size for a company is therefore one, that does not deviate too much from 

the industry standard; it is unlikely, that the median company of an industry should operate outside the 

efficient range, so this is a good benchmark for other companies to follow. A deal between two companies, 

where the combined assets is either below the average or close to the average should create value.  

 ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞 + 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑟)

ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞_𝑠𝑖𝑐̃ )
 (2.1) 

The formula does not take into account, that the size of the acquisition and existing assets may play a role. 

E.g. a company going from a 1 to a 1.05 ratio is properly different from a company going from 0.6 to 1.05. 

In the first example, the company has moved away from the canter, while the company in second example 

has moved closer to it.  

                                                           

10 Depends on which source is used for R&D. 
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𝑎𝑏𝑠 (

ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞 + 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑟)

𝑙𝑛(𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦̃ )
− 1) − 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (

ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞)

𝑙𝑛(𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦̃ )
− 1) 2.2 

Both formulas rely on the assumption that, the LRAC curve is a parabola, or have some form of U-shape; if 

the true LRAC curve is more of a L-shape in an industry, then moving away from the median should create 

value. Detecting the shape of the LRAC is hard, but industries which already has big companies are likely to 

have an L-shaped curve. Furthermore, industries which both have high degree of assets, and has a love 

operating leverage, are likely to have an L-shaped LRAC curve. 

 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞_𝑠𝑖𝑐̃̂ ) (2.3) 

 𝐹𝐶

𝑉𝐶
 (2.4) 

   

Figure 1 – L-curve 

 

Shift in LRAC 

Mergers might be due to a shift in the MES. Such a shift is typically caused by new technologies, e.g. when 

robotic arms and engineers replaced workers in the automotive industry. If technological improvements 

increase the minimum efficient scale, then increasing the size of a company should have a positive effect on 

value creation. New technology normally reduces cost, but are likely to also increases the quantity of the 

minimum efficient scale; companies will grow bigger, and fewer companies will need to be in the industry.  

Figure 2 – LRAC & MES 
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The graph illustrates such a shift, all companies operating between 𝑀𝐸𝑆1 and𝑀𝐸𝑆2 will have to grow sales 

and produce more, in order to stay inside the efficient range. Sales are likely to increase as price drops with 

lower average costs, but it cannot offset the change in MES. The optimal number of firms is smaller, and in 

order for the industry to re-optimize, some firms needs to merge. Such a shift that affects all companies is, 

what can course industry clustering. When a shift in LRAC occurs, fixed assets may to some degree replace 

variable costs, and the ratio of fixed assets to revenue becomes larger. The growth in assets will therefore 

be higher than the revenue growth rate, when a shift takes place. 

 
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑡

𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡−1
/

𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡

𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡−1
> 0 (2.5) 

In the automotive example, average cost per unit is going down while fixed cost per unit is going up. 

However, in a technology shift, fixed cost and average cost can both go down. The above factor formula will 

still be positive, when such a shift occurs, but profitability must stay the same, and the reduction in AC 

must be relatively bigger than the reduction in fixed cost. A technology change that mostly affects, the 

average cost is probably not changing the minimum efficient scale. Another problem is that revenue is 

highly affected by other events, and may also be affected by the shift. Hence, it is not to detect a shift in 

the LRAC. 

The hypothesized effect: change in industries: negative, change in L-shaped industries: positive, shift in 

MES: positive. 

Globalization 

If an industry has a high degree of export/import, then M&A becomes a tool used to stay competitive, and 

to achieve scale in the global market. The semiconductor industry has a duopoly in the processor 
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architecture industry, namely ARM and Intel11. What characterize this market is that the cost of exporting 

and importing is very low, while the cost of R&D is huge. In a global market, the consolidation of companies 

in the home market may be necessary, in order to be able to compete. A global market is beneficial to the 

industry at a large, as larger companies can exist without hurting competition. This is due to the antitrust 

governing bodies evaluating the global market, where foreign companies also exist, instead of only 

evaluating how many local firms there are. 

One ratio that can measure the degree of globalization is, the degree of import and export in an industry. 

USA’s GDP is 22%12 of the globale GDP, so in a very global industry without transportation cost, US would 

import 78% of their consumption and export 78% of their production. The ratio would be one. If an industry 

exported as much as the home consumption and imported the same amount, the ratio would be two. A 

large the ratio means that it is easy to export and import. 

 
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 =

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 + 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 + 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
 (2.6) 

 

If a country has a comparative advantage, it will export more than it imports 

 
1 <

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
 (2.7) 

 

This ratio does not reflect the level of export, e.g. a country could export 1 % of their production and have 

trade barrier in place protecting their industry, making the ratio very big; dividing the net export with the 

home consumption makes more sense.   

 
𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑟 =

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 + 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
 (2.8) 

Global trade is an opportunity while net export is an existing condition. Two companies can be too small to 

take advantage of an export opportunity, and by pooling their resource, they are able to take advantage of 

this opportunity. The net export ratio is the size of an industries comparative advantage, and consolidation 

might improve this advantage even further.  

                                                           

11 AMD used to be compete with Intel in the x86 space. 
12 World Bank data 2013 
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The hypothesized effect: global trade ratio: positive, net export ratio: positive 
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Hypotheses 

Name Description Formula H* 

Growth 

  Growth* Low/Mature 

growth rates 

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡−1
 

- 

  Growth2* High growth and 

negative growth 
(

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡−1
)

2

 
+ 

Knowledge-intensive firms 

  R&D Improved 

knowledge sharing 

𝑅&𝐷

𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒
 

+ 

  Average salary Proxy for 

unobserved R&D 

∑ 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠
 

+ 

Competition    

  Market share 

 

Existing 

competitiveness 
CX = ∑ 𝑚

𝑋

𝑥=1

, 𝑋 = 2,4,8 

𝐻𝐻𝐼 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖
2

𝑖

𝑖=1

 

+ 

Globalization 

  Global trade Export 

opportunities 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 + 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 + 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
 

+ 

  Net export Comparative 

advantage 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 + 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
 

+ 

Scale and efficiency 

Minimum   

efficient scale 

Assets divided 

with the proxy for 

the industry MES 

ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞 + 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑟)

ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞_𝑠𝑖𝑐̃ )
 

- 

MES change Net change 

relative to MES 
𝑎𝑏𝑠 (

ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞 + 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑟)

𝑙𝑛(𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦̃ )
− 1) − 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (

ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞)

𝑙𝑛(𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦̃ )
− 1) 

- 

Industry assets 

ranking 

 
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞_𝑠𝑖𝑐̃̂ ) 

+ 

  Fixed-Variable Fixed-variable cost 

ratio 

𝐹𝐶

𝑉𝐶
 

+ 
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3. Data and methodology 

This section will present the actual industry factors and data used to calculate them. The previous section 

should provide a good foundation for understanding, how this method was developed. The section is 

divided into deal, value creation, industry factors and deal factors. 

Shown below is a raw drawing of the E-R diagram of the data and how they connect. This database is not 

implemented; it is a simplification, as the finally database has 50+ tables. It is merely shown here to get a 

better idea of what is going on, and show how the different data sources fits together. For simplification, a 

security equals a firm, i.e. a firm has only one security; furthermore, competition is the only factor shown in 

the diagram.  

Figure 3 – E-R Diagram 

 

Deal (table): Thomson Reuters M&A database (SDC/Thomson One Banker) 

Deal + security + financial (Relation): (WRDS (compm, secd + crspa, dsenames) 

Security (table): S&P Compustat (WRDS: compm, secd)  
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Financials (table): S&P Compustat (WRDS: compm, funda) 

Market (table): French, Kenneth R. (French, 2016) 

Industry (relation): SDC 

Factors (tables): USBC, NFS and Compustat. 

Reproducibility 

In order to reproduce the results in this paper, the only requirement is access to WRDS and SDC. All other 

data sources are freely available to the public. This section is the literary version of this the method, but 

any code used in this project is included in the appendixes. All methods discussed are implemented using 

MySQL/SQL, Python, NumPy, StatsModels and some other packages, which are either part of Python or is 

freely available/open source. All final regression outputs come from SAS, and all regression tests are 

conducted using the robust standard errors of the proc reg /white. 

Deals 

An almost unfiltered version13 of the SDC dataset is downloaded from Thomson ONE banker, it contains all 

deals where the target is headquartered in the US. A filter is then put on the SDC acquisitions techniques 

column; deals that are categorized as a spin-off, joint venture, mandatory offering, bankruptcy acquisitions 

etc.14 are removed from the analysis. Secondly, a deal has to be completed, and both acquirer and target 

must be headquartered in the USA. Thirdly, the form must either be merger, acquisition, acquisition of 

majority interest or acquisition of assets. Fifthly, both companies must be public, and most be traded on an 

exchange covered by S&P Compustat, and most have at least one prior 10K filling. Sixthly, depending on the 

model/factors, a fundamental item or another dataset cannot have a null value. This mainly affects models 

where concentration is used as a factor, as it is not possible to obtain concentration factors for all 

industries. It also affects companies where Compustat does not supply shares outstanding, as it is not 

possible to obtain the combined abnormal return of these companies. Furthermore, no missing values of 

importance in the SDC dataset, a deal must have a CUSIP etc. Seventhly, the deal must be of the status 

corporate and sic code must not start with six (financial). Eighthly, stocks can be thinly traded to some 

degree. However, within the estimation window, the primary stock of the company must at least have been 

                                                           

13 I need a DB, where I can lookup competing deals etc. 
14 Acquisition Techniques: 'Repurchase', Restructuring', 'Bankruptcy Acquisition', 'Joint Venture', 'Dutch Auction 
Tender Offer', 'Self-Tender', 'Spinoff', 'White Squire', 'Failed Bank', 'Alliance', 'Equity Carveout', 'Splitoff', 'Debt 
Restructuring', 'Liquidation', 'Two-Step Spinoff', 'Management Buy-in', 'Reverse Morris Trust', 'Concession', 'Sale and 
Leaseback', 'Asset Swap', 'Four-Way Merger', 'Internal Reorganization', 'Property Acquisition', 'Debt Tender Offer', 
'Loan Modification', 'Mandatory Offering' 
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traded on 50 days. Furthermore, the primary stock of the company must also be traded during the event 

window, and as a minimum, the stock must have been traded on each side of day zero. Ninthly, the 

announcement date must be between 2000-2009. 

Value creation 

The method used to estimate the value creation is the event study. The event study uses a return model to 

predict the normal return, the difference between the actual and predicted return is what is known as 

abnormal return. The power of such model comes down to how accurate, the abnormal return can be 

measured, and the accuracy largely depends on how powerful the return model is. 

The event study 

The event study consists of two periods. The estimation period before the event, and the event window. 

The event window is the period used for measuring the abnormal return during an event, and the 

estimation window is the period used for controlling for other factors during the event window. The two 

periods are shown in the figure below, in the graph all times are relative to the announcement at time zero, 

e.g. the event window is between minus 1 and plus 1. 

 

The total period before the announcement is set to 25015 days (followiing Brown & Warner, 1985; 

MacKinlay, 1997).  The variance in stock return around the event window will increase (Beaver, 1968; Patell 

& Wolfson, 1979; Rosenstein & Wyatt, 1990). This is why the estimation period and event window does not 

overlap in the figure and by doing so, the fluctuations during the event window does not become part of 

the normal risk profile of a firm.  

Two methods for choosing the event window exist. The first method is to choose estimation and event 

window simultaneously. Brown & Warner (1985) set their event window to (-5,5) and looking, at the 

literature surrounding the fifth takeover wave (1993-2001), 50 % of the papers listed by Martynova & 

Renneboog (2008) uses an event window less than 3 days (e.g. (-1;1)). The second method is to use a CAR 

graph16 to determine the period, using this method  MacKinlay  (1997) shows that, the abnormal return in 

                                                           

15 Is actual set to 253, as that is approx. a year nowadays, but Brown used 250. 
16 Cumulative Abnormal return. The CAR graph shows when the market in the sample reacts to the announcement, 
and when the market reflects the new information. 
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his sample already starts at least 20 days before an event. However, it is not possible to tell from the CAR 

graph, whether this is only a few cases that are affecting the graph, but MacKinlay further shows that it is 

not uncommon, that the market starts to reflect information before the announcement. It is somewhat 

reasonable that an M&A deal is such a big event, that it might not be possible to keep it a secret. The 

consequence of this is, that the share price already reflects information before the announcement. In this 

age, technology has properly made the problem worse.  

The period also depends on the subject of the study, e.g. Lehn & Zhao (2006) uses an window mostly 

consisting of post-announcement stock performance (-5,40). This is quite interesting, as most event studies 

does not have a long post-announcement period. Their subject is whether the board fires the CEO after a 

bad M&A deal. The CAR graph in their paper shows that, the stock performance of the two groups of 

companies is the same before announcement, while the 40-day post-announcement performance is worse, 

for the companies that eventually fires their CEO. The takeaway is: it takes the market some time to detect 

managerial hubris. Hubris is a deal factor and the market is likely to need longer time to adjust to a deal 

factor, as the market is less likely to have detailed information about those before an announcement. In 

simpler terms, if the market thinks that management is doing a bad job, they should have fired them before 

they made the deal. The stock market has already access to industry factors before an announcement, and 

a reaction to industry factors should therefore take place swiftly. Hence, the effect of industries factor must 

most be reflected in the price of stock quickly, if the market is efficient. 

Asset pricing model 

The most prominent model used in the event study with a short-horizon is the market model, second is the 

adjusted market model, while multi-factor models are more dominant in long-horizon studies (Martynova 

& Renneboog, 2008)17. CAPM is an alternative to the market model, but according to MacKinlay (1997), the 

use of the model has almost ceased. The CAPM model is an economic model, where the risk free return is a 

risk free asset. Numerous anomalies have been found in the CAPM (Fama & French, 1996), and this has 

made the economic restrictions of the model (fixing the intercept) questionable. The three-factor model 

proposed by Fama & French (1993) is the CAPM with B/M and Size added to the model. The 3-factor model 

have not gained much traction in the short-horizon event studies, and the most likely explanation for this, 

is that the mean bias is not better than the much simpler market model (Ahern, 2009). However, the long-

horizon studies usually use both B/M and size. The Jensen-Alpha18 approach typically uses the two factor 

                                                           

17 By looking at their list of event studies in the fifth wave 
18 A long-horizon method, see (Kothari & Warner, 2007) 
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from FF directly in the return model, while the two factors are general part of the criteria for selecting, the 

benchmark portfolio in the characteristic based approach. The conclusion is therefore that, the market 

model describes short-term returns well, whereas more advance models has more power in the long-

horizon.  

The MM model is used for the estimation window. Furthermore, the FF model was used in the early stage 

of this paper, and the abnormal returns had a correlation of close to one. 

Time zero 

Date announced – DA 

The DA in the SDC stands for date of the announcement19. The DA can be any calendar, and is not limited to 

trading days. It will therefore not always be possible to measure an abnormal return on the date of 

announcement, e.g. the announcement could happen on a trading date at 17:01 or on a Saturday. If it 

happens on Saturday, then it possible to know that an abnormal return cannot take place, but if it happens 

on trading date, then knowing the time of the announcement becomes crucial. However, the time of 

announcement is not available. 

Original Date Announced – DAO 

The event studies usually assume, that we can detect a day at which an announcement is made, and the 

M&A event comes as a surprise to the market. However, information may have been brought to the 

attention of the market before the DA. Some examples of events that might affect the DA event are: 1) the 

firm could have announced that they are seeking a buyer, 2) a merger rumours from a reliable source, 3) 

multiple bids. If an event such as the one described above, the DAO item in SDC will have a date prior to the 

DA, and sometimes also a date after DA. 

Pre-announcement information in the market is a concern, as the abnormal return will be biased if only 

using the announcement date.  Removing those deals could be a solution. However, a better solution may 

be to keep the deals, and simply expand the window to also include the DAO. A couple of method can be 

used to include DAO; a method could be to measure the abnormal return for DA and DAO, i.e. take the sum 

of abnormal returns in the two event windows. However, this method is not without its own implications. 

Let us assume a [-5,5] is used for the two event windows, and that there is time between those two 

windows. If something happens between the two events, that is not unrelated to the event, then a bias will 

exist; an example of this: the stock price could rise during the DAO, and then drop as the rumours cools 

down, and then rise again at the time of the DA. In such a case, the effect of the acquisition would be 

                                                           

19 See definition: Appx. 7.1.11 
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accounted for more than once. Another method would be to use one continuous event window, e.g. if DAO 

lower than DA, then start of event window is DAO minus five, and the end of event window is DA plus five.  

The implications of both these approaches is that, the event window is dynamic, i.e. the length of the event 

window depends on the deal. It may be somewhat arbitrary, that only deals where SDC has identified a 

DAO different from DA should have a longer event window. Other deals may also have started to reflect the 

event long before the DA. Using a longer event window is a third solution, which would not only benefit 

deals where an DAO date has been identified, but also deals where am DAO date might have been missed 

by SDC.  

Mulherin & Simsir20 (2015) has a written a very good paper on DAO; they test, the three methods described 

above, and they also test the quality of the DAO item. They make their own DAO called HODA, and they are 

able to identify a lot more deals than SDC (563/219). What is somewhat interesting is that they use 63 days 

prior to the event window, which is suggested/used by Schwert (2000). However, 63 days seems to be 

“working” for them, as they finding similar CAR, but they also note, that this window fails to capture 25 % 

of the HODA events.  

Day zero 

Day zero is defined as: If the date of announcement is also a trading day, then time zero equals the date 

announced, otherwise time zero is the first trading day after announcement. Some deals will be announced 

after the trading day, but it is actual seems that most of the abnormal return is contained to the day of 

announcement. 

It will never be possible to calculate determine an event window, where the event window has the exact 

amount of time before and after the announcement for all deals. Because, in order to determine such an 

exact event window, it is not even enough to know all trades. Time is continuously and trades does not 

happen continuously. Hence, even if the event was recorded at the precise time in the Thomson dataset, it 

would still not be possible to ensure an exact amount of time before and after the event. Some stocks 

might not even trade on every trade day. 

Event window 

No deal is dropped because of a competing offer, or any other indicator that would suggest that the market 

has gotten early information about the event. Two tactics is deployed to deal with this problem. Firstly, 

using a long enough estimation, that captures most of the run up. Secondly, using the method in (Mulherin 

                                                           

20 The abbreviation ODA is used instead of the code in the SDC: DAO. 
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& Simsir, 2015), specifically the method where they adjust the estimation window dynamically. The 

research period in this study is the same as theirs, and they have made their HODA table available, so this 

table is used for the t values. The dynamically method used, is the one where the estimation window starts 

five days prior to the HODA and ends x days after. They also proposed another dynamic method, this 

method uses two estimation window, which means the HODA is treated as an event and the DA as event 

also, and the CAR is then calculated as the sum of those two events. This method is somewhat dubious, as 

there is the risk of the value creation being captured twice. There can be over half year between DA and 

HODA, which means that the following scenario is likely to happen; the market reacts to the rumour at the 

date of HODA, time goes by and the market does not think that deal is likely happen, but the deal does 

happen and the market reacts again at the DA. The period where the rumours cools down is not captured, 

and the result of this might be an upward bias problem. The regression outputs using this method has the 

HODA in the heading. 

Linking Compustat, CRSP and SDC 

Deals are linked to Compustat dataset, as no other data provider provide all the financial information 

needed for this thesis. Both the S&P and CRSP uses a proprietary company identifier, while the SDC dataset 

uses the 6-digit CUSIP of a company, at the time of the deal. Linking these different company identifiers can 

be done by using the following datasets:  The linkhist and dsenames from CRSP, and the Secd dataset from 

S&P Compustat.21 

The linkhist method 

PERMCO is the company identifier in the CRSP universe, while the equivalent in the S&P Compustat is 

called the GVKEY. It is possible to link CUSIP to PERMCO through the dsenames dataset, and it furthermore 

possible to link the PERMCO linkhist; a link from CUSIP to GVKEY can therefore be created using these two 

datasets. When linking companies across different data providers, there are two types of error: 1) failure to 

identify the company and 2) identifying the wrong company.  

While it may seem somewhat logical, that the PERMCO and GVKEY would be a one-one relationship, this is 

not the case; a PERMCO can have multiple GVKEYs and vice versa. When time is added, this is when a 

PERMCO-GVKEY relationship becomes a unique relationship, and this is what is illustrated in the diagram 

below.  

                                                           

21 All datasets are all available from the Wharton Research Services platform. 
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Two methods are developed in order to find the CUSIP-GVKEY-PERMCO relationship at the time of 

announcement. The first method contains two steps: 1) The CUSIP from the SDC is used to lookup any entry 

in dsenames dataset with the same CUSIP, and where the announcement date is between the start date 

and end date of the link. 2) The PERMCO of the found entry in dsenames dataset, is then used to lookup 

any entry in the linkhist dataset with the same PERMCO, and the GVKEY where the date of announcement 

is between the start and end date is used. This method does not have any type one errors, but it does have 

some type two errors. What cause these type two errors is not known; it seems however that some start 

dates in the linkhist or dsenames are newer than their true start date, and that some end dates in these 

datasets are older than their true end date. 

A method with no reliance on the date columns in the linkhist and dsenames is developed. The first two 

steps in the previous are used, but the start dates and end dates are no longer used. The result of not using 

the dates is that multiple CUSIP-PERMCO-GVKEY relationships can be found. An additional step is therefore 

added, that finds the correct match. In order to do so, the Security Daily dataset from the S&P Compustat is 

used (secd). The idea is to lookup the GVKEYs, and determine which GVKEYs has an entry in the SECD. at 

the time of announcement. However, this is not entirely enough, as there might be multiple active GVKEYs. 

The problem is that a PERMCO can have two GVKEYs, and both of those can have an entry in SECD at the 

time of announcement. This is a somewhat special case, and is due to one data provider recognizing a 

company as one, while another recognizes it as two. The problem seems solvable by also matching the 

ticker, as one stuck issue only has one GVKEY-PERMCO relationship at a given time. The ticker can be null in 

the SDC, and in this case, it is not possible to determine which one is the true link. It is checked whether 

multiple matches exist, so it is not possible for a GVKEY to be selected randomly. If multiple matches exist, 

then a manually match needs to be done (very rare). 

The method discussed above is implemented by running numerous SQL queries. Match CUSIP to PERMCO 

and if a match exists, write permco = -1. Every query can be found in appendix 7.3.1. 
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Testing for the two types of errors. 

After having used the linkhist method, there are still some public companies which have not been linked. 

This creates a concern of whether the linkhist method is able to link all public companies or not. Firstly, a 

third method is developed, in order to assess whether it can link any company, that the linkhist could not. 

Secondly, the companies’ who cannot be linked are researched. Another concern is that the method might 

create wrongs links. In order to reject this as being a problem, the name of the company is collected from 

the three data providers and compared. 

Alternative linking method 

This approach links the SDC directly to Compustat, by using the CUSIP supplied by the S& The CUSIP 

supplied by Compustat is not the historic, it is the current CUSIP of a GVKEY. If a GVKEY has changed its 

CUSIP since the deal, it will not be possible to make the link. It is not unusually for a GVKEY to change its 

CUSIP, but companies do not often change their CUSIP. First a table containing all the distinct CUSIP and 

GVKEY is created from the Secd dataset. The CUSIP is looked up in this table and then written back to 

deal/SDC table22. 

This procedure adds one company that were not detected by the LINKHIST approach. Doing a reverse 

lookup in linkhist, shows that CRSP is aware of these GVKEYs’, but no PERMCO/PERMCO exist for these 

companies. What can be concluded is that the linkhist method is very good, at linking companies that can 

be found in the Compustat universe. There is however still some companies, that are public according to 

the SDC, but have not been assigned an GVKEY by one of the previous methods. 

CUSIP which cannot be linked 

In order to figure out why some companies has not been linked, a sample is collected for further research. 

This sample contains deals with announcement between 1998-2014, acquisition technique Tender/Merger, 

and where the acquirer is public. The majority of companies, that the LINKHIST approach were unable to 

find a match for are without a ticker, while the majority of companies that do get identified are with a 

ticker. Hence if a company is without a ticker in the SDC datasheet, the likelihood of it being identified using 

the linkhist approach is less. In this sample, the linkhist method fails to link an acquirer in 101 of the deals, 

and only five of those acquirer has a ticker in the SDC dataset. 

The CUSIPM library from S&P23 is used to lookup 101 deals without a GVKEY, but who are public according 

to the SDC dataset. 15 out of the 101 deals can be found in the CUSIPM library. The five deals where an 

                                                           

22 See Alternative GVKEY method for SQL 
23 The CUSIP system is operated by the S&P, so it should be possible to find all CUSIP in this dataset. 
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acquirer had a ticker are all included in the 15. Only six deals could be linked to a CUSIP of a company, who 

had issued common shares. After researching these companies, it becomes clear that they were not public 

at the time of deal, but they were public at some point in history. For the companies which had a ticker and 

were part of the 15 deals, one company had an old24  CUSIP, and the two other companies were not traded 

at an exchange at the time.  It can therefore be concluded, that the main reason to why a link cannot be 

established is, bad data in the SDC dataset. In other words, one should not trust the public status in the SDC 

database. 

Name matching  

After matching companies with their CUSIP and ticker using the linkhist approach, a new SQL25 query is 

used to check whether all the names also matches. The purpose of this check is to make sure, that the 

Linkhist method does not create any wrong links.  

A name comparison is done in order to check the reliability of the links. It checks whether the name in the 

SDC matches the historic name in CRSP, and the current name in the CRSP is compared to the current name 

in Compustat26. Comparing the name of company in the dsenames to the name in SDC is not always 

possible, as the Secd does not rely on the start date and end date. The additional links made by the Secd 

needs to use another procedure. The procedure developed for these links is: pass, if the name in SDC, 

Compustat and the latest name in dsenames is the same. The company might however have changed its 

name, so this check can only be used to confirm some links, but it cannot be used to reject a link. Another 

procedure is used for confirming these companies; pass, if the current name of the company in the CRSP is 

the same as it is in Fundq, and if the share price in Secd is the same as in the SDC27. One problem is that it is 

not possible to get the share price from the Thomson One Banker output28, so one has to look it up 

manually on their website. No mismatch is found, and it is therefore concluded that the method developed 

here, is better than using the start and end dates. 

Industry codes 

Secondly, The SIC codes from the CRPS are collected from the DSENAMES dataset. The following method is 

used, first all entries covering 𝑡 = 1 in the DSENAMES dataset is found29, then the latest entry is chosen. If 

                                                           

24 An old CUSIP was used for the company, i.e. an CUSIP that had been used by the company before, but the CUSIP at 
the time of the deal had changed. 
25 Appx. 7.3.3 
26 Compustat does not store historic names. 
27 The share price one day prior to announcement is available from the SDC. 
28 It may be possible if using the SDC Platnium. 
29 The DSENAMES dataset contains entries for each security issued by a company which is traded public 
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there is a gap in DSENAMES for a company, then the latest entry before the announcement is chosen, and 

the date of the entry is written to the dataset. Entries after announcement are not considered, because 

these entries are affected by the deal. 

Abnormal return 

Primary stock 

Most firms in the sample only has one issue/stock class, but a firm can have multiple public issues. In order 

to calculate abnormal return, a primary stock must be selected for a company. The method used is based 

on the median trading value between the start of the estimation window to the event date. The median is 

used instead of the total value of trade, as it gives more weight to issues which are frequently traded; 

however, the median has one problem: it can be zero, if the firm is not traded very frequently. In order to 

avoid this problem, the trading series of the issues are modified. First, all the zero observations are 

removed. Secondly, the number of trading dates is counted for each issue, and the maximum is found. 

Thirdly, the difference between the maximum number of observations, and the observations in a particular 

is calculated, and the difference is then added to the series as zeros. Fourthly, the median of the modified 

trading value series is calculated, and the issue with the highest median is considered to be the primary 

stock. The issue has to be traded 50 times. 

Price 

Pricing information is obtained from the SECD dataset (S&P Compustat). The price is adjusted by the trfd 

and the ajexdi factor. The trfd corrects the price for events such as dividends, and the ajexdi factor corrects 

for stocks splits etc.  

 
𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 =

𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑑 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑓𝑑

𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑥𝑑𝑖
 (3.1) 

𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑥𝑑𝑖: 𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒) − 𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑦 𝐸𝑥 − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒 

𝑡𝑟𝑓𝑑: 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 

Abnormal return 

The abnormal return can be calculated, after determining the primary stock of the firm, and adjusting its 

price for stock splits, dividend payments etc. Using the market model, the expected return for a period can 

be forecasted. The abnormal return is then merely the difference between the forecasted return and the 

realized return.  

 𝑟𝑖𝑠 = 𝛼 + βr𝑚𝑠 + 𝜀 (3.2) 
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Thin trading can become a for some firms. Removing all thinly traded stocks from the sample solves this 

problem, but this is not really a solution. Another method is to ignore the fact, that the stock is not traded, 

and use the close as provided by the data vendor. The data provider will either carry forward the last 

known closing price, or use the bid/ask average to calculate a ratio.30 The method of carrying price forward 

means, that there will be no movements on days with no trades, and when there is a trade that trade will 

reflect all previous days. A bid-ask average assumes, that if a trade took place, it would take place exactly in 

the middle.  In theory, the index could also be criticized, as the index is only truly up-to-date, when a trade 

in all stocks takes place at the same time.  

A third possibility is to use the method of (Maynes & Rumsey, 1993). Instead of trying to calculate stocks 

prices, on a day with no trades, the day is instead removed from the series. The market index is then 

calculated for the same time series as the stock. Using the notation from (Bartholdy, Olson, & Peare, 2007), 

the formulation of the stock return and market model is. 

 
𝑅𝑖𝑡 = ln [

𝑃𝑡

𝑃𝑡−𝑛𝑡

] (3.3) 

𝑡 = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑦 

𝑛 = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 

In practice t is equal to all observations with status three in the Compustat dataset; n minus one is merely, 

the count of all observations between two observations with status three.31 The corresponding return on 

the market portfolio is then given by: 

 
𝑅𝑚𝑡 = ∑ 𝑟𝑚𝑠

𝑡

𝑠=𝑡−(𝑛−1)

 (3.4) 

𝑟𝑚𝑠 = 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 )𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜 

𝑠 = 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒 

And the market model becomes: 

                                                           

30 These are the methods used by some of the data provides e.g. Compustat and CRSPA. Both indicates whether the 
price is observed or calculated, in the case of CRSPA they add a minus and Compustat has a price status column. 
31 In appendix there is a working code sample illustrating how this is achieved.  
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𝑅𝑡 = 𝑛𝛼 + β𝑅mt + ∑ 𝜀𝑠

𝑡

𝑠=𝑡−(𝑛−1)

 (3.5) 

n can be any positive number within the estimation window, and as n differ from trade to trade, the 

observations is no longer equally distributed. The error term will therefore depend on n and 

homoscedasticity fails; in order to remove the heteroscedasticity, every term in the market model is 

divided by √𝑛. 

 𝑅𝑡

√𝑛
= √𝑛𝛼 + β

𝑅mt

√𝑛
+ ∑ 𝜀𝑠

𝑡

𝑠=𝑡−(𝑛−1)

 (3.6) 

The abnormal return is then the actual/realized return minus the expected return given by market model, 

 𝐴𝑡 = 𝑅𝑡 − 𝐸[𝑅𝑡] (3.7) 

The combined value is found by estimating the portfolio of the two stocks. The method used to estimate 

the abnormal returns is still Maynes & Rumsey (1993) and the market model. The portfolio is created just 

before the estimation window, i.e. the weights/equity value is calculated right before the event estimation. 

The subject of the next section is how these weights are calculated. 

Equity value 

First of all, calculating the equity value is a crucial part of this study, so it should not be underestimate. The 

equity value is important as it used to calculate the combined CAR, so a wrong equity value would mean 

that the combined CAR is wrong too. The equity value needs to be calculate just right before the event 

window, and not a year in advance or at some other time.  Calculating the equity value, should in theory be 

easy; take all share outstanding and multiply them with shares outstanding. If a firm has multiple stock 

outstanding, the sum of the value of each stock issue is taken  

However, not all the data needed to calculate the equity value is recorded at a given time. Both the CRSP 

and the Compustat dataset has both share outstanding and closing price for each day, but the dataset is 

limited to public share. The equity value will be the true value, if the company has no private shares, but it 

is not possible from these datasets to determine, whether a company has any private from the dataset. 
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CRSP method 

If firms only have public issues, then it is straightforward to calculate the equity. CRSP is a great resource 

for calculating the mkt. cap for such firms, as their database goes further back than Compustat32. The PRC 

can both be negative or positive, so the absolute value is used. The WRDS/Compustat table SECD also 

contains information regarding shares outstanding and pricing information. Outstanding shares information 

is not available before 1999 in the SECD dataset. 

 𝑚𝑘𝑡1𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑐𝑜 = ∑ 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑃𝑅𝐶𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑛𝑜) ∗ 𝑆𝐻𝑅𝑂𝑈𝑇𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑛𝑜 (3.8) 

This method is fine for a company, that does not have any private issues. The problem is however, that we 

do not know if this is the case or not. 

Compustat method 

The Compustat method is to use the funda or fundq datasets from WRDS/Compustat. Compustat has 

already calculated the equity value in the variable mkvalt/mkvaltq for some entries, and privately held 

stocks are accounted for in the mkvalt. However, the mkvalt is not calculated for all entries in the fundq 

and funda datasets. So an alternative approach is needed for those entries without an mkvalt value. The 

Compustat datasets includes other information, which can be used to determine the equity value, and 

which is general available. Prcc_f/prccq is the closing price of the last trading day in a financial year for the 

primary stock, and csho/cshoq is the total number of common shares outstanding. 

Compustat calculates csho with the following methodology:  

1) If only one common share issue exists, then csho is equal to number of outstanding share for that 

issue, and 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐 is equal to equity value calculated using CRSP data and the mkvalt.  

2) If there are more than one issue, then all the other issues are converted into an equivalent number 

of the primary share, and the csho is the sum of all the converted issues.  

The 10Q/K is made public in intervals, so it is not possible to know csho at all time. For quarterly report, the 

formula for market equity becomes 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑞 ∗ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑞 and for the annual report 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑞 ∗ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜. This seems to 

be somewhat an accepted approach to calculate the market value (Glushkov, 2011).  

                                                           

32 However, I have been adjusting both outstanding shares in CRSP and Compustat (due to fillings reporting something 
else), and it seems to me that I made a lot more adjustments when using CRSP. 
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If a company is entirely public-held, then the market value is approximately equal to 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜 at the 

time of the 10Q/K. There might be a slight difference, because only the share price of the primary issue is 

used in the 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜 formula. The difference between CRSP and Compustat is due to the conversion 

method, as only the economics rights of a share is taken into account. Other type of rights, such as voting 

and liquidity of the stock are not part of the csho. The direction of the Compustat bias is not known, the 

liquidity or the voting right factor could dominate. The Maersk B shares is usually traded at a premium due 

to liquidity, but the control premium dominates in the Alphabet Inc. case. 

The case of Alphabet 

Alphabet Inc. is good example of a company where the CRSP method will fail, and where the Fundq method 

might not be so accurate. Alphabet has three different share classes, and has a mix of public and privately 

held shares, and the two public shares both has the same liquidity. The Alphabet’s A and C class shares are 

traded public while the B class shares not. The C class has no voting rights while the A class has one, and the 

B class has teen votes. In this case, the CRSP method will underestimate the equity value, as B class shares 

are not considered. According to Google’s 10Q filling of July 17, 2015, the B class shares accounted for 8 % 

of the outstanding shares. As it can be seen from the graph, voting rights does carry some value, and it 

does not seem to be constant over time in the Google example. The ticker for the class A shares is GOOGL, 

and it can be seen that GOOGL trades at premium. The volume of the two class is very similar, the daily 

volume median of GOOG is 1696631 while it is 1784237 for GOOGL, the correlation between the two is 

0,95. 
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The premium that GOOG carries is quite big, because the share class itself only accounts for 36 % of the 

votes, while class B shares accounts for the rest. The class B shares are owned by the founders so at the 

moment, an A class shareholder has no influence over the company. Compustat identifies the A class as the 

primary issue for google, so when calculating the equity value as 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑞 ∗ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜, the price of the C stock is 

overestimated. The control premium on all the B stocks must at least be double of the A stock, so the 

overall control premium is underestimated. However, the liquidity of the B stock is less and that has a 

negative impact on price. An estimate of the control premium could be given in the Google case, as one 

vote according to graph is worth somewhere in the range of one percentage to five percentages. But this is 

only possible because there are two public share issues, where one of them has more voting rights than the 

other. 

An alternative method of using 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑞 ∗ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜, is to issue the actual price of each share class. The price of 

the public share is still unknown, but it seems that Compustat is merely using primary share for estimating 

mkvalt, the formula is then 

 𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑔𝑣𝑘𝑒𝑦 = ∑ 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑑 ∗ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑑 + (𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑞𝑔𝑣𝑘𝑒𝑦 − ∑ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑔𝑣𝑘𝑒𝑦,𝑖𝑖𝑑) ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑑 (3.9) 

 

Solving for the share price of the privately held shares of Google Inc. 2015Q2, shows that the price assigned 

by Compustat is very close, the exact price of the privately held is 539,5828, and the price of the primary 

stock is 540.04.  

540.04 ∗ 288265000 + 520.51 ∗ 342630000 + (685490000 − (288265000 + 342630000)) ∗ 𝑥

= 363475496400, 𝑥 = 539.5828 

Adjusted public mkt. cap (APMV) 

The major drawback of using the Compustat method is, that the mkt. cap is only known at the time of the 

fundq. One problem is that acquirer and target can have different financial years, and another problem is 

that it is not possible to obtain the mkt. cap at a specific time. A method is developed, that makes it 

possible to calculate the mkt. cap at any trading date. This method calculates the percentage of public 

shares, by calculating the market cap. at the date of fundq entry, and then calculate value of public shares 

at the same date. The ratio is found for the two fundq entries that surrounds the announcement date, i.e. 

the prior quarter and the current quarter. 

 𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑞 = 𝑚𝑘𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑞𝑞 ∨ 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑞𝑞 ∗ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑞𝑞 (3.10) 
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𝑞 = 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 

 
𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡 𝑡 = ∑ 𝑝𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑,𝑡 ∗ 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑑,𝑡

𝐼𝐼𝐷𝑆

𝑖𝑖𝑑

 (3.11) 

 
𝑝𝑡𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑞 =

𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑡=𝑞

𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑡
 (3.12) 

 

If the ratio for the previous quarter and the current quarter is above 0.98, then the equity value equals the 

value of the private shares. If the ratio is larger, but the difference between the previous and current 

quarter is less than 5 %, then the equity value is equal to the value of the traded stocks times the ptmkt 

ratio of the previous quarter. Usually, what can give some problems, is that new share is issued after a 

merger, and this can create some differences between the two ratios. Small difference should not be a 

problem, but anything over 5 % should get some attention. 

 
𝑝 = {

𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑞 , t = q

𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑞−1, … !
 (3.13) 

 

𝑎𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑡 = {

𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑡, min(𝑝𝑡𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑞 , 𝑝) > 0,98

𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑡/𝑝, …  𝑎𝑏𝑠(ptmktq − 𝑝) < 0,05

𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙, … !

 (3.14) 

 

Quality of data 

Both the secd and fundq seems superior to dsf dataset from CRSP, and this is reason why secd is used 

instead of the. There are some discrepancies between the fundq and the daily datasets dsf, but checking 

the actual 10Q/K on Edgar33 almost always shows, that the fundq is correct or at least more correct. The 

fundq howver had some wrong entries too; the general problem seems to be, that shares outstanding in 

some instances was at the time of submission of the 10Q report, and not at the time of the reporting 

period.  Howver, in the majority of the case a lookup in Edgar, showed that the fundq data was more 

                                                           

33 EDGAR, the Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval (SEC) 
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accurate than DSF. The CRSPA dataset covers a longer period, but the quality of the data is worse, and 

Compustat should therefore be used when possible. 

Alternatives 

The SDC dataset contains, the market value for the target and acquirer four weeks prior to the 

announcement. The method used by SDC is not explained in greater depth, i.e. whether a human is 

calculating the market value, or if it is calculated in an automated manner is not known. The four-week 

mkt. cap is also well within the CAR window, and the mkt. cap is therefore affected by the event itself. 

Hence, it cannot be used for calculating the value creation, but it can be used for benchmarking the APMV 

method. 

Performance 

The true market value is not observed, so in order to test the performance of the APMV method, the 4-

week mkt. cap in the SDC is used as a benchmark. The market value in the SDC dataset is calculated four 

weeks prior to announcement34. There are approx. 252-253 trading days in a year, so four weeks is approx. 

19 trading days. The market value for the acquirer and target is calculated with the APMV method, and it is 

compared with the market value in the SDC dataset. If there is a larger discrepancy, the 10K/Q is retrieved 

from Edgar. 

The APMV method is very robust, and a look up on Edgar, does not show that it is reporting a wrong market 

cap. in any of instances. However, Thomson repeatedly fails to detect, that a company either has issues 

which are privately traded, or that the company has multiple public traded stocks. For one particular deal 

(SDC: 1675578020), the market value of the acquirer is six times smaller than the market value calculated 

using the APMV method. SDC fails to detect that the company has not only one common stock class but has 

three, and the stock class that SDC does identify is the public traded class with the lowest market value. In 

another deal (SDC: 755060020), SDC fails to detect a 2-for-1 stock split and as consequence, the market 

value in the dataset is 50% lower. In a third deal (SDC: 726323020), the price is almost 11 times more than 

the correct market value, and the only logical explanation must be that a zero was added by mistake. For a 

large portion of the deals, the market value provided by SDC seems to be the same as the APMV method. In 

119 out of 286, the equity value for the acquirer is exactly the same; the 4 weeks does not necessarily equal 

19 trading days, so 119/286 seems right. 

                                                           

34 I have tried before to get Thomson to explain their method, but their respond was very vague. 
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There is definitely no reason for using the Thomson Reuters data for the mkt. cap; first of all, the 4 weeks 

might not correspond to the event window, and secondly, the data is bad in some instances. Furthermore, 

the SDC does not provide market value for all deals, so another method is still needed.  

Test statistics 

The main problem is not whether M&A creates value, but whether some industry characteristics can 

determine the value creation. Still the value creation aspect is important. If management is only partially 

concerned by value creation in M&A, then it may become hard to estimate the industry component. Three 

different t-tests is conducted. One parametric, one non-parametric and one non-parametric event variance 

adjusted test. 

First test – Standardized abnormal return (Brown & Warner, 1985) 

 
𝐴𝑡

′ =
𝐴𝑡

√𝑁
 (3.15) 

 
𝐴𝑖𝑡

2 =
𝐴𝑖𝑡

′

𝑆(𝐴𝑖𝑡)
 (3.16) 

 

𝑆(𝐴𝑖𝑡) = √
1

𝑇𝑖 − 1
∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑡

′

𝑒𝑠𝑒

𝑡=𝑒𝑠𝑠 

 (3.17) 

 
𝑇2 =

∑ ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑡
𝑠𝑁

𝑖=1
𝑒𝑣𝑒
𝑡=𝑒𝑣𝑠

√3𝑁
 (3.18) 

𝑁: 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆(𝐴𝑖𝑡)), 𝑇𝑖,𝑒𝑠:  𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐴𝑖𝑡
′ ), 𝑒𝑣𝑠: 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, 𝑒𝑣𝑒: 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 𝑒𝑛𝑑,

𝑒𝑠𝑠: 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, 𝑒𝑠𝑠: 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 𝑒𝑛𝑑  

Second test – Rank test (Corrado & Zivney, 1992) 

 𝐾𝑖𝑡 = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝐴𝑖𝑡) (3.19) 

 
𝑈𝑖𝑡 =

𝐾𝑖𝑡

1 + 𝑇𝑖
 (3.20) 

 1

√𝑁
∑ (𝑈𝑖𝑡 − 0.5)𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑆(𝐾)
 

(3.21) 
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 𝐸 = (𝑒𝑣𝑒 − 𝑒𝑣𝑠 + 1) + (𝑒𝑠𝑒 − 𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 1) (3.22) 

 

𝑆(𝐾) = √
1

𝐸
(∑ (

1

√𝑁𝑡
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)

2
𝑒𝑣𝑒

𝑒𝑣𝑠

+ ∑ (
1

√𝑁𝑡
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𝑁𝑖

𝑖=1

)

2
𝑒𝑠𝑒

𝑒𝑠𝑠

) (3.23) 

𝑁𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑈𝑖𝑡), 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑏𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 

 

𝑇2 = ∑

((
1

𝑁𝑡
) ∑ (𝑈𝑖𝑡 − 0.5)𝑁𝑡

𝑖=1 )

√𝐸 ∗ 𝑆(𝐾)

𝑒𝑣𝑒

𝑡=𝑒𝑣𝑠

 
(3.24) 

𝐸 = (𝑒𝑣𝑒 − 𝑒𝑣𝑠 + 1) 

Third test – Variance adjusted parametric test (Boehmer, 1991) 

 
�̅� =

1

𝑁
∑ 𝑅𝑚𝑡

𝑒𝑠𝑒

𝑡=𝑒𝑠𝑠

 (3.25) 

 

𝑆(𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖) = √
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 (3.26) 

𝑇𝑖,𝑒𝑣 = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐴𝑖𝑡) 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 𝑡 = [𝑒𝑣𝑠, … , 𝑒𝑣𝑒] 

𝑇𝑖,𝑒𝑠 = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐴𝑖𝑡) 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 𝑡 = [𝑒𝑠𝑠, … , 𝑒𝑠𝑒] 

 
𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑠 =

∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑡
1
𝑡=−1

𝑆(𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖)
 (3.27) 
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𝑇3 =

𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝑆(𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅)
 (3.30) 

Industry Factors 

The following will provide; a discussion and assessment of the data available for the factors, and the 

method used to calculate the factors.  

Industries 

Industry classification is of great importance. If the industry of a company is hard to determine or data is of 

low quality, then it is not possible to assign a correct factor. Public companies in the USA are required to 

report their SIC and NAICS code to one government body (The Security and Exchange Commission). The 

USBC, NSF etc. all reports using the same industries schema. Hence, USA is the ideal candidate for this 

thesis, and furthermore, there is a sufficient number of deals. 

The two industry coding schema primarily used in the US is the NAICS and SIC. The first revision of NAICS is 

from 1997 while SIC dates back to 1930. According to the USBC, the NAICS sytem is meant to replace SIC, 

but SEC and other data providers are still relaying on the SIC classification. NAICS is also meant to be a more 

accurate classification system, and NAICS is a 6-digit code whereas SIC is only 4. The NAICS classification 

gets updated every five years, and is therefore harder to work with as industry codes are not consistent. 

The NAICS system has been in place since 1997, but it is first around June 2004, that it becomes a 

requirement for companies to report their NAICS. Both industry coding is used, some sources uses the SIC 

classification and other sources use the NAICS. It is therefore important to obtain a reliable NAICS and SIC 

for each company in the SDC dataset. 

The SDC dataset includes NAICS codes for acquirer and target, and it available for the entire dataset. 1997 

is the year of the first NAICS revision, so unless Thomson used time travel, they could not have assigned the 

NAICS at the time of the deal. It is likely that the SDC is using a SIC-NAICS translator to determine, the 

NAICS codes for deals prior to 1997. I tried to enquire Thomson about their method, but Thomson was not 

very willing to share their method, and I got a very generic answer. It is therefore not possible to 

determine, when the NAICS has been assigned by Thomson. What Thomson did say, is that they do an 

assessment at the time of the deal where they use fillings, websites etc. to determine the industry. 

While linking the SDC, CRSP and S&P, the industry codes in dsenames table were also found. It is therefore 

possible to either use SDC, CRSP or a combination of both. CRSP data differs from Thomson, as their data 

source is company fillings, while Thomson says that they do an assessment. There are two problems using 

industry codes supplied by CRSP. Firstly, the SEC first started to require companies to report their NAICS on 
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June 2004, so there are no NAICS in the CRSP dataset prior to this date. Secondly, the CRSP gather their SIC 

codes from different exchanges, and some of these exchanges only supplies the first 3-digits, which mean 

that CRSP has added a zero to the sic code.35 Thirdly) sic codes are not updated on regular basis. 

In theory, the SDC should be a better source, but the mkt. cap in their dataset can be wrong, and the public 

status is neither correct all of the times. A comparison of the CRSP sic code and the SDC is conducted. The 

merger of equals sample is used, which consist of 185 deals. It does not make sense to compare at the 4-

digits level, as the CRSP does not always report the 4-digit code. On the 3-digit level, the CRSP sic code of 

the acquirer matches the SDC sic code in 144 of the deals, and when the target is used, 148. The 

discrepancies between CRSP and Thomson is due to corporations operating in different industries, e.g. 

Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold is classified as “Coppers ores” in the SDC while it is classified as “Gold 

ores” in the CRSP. An example of when the CRSP is wrong is Finsair Corp; the sic definition is “custom 

computing programming services” while the SDC is “semiconductor and related devices”. The website of 

Finsair Corp says that they produce network equipment, so in this case the SDC is right. The conclusion 

from researching more of the companies, where there is a discrepancy between CRSP and SDC, is that the 

Thomson SIC codes seems to be more accurate. It seems that SDC will only deviate from the SEC filling, if it 

is wrong or if the company has a bigger present in another industry. 

The NAICS is also important, as it is used by some of the other factors. As mentioned before, the SDC is 

using a SIC-NAICS converter for some of the entries. Converting is a problem; first of all, the better detail 

level that the NAICS classification system offers is lost, and secondly, and the reliability is lost if the 

converter is not of good quality. However, converting the SIC is not avoidable for 2000-2004, but it is 

avoidable for 2004 and beyond. The concern is therefore, that it would be better to use CRSP data for 2005-

2009. Converting all the sic codes from the SIC-NAICS using a convention table36 from the USBC, shows that 

the converted acquirer NAICS is a match with the SDC NAICS in 63 out of 68 deals37. However, when using 

the same method with the CRSP SIC, the result is 56 out of 68. These results are somewhat similar, so it 

does not seem to add any value, if the SDC NAICS is replaced with CRSP NAICS for 2005-2009. Hence, the 

SDC is used for all industry codes. 

                                                           

35 See appx: 7.2.1 
36 1983SIC-2002NAICS dataset from USBC, query: appx. 7.1.14 
37 Only 68, because any observation where the CRSP’s SIC ends on 0 or is None (year<2005) has been removed 
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Selecting data 

In selecting data, the following procedure is used: First step, is to identify which data providers has data 

relevant to the factor. Second step, is to determine which data provider has the best data for the factor.  

In the first step, a thorough search is carried out using the general internet, library search and private 

databases. In the second step, data is evaluated after these three criteria: Industry level, data vs factor and 

sampling quality.  

Industry level: Different datasets/data providers defines industry at different levels and use different 

industry classification systems. Some providers use their own industry classification, while other datasets 

will use standard North America classification (NAICS or SIC). Some data providers provide data at the 6-

digit NAICS level or at the 4-digit SIC level, while other only provides data on an aggregated level. Data on 

an aggregated level means that a value is available for multiple SIC/NAICS codes, but not for the specific 

SIC/NAICS. Hence, the provider has defined a broader industry within the SIC/NAICS classification system, 

but the data is still compliant with the industry classification system. The drawback of using aggregated 

data is, that when a data item goes towards all the sic codes, then the factor will go toward the general 

factor. The consequence is, that aggregated data is not very detailed, and this can affect whether a factor 

proves to be significant or not. 

Sampling: Better data is typically available for public companies, while data on private companies is rather 

limited. Data of better quality or at lower industry level is harder to collect, and is therefore sometimes 

collected more infrequently. The decision to use a dataset rather than another, can come down to whether 

frequency or quality of data is more important. In some of the USBC datasets, data is only collected every 

five years, e.g. concentration. The solution to this problem, is that a data point acts as proxy for the four 

years, which has not been collected; whether this a good solution depends on how quick things changes. 

Growth changes pretty quickly, but a factors such as assets ratio properly stays more constant through 

time, or at least, their relative position to other industries stays more constant. Hence, a manufacturing 

requiring more assets than a service industry will properly be true for all years, but a manufacturing 

company might see higher or lower growth than a service industry. Concentration is a factor that does not 

make much sense, if not all firms in an industry is known. If the biggest firm in a monopolised industry is 

left out, then the concentration will not be accurate. It is therefore not enough to only survey public firms. 

A good illustration of this point is the Kraft and Heinz merger; where two major firms in an industry 

merged, and where one of them went private in the transaction. Hence, the true concentration was 

increasing while the “public” concentration was falling. The ownership structure does not determine who 

competes with who, so it does not make sense to make a concentration ratio based on public companies. 
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However, for other ratios, where data has to be as current as possible, it might prove better to use a 

sample of public firms. Furthermore, there are some factors, where public firms are the only available 

source. 

Major data sources 

The primary sources used are Compustat, USBC and NFS. USBC is a great resource, as most of their data is 

available at the 6-digit NAICS level, and their data stems from a sample of both public and private 

companies. Not all factors are available from the USBC, and some of factors are not available annually. 

These factors are therefore calculated using a sample of public companies. Compustat is used as source, 

when this is the case. The funda dataset contains all annual 10K, but the funda dataset does not contain the 

SIC and NAICS codes, and it is therefore necessary to also use the CRSP dsenames dataset. 

Another difference between USBC and Compustat is, that Compustat collects data at the firm level, while 

USBC collects some of their data at the establishment level. In the USBC dataset, each establishment has a 

NAICS, and a company can therefore have multiple NAICS. The benefits of this approach is that big 

conglomerates are not counted towards one industry, but are divided into different NAICS code and 

revenue is assigned to that NAICS code. Hence, USCB collects data at a lower level than Compustat.  

Compustat: funda and fundq 

Both the Compustat funda and fundq is available, and this raises the question: which one should be used 

for factors which uses Compustat data? The problems that arise when collecting financial information from 

funda, is that not all companies reports the same period. This problem can be dealt with in different ways. 

The first method is to ignore that the problem exists, and use the fiscal year as it was the calendar year. 

Using this method, the difference between the actual- and fiscal year can be up to six months. The second 

method, is to use quarterly data; the difference is down to one month. The third method, is to not include 

those firms where the fiscal year does not equal the calendar year; the difference is zero, but the sample 

does not contain all public companies.  

The first method, is not a good solution, as the growth rate can be affected, by a switch in economic 

growth. The growth rate of an industry with a low number of firms and with relative higher number of 

companies, who does not follow the calendar year, would be affected by the general economic growth rate 

differently. The majority of reports in the FUNDA database follows the calendar year; 63 % of all records in 

the dataset follows the calendar year. The number has increased to 70% in the period from 2000 to 2009. 

There is nothing to suggest that reporting the calendar year, should somehow bias the sample, so it is may 

be acceptable to use those firms only. However, using quarterly data seems like an even better solution, as 

the max difference between companies can be no more than a month. This difference is so small, that it is 
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not a huge concern. Furthermore, if using quarterly data, it would be possible to calculate a growth, that is 

closer to the announcement. 

Seasonality could be a problem in the second method, but this can easily be dealt with. Quarters over 

quarter is not a good measurement, because of seasonal differences. Quarter on quarter takes seasonality 

into account. QOQ may not be a good measurement neither, because of the measurement period being 

two short. Even this is not a problem as a calendar year can be constructed from four quarters. The primary 

concern when using quarterly data is whether, the quality of the quarterly data is as good as annual. The 

main concern is that quarterly data can be unaudited, and that smaller sized companies may put less effort 

into these numbers.  

Which method is better depends on, whether quarterly data is as good as annual data. It is obviously best 

to have all public companies in the sample, and be able to calculate the growth rate so close to estimation 

window as possible; however, if the accounting quality is bad, then it is better use sample of the funda 

dataset. A method to compare the fundq and funda needs to be developed. The growth factor needs to be 

calculated regardless of whether the fundq or funda is chosen, so it seems logical to just calculate the 

growth using the fundq method and the funda, and then do an assessment of which one performance 

better. The growth rate seems like the most natural choose, as revenue is properly the factors most 

affected by low accounting quality. 

Funda method 

The framework provided in this section is for annual data, but as the fundq and funda contains most of the 

same items, the fundq is actual pretty similar. First of all, a sic to gvkey table is created, which consists of 

the following columns: gvkey, permno, NAICS, SIC and year. The industries keys are retrieved from the 

dsenames dataset, and the gvkey is likewise constructed from CRSP data. The SIC code of a all companies is 

gathered, at the last day in the calendar year, and table is created with this information. This table makes it 

possible to lookup a specific year, and get all the firms, that were in that industry at the end of the year. 

Furthermore, the table contains the GVKEY, so it possible to get accounting information from Compustat 

for both annual and quarterly data.38 

Now that a table with year, industry cods and GVKEY exist, it can be used for the next steps, which is to 

measure the growth rate in an industry. One method would be to measure, the revenue of all public 

companies in an industry year to year. This is a somewhat bad way to go about it: Firstly, public companies 

                                                           

38 SQL statement for creating this table can be found in the appendix 7.4.2 
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can go private, and public firm can go public. Secondly, the SIC code is very detailed at the four-digit level, 

so a firm “leaving” could just mean a slight change in strategy.  

Another method is to look, at firms that has the same industry code for two consecutive periods, that is 

companies which has three consecutive entries in newly created table f_gv_naics. This method is not 

without its own caveats: firms that did not exist the previous year is not accounted for, and neither is firms 

who went bankrupt. The problem is that, it can be hard to determine whether a firm went bankrupt, as 

there can be multiple reason for a firm to be delisted: the GVKEY can have changed due to financial 

reconstruction, M&A transaction, went private or went bankrupt. 

Using this method, a second table is created, which contains the industry information of a company and the 

current- and previous revenue for a particular year. Additional, the SIC is compared to the previous year, 

and both the SIC and the precision of the match is stored. Hence, this procedure is quite complicated. The 

precision of a match would be four as the SIC precision in the DSENAMES dataset is four. However, the sic 

system goes up to 6 digits, but the sic code is only reported at the four level, so it is not “exactly “an exact 

match. So if a firm has a sic code of 4333 primo and ultimo has a sic code of 4332, then the precision of the 

sic is 3.39 

Next a procedure is created which creates a table consisting of, the revenue of all SIC codes at all precision 

levels. The sum at the lower sic levels will always be larger or equal to those at the higher, as this is the 

revenue sum of firms, that matches on all precision level higher or equal to x. 40 

Now that the framework has been developed, it merely needs to be adopted to use quarterly data, which is 

pretty straight forward. The only thing that really is different is that we need to identify the four financial 

quarters in a calendar year. 

Fundq method 

Compustat has made the job of identifying which financial quarter corresponds to the calendar straight 

forward, as the calendar quarter is part of the dataset. Compustat method is simply to select the financial 

quarter that has the largest overlap with the calendar year. What remains is to take the sum of the four 

quarters. The table contains both companies who follow the calendar year, and companies who do not. 

This is by design as both groups might be needed, the second group may not be used, but it does not 

require more work to calculate. So some adjustments have to be made to the annual method, because the 

                                                           

39 Appx. 7.4.3 
40 Appx. 7.4.4 
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annual revenue is being calculated from four quarters. Firstly, a table with revenue, gvkey, sic, is created for 

all companies and quarters in the data range.41 

The second procedure is somewhat similar to the annual procedure. However, in one aspect the procedure 

is different; it is checked whether a company has data for four consecutive quarter in a year and if so, the 

sum of those four quarter is calculated, whereas in the annual procedure the annual data is already given in 

the funda table. The SICCD is taken for the last date in the quarter, for companies following the calendar 

year, it is the 31. December. For companies not following the calendar year, it can either be the last day in 

November, December or January. Another problem is if a firm change it financial year. In the annual 

procedure such companies are left out. However, if the financial report is changed by a number of months 

which produce an integer when divided with three, then the calendar period of the quarterly data has not 

changed. The name of the financial quarter is different, but the calendar period is still the same. In order to 

avoid comparing data with different calendar period, it is checked whether the actual calendar quarter field 

in fundq has changed its end date.  

  Months 

  01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 

Typ
e 

1  Q1   Q2   Q3   Q4  

2  Q1   Q2   Q3   Q4  

3  Q1   Q2   Q3   Q4  

 

The rest of the procedure follows the funda procedure: it is recorded at what level the company is a match, 

and the revenue for all industries is found.42 

Comparison of annual and quarterly data 

The table for annual and the calculated annual data using quarterly data is combined into one. A binary 

value is assigned to whether the data is from quarterly data or not. Doing an inner join between the 

quarterly data and annual data returns 44762 entries. 

                                                           

41Appx. 7.4.5 
42 Appx. 7.4.6  
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Only data for firms following the calendar year is reported. In 6192 of the entries, the revenue of the 

quarters is not match. This is somewhat good news, as it means, that the majority of companies, does not 

report different results in their annual report. However, it still means that 14 % of the annual reports, are 

not the sum of the quarterly reports. Some of this may be due to rounding errors, but after reviewing the 

data, it is concluded that this is not the case. The equal constrain is relaxed a bit, so only annual reports 

which has a difference of a per mile is included. For annual reports where the annual revenue is a billion or 

more: 17 % of the companies does not report the sum of the quarters. For the entire sample: 13 % does not 

report the same revenue in the quarterly fillings. Larger firms might have better quarterly reporting, but 

because of their size, the change of having to restate something is also higher. So in this case, the size of 

the company is dominating the added quality of reporting (assuming larger firms have better reporting). 43 

Minor difference between the annual and quarterly data is not a problem, the data being wrong with a per 

mile does not affect the growth rate by a lot. However, the growth rate is affected a great deal, if data is 

wrong with a percentage or more, as single digit growth rate is common in many industries. After removing 

difference less than a per mile, there are 5692 data points remaining, and as it can be seen from the graph, 

only 1491 of those is less than a percentage.  

 

In 4354 reports, the annual reported revenue is larger than the revenue found using the fundq, so the 

quarterly revenue is underestimated.  If the revenue of the prior year is underestimated, then growth rate 

will be larger, or if the year of the growth rate is underestimated, then growth rate will be lower. The 

extracted data is selected based on t and not on t-1, so the expected result for this sample, is that the 

growth rate will be underestimated. After removing the biggest outlier, growth rates not between -50 to 50 

                                                           

43 Appx. 7.4.7 
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%, the growth rate is indeed larger for annual data, 5.28 % versus 2.41 % for quarterly data. The standard 

deviation of the growth rate is also larger for quarterly data.  

Quarterly or annual data 

If the accuracy of a temperature sensor is low, the temperature standard deviation will be higher. The data 

further shows, that if there is a difference between quarterly and annual data, the difference is bigger for 

smaller companies. Hence, the percentage difference is in general larger for smaller companies. Larger 

companies tend to have more temperature sensors (revenue streams), so the reported number is expected 

to be more accurate, because the standard deviation of each temperature sensor cancels out. The quarterly 

data will deviate from annual data more often when the company is large, but the percentage difference 

will be smaller. Another factor is, that larger companies may to some extent put more effort into their 

quarterly report. 

The conclusion is: quarterly data is less accurate. The funda dataset is therefore used for calculating all the 

Compustat factors. 

Factors 

Growth 

Growth is a goal for a lot of companies, as it is one method to grow Cash Flow and those create value for 

shareholders. However, growth requires more capital, and it is therefore important that growth do not 

destroy value. Some firms might try to achieve growth even if it destroys value, but growth must create 

value in high growth industries; industries should not have a high growth rate, merely because the industry 

has a problem of bad management. Future growth is already calculated into the price of a stock. Therefore, 

in order for growth to create value in an M&A event, the market has to recognize, that the combine firm 

can either grow faster or can operate at a higher profitability due to slow growth. Smaller firms however 

might be able to achieve higher growth rates due to start-up culture etc., and merging might kill innovation. 

Hence, growth might be a positive in some cases, but may also be a negative in other cases. 

Different events are measured across time and across different economies and/or economic climate, so it 

becomes important to think about what growth is. Industry growth is largely depending on other factors, 

and growth can be presented using different methods. Inflation and growth in GDP is typically positively 

correlated, and inflation- and GDP growth is neither a constant nor is a given. Hence, the growth rate of a 

company or an industry, is largely depending on both the financial- and monetary policy of a country. 

Different countries, do not usually share the same policy, and neither is the policy a constant through time. 

In the introduction, it was mentioned that M&A activity and clustering happens around economic upturns, 
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and this activity should in theory be caused by value creation. General growth is therefore a factor. In order 

to measure the industry growth factor, and avoid an omitted variable bias problem; the industry growth 

rate can either be adjusted for inflation and economic growth, or use a variable which are not affected by 

those two. 

There are two methods which comes to mind. One method, is real GDP growth, which can be used as a 

framework. Instead of removing inflation from growth, the general economic growth is removed. Data can 

be obtained for such a ratio, e.g. BEA can supply growth rates for the entire economy. However, the entire 

economy may not be a good proxy for the growth in public companies. Instead, the growth rate of public 

companies could be used. This may not be a good solution neither, as the industry mix of public companies 

might not represent all companies, and the mix might change through time. Another problem is, that the 

GDP adjusted growth rate may still be affected by the general growth rate in the economy; the relation 

might not be linear, growing at 5 % if the real growth rate of the economy is 3 %, might be less impressive 

than growing at 2 % while the rest of the economy is stagnating. Second method, is to rank each industry. 

In order to rank industries, the revenue and growth rate is calculated for all industries, and the growth rate 

of an industry is then ranked against other industries on a scale from 0-1000. For example: if the sum of 

revenue in sic code 0100 makes up 20 per mil of the total revenue of public companies, and sic code 0100 

has the lowest growth rate amongst public companies, then the industry will be ranked at 10. If the second 

lowest growth industry makes up 30 per mil, it will be ranked at 35 (20+30/2). Ranking is not affected by 

the overall economic growth, neither is it affected by inflation. One non-problem with ranking is that, it is 

easy to interpreter the direction, but hard to interpreter the value.  

Regarding all Compustat factors 

The funda dataset provides annual information, while the CRSP’s DSENAMES provides historic SIC codes for 

the companies. The method for retrieving companies in and its SIC is discussed in this section: Compustat: 

funda and fundq on p. 42. If an industry at the 4 precision level, does not at least have 10 companies, the 

growth factor will instead be obtained from the three-digit precision level; this principle applies to all 

Compustat factors. The ranking method follows the procedure described under the second method (right 

above). Furthermore, the technical part of how, the Compustat factors are calculated can be found in 

appendix. 7.4.1.  

Growth ratios 

Compustat and CRSP is selected for the growth factor. The median growth rate ratio is obtained. The GDP 

growth rate for BEA is also obtained, and the growth Compustat growth rate for all public companies is 
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calculated. The growth rank is also obtained44, and the median industry growth rate is used as the ranking 

parameter. but it not shown in any of the regression output, as it had not effect. 

Formula 

Other sources 

Growth data is available at a higher industry level from BEA and OECD. USBC conducts an economic survey 

on the 6 digit NAICS level, but this survey is only conducted every five years. The BEA and OECD has growth 

data, but their data is on available on a very low industry level. 

 NAIC data level NAICS assignment 

level 

Frequency All/Public 

BEA 2-4 N/A Annual All 

OECD 2-4 (ISIC Rev.3) N/A Annual All 

USBC 6 Establishment Quinquennial All 

Compustat 6 (<2005: sic: 3-4) Company Annual/Quarterly Public 

High skills 

R&D (NSF) 

NSF and USBC conducts a survey on R&D by industry. It is called the Survey of Industrial Research and 

Development (SIRD), and it conducted from 1950-2007. From 2008 and onwards, the framework is 

changed, and the survey changes its name to The Business R&D and Innovation Survey (BRDIS); the primary 

change is, that the survey is expanded to also include foreign operations. 

Both surveys are available at a higher NAICS level, and the primary subject of the survey is who performs 

and finance R&D by industry. Domestic data is available in both the SIRD and BIRDS, whereas global data is 

only available in BRDIS. Companies which are not performing any R&D or is smaller than 5 employees are 

not surveyed. It is therefore not a survey of an entire industry but rather a specific subset of an industry. 

Ideally all US companies R&D activity and sales should be measured at a lower NAICS levels, but such a 

dataset does not exist.  

It is a problem, that revenue is only measured for companies doing R&D, as this will make the R&D ratio 

bigger than it actual is. GDP data from BEA cannot be used instead, mainly because the GDP industry 

dataset is not available in a format that makes this possible. Furthermore, both companies performing and 

                                                           

44 Zero precision sic level. 
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financing R&D is included in the BIRDIS survey, whereas only companies who are performing R&D is 

included in the SIRD survey. The ratio is therefore calculated slightly different for different time periods. 

 
𝑅&𝐷 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜2000−2007:

𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑅&𝐷 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦

𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑅&𝐷 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦
 (3.31) 

 
𝑅&𝐷 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜2008−2010:

𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑅&𝐷 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦

𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑅&𝐷 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦
 (3.32) 

 

Some industries are selected to check whether this make a huge difference or not. However, with the 

financial crisis around 2007-2008, it is hard to tell whether a change is due to the macroeconomic climate 

or a change in method. The majority of the industries seems to be unaffected by the change in survey, the 

exception is however Scientific R&D services, which sees a huge drop. The drop is not caused by a decrease 

in R&D, but the sales increases during this period; the drop could therefore be, due to more sales being 

recognized because of the new definition. However, R&D services is still the industry with the highest ratio. 

Furthermore, industries with smaller R&D budgets are also unaffected by the change I survey design.
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The R&D ratios aligns with what one would expect. Scientific R&D services (NAICS: 5417) sells R&D as a 

service to other companies, so it is expected that the industry has the highest R&D ratio. Professional, 

scientific and technical services (54) and control instruments (3345) shares the second highest ratio. It is 

properly a little unexpected that aerospace (3364), does not have a higher ratio, but the industry is 

somewhat mature, and has properly changed from being R&D oriented to being manufacturing oriented; 

however, aerospace still has a higher ratio than the average, and it seems that in recent years there is 

renewed focus on R&D. The relative placement of industries corresponds what one would expect. 
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Average salary 

The USBC’s CBP dataset is collected from each year. The average salary is found by dividing annual pay with 

number of employees within an industry. 

 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑦

# 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠
 (3.33) 

The ranking version is also calculated. The same method as ranking Compustat factors’ is used. The only 

difference is that, the annual pay for each industry is used instead of the revenue. 

R&D (Compustat) 

The problem with using R&D as reported by companies, is that companies are almost not allowed to 

capitalize anything as R&D under US-GAAP. The result is therefore that a lot companies do not report any 

R&D, and that the R&D ratio is lower than the R&D reported in the NSF dataset for a lot of industries. 

However, R&D is still pretty high in industries such as biotech, that has no revenue but a lot of R&D. The 

equal weighted factor used, as the median results in a lot of zeros having zero R&D. 

 𝑥𝑟𝑑

𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑡
 (3.34) 

Assets, operating leverage and MES 

The assets-ratio are calculated using the Compustat method described under growth. 

Assets (Compustat) 

The factor ranks the industry median. 

 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖�̃�) (3.35) 

Operating leverage “FC-VC” (Compustat) 

Depreciations divided with Cost of Goods Sold and Selling, General and Administrative Expense. The equal 

weighted FC-VC industry factor is used. 

 𝐷𝑃

𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑆 + 𝑋𝑆𝐺𝐴
 (3.36) 

Assets relative to industry (Compustat) 

The industry assets median is a proxy for the MES. A higher ratio relative to the industry is negative. The 

total assets of the acquirer and target and the median of the industry is obtained, in order to calculate this 

ratio. 
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 ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞 + 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑟)

𝑙𝑛(𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖�̃�)
 (3.37) 

Change in assets relative to industry (Compustat) 

The former factor measures at what level the firms operates after the merger, while this factor measures 

the change that the merger creates. The theory behind this is, that a merger which makes the firm operate 

closer to the MES, should be viewed as a positive thing. 

 
𝑎𝑏𝑠 (

ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞 + 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑟)

𝑙𝑛(𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖�̃�)
− 1) − 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (

ln(𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑞)

𝑙𝑛(𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖�̃�)
− 1) (3.38) 

Concentration 

USBC conducts the Economic Census every five year, the survey is the same as used for growth, and is 

therefore also conducted at the establishment level. The Herfindahl index is calculated for a few industries, 

but the market shares of the top 4, 8, 20, 50 firm is available for most industries.45 The survey is conducted 

quinquennial (every five year), the dataset for 2002 and 2007 is used. Deals announced between 2000-2004 

is assigned 2002, while deals between 2005-2009 is assigned 2007. 

Other sources 

Orbis 

One data source that has not been mentioned before is Orbis. Orbis covers the whole world, and covers 

both private and public companies. Orbis has data on private companies for the last 5 years and for public 

companies 10 years. A 5-year period is not sufficient for this thesis, as that would put a large constrain on 

what other factors can be used; some of the factors are not available for the most recent years. Another 

problem is that Orbis needs to estimate turnover for private companies in USA. I run a few test on the Orbis 

database to see how the quality compares to Economic Census.  

The industry classification of company is the most important component, when it comes to measure 

concentration in an industry. A comparison of the Orbis, Compustat and Thomson Reuters shows that 

ThomsonONE.com and Compustat classifies GOOG as NAICS: 519130 (Internet Publishing and Broadcasting 

and Web Search Portals) while Orbis SIC: 737 (Computer programming, data processing, and other 

computer related services) and Orbis derives the NAICS from the SIC as 5182****. Orbis classification is 

                                                           

45 Datasets are available for these major industries (NAICS coding) 22, 42, 44, 45, 48-49, 51-56, 61-62, 71-72 and 81. 
Data is not available for NAICS code 21 (mining), 23 (construction) and 55 (Management of Companies and 
Enterprises). 
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only correct at the two-digit level.  Furthermore, Orbis lacks financial information for Google such as 

revenue etc. This is for a rather large public company in the USA, and the industry code is rather easily 

obtainable from the SEC filling; hence, one has to question the industry classification quality, when it comes 

to smaller and even private firms. 

Trade 

USA Trade Online provided by USBC is a great resource for goods, as it provides trade statistics down to the 

6-digit NAICS level, but only for goods and not for services. After having exhausted all other options, I 

unfortunately have come to the conclusion, that no good statistics for services exist. The BEA properly 

provides the best statistics on services, but does not provide a statistic on GDP with the same industry 

schema. It is therefore not possible to calculate a revenue to trade ratio. The BEA does not provide any 

schema for translation their number to an NAICS or SIC, which further complicates things. 

Other sources 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

OECD does not provide any details on services, and USBC is better source for manufacturing. Furthermore, 

they use another schema (not NAICS). So the data available from this database is primarily on goods, and 

the US census already has an exactly database down to 6 digit NAICS level on goods. 

International Trade Administration 

Provides data for NAICS code 11,21,31-33, which is pretty much the same as USBC. 

Deal factors 

Rival 

Source: SDC 

It affects a deal, if there are other companies trying to acquire the firm. The target will most likely be able 

to get a higher price. Another way to test for competing deals, and a way to test for other M&A activity, is 

to look for other deals in SDC dataset. The SDC dataset has the COMPETE attribute, which indicate whether 

there is a competing deal. There is however also the COMPETCODE, which further links to the SDC# of the 

other bidder. The COMPETE attribute can be true while the COMPETCODE is null. COMPETE is therefore 

used. 

Relative size of target 

Source: Compustat 

Method: Equity value p. 31  
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𝑚𝑣 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑀𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑟

𝑀𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑞
 (3.39) 

Cash pct. 

Source: SDC 

A proposed theory is, that if management view their stock as overvalued, they will try to get the target to 

accept a payment in stock. The method of payment can therefore send signals about, how the 

management team views the performance of their own stock, i.e. some of the information in the 

announcement is not M&A related. If the signal effect is present, then a stock-based acquisition will 

perform worse than a cash-based. The behavioural part of finance takes this even further, and says that 

M&A is partly driven by misevaluation (Rhodes-Kropf et al., 2005; Shleifer & Vishny, 2003).  It is very basic 

game theory, so whether an acquirer can fool the management team of another public company, is in my 

opinion doubtful46.  However, it is true that the abnormal return is less when stock is the method of 

payment, but correlation between the method of payment, deal type and value creation exist, e.g. 

combined CAR is lower in merger deals, and cash is more widely used in hostile takeovers (Andrade, 

Mitchell, & Stafford, 2001; Franks, Harris, & Titman, 1991; Goergen & Renneboog, 2004). Some of the 

signal effect is therefore explainable by the deal type. 

Operating performance 

If the target is at a high operating performance level, it will properly be hard for the acquirer to improve it 

further. However, if the target is at low operating performance, it might beneficial if an acquirer at a high 

performance level buys them. Another theory is: two firms that at poor performance level, might be able to 

increase their operating performance by merging due to economics of scale. 

Operating performance is measured as EBITDA to Assets, but the numerator can be calculated from 

Compustat using different methods.  A method is “Operating cash flow (OCF) is sales minus the cost of 

goods sold, sales and general administration, and working capital change” (Moeller, Schlingemann, & Stulz, 

2004), or without the change in working capital (Malmendier & Moretti…, 2012). 

Dataset(s): Compustat Fundamentals Annual 

Formula/Columns: 

EBITDA and AT is obtained from the last 10K prior to the event window 

                                                           

46 They have all attended the same business schools 
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 𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇𝐷𝐴

𝐴𝑇
 (3.40) 

Book-market-ratio 

The management team of the acquirer, is somewhat free to make an offer, as long as they can finance it 

without raising capital and has the support of the board; the target however needs to do their due 

diligence and get approval from shareholders. There could therefore easily exist an agency problem in 

acquiring organisation. Less noble motives such as management hubris, and herding may explain overpay 

and clustering (Roll, 1986). The hubris hypothesis states that managers are overconfident, and as 

consequence, they think that they can archive higher synergies than what is possible. Consistent with the 

hubris hypothesis, Raghuvaran Rau  (1998) finds that glamour firms(high market-to-book) tends perform 

worse in the long run. However, Raghuvaran Rau  (1998) also finds, that the market may actually believe 

the management team in the short-run. The direction of the B/M ratio is therefore unknown. 

Dataset(s): Fundamentals Annual and Security Daily from Compustat  

Formula/Columns: 

The market value is calculated at the start of the estimation window minus one, i.e. primo estimation 

window. The method used to calculate the market value is the APMV method (p. 34). The book value used 

is the 10K prior to the estimation window. 

 
𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 − 𝑡𝑜 − 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 =

𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑀𝑘𝑡. 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
 (3.41) 

 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝐶𝐸𝑄 + 𝑇𝑋𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐶 − 𝑃𝑆 (3.42) 

 

𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝐶𝐸𝑄 + 𝑇𝑋𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐶 − 𝑃𝑆 

𝐶𝐸𝑄 =  𝐶𝐸𝑄 ⋁ 0 

𝑃𝑆 = 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐾𝐿 ⋁ 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐾𝑅𝑉 ⋁ 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐾 ⋁ 0  

𝑇𝑋𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐶 = 𝑇𝑋𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐶  ⋁ 0 

See market value. 

CEQ: Common/Ordinary Equity 

PSTKL: Preferred Stock Liquidating Value 
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PSTKRV: Preferred Stock Redemption Value 

PSTK: Preferred/Preference Stock (Capital) 

TXDITC: Deferred Taxes and Investment Tax Credit 
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4. Analysis 

Data summary 

There are 1591 deals in the dataset SDC between 1. January 2000 and 31. December 2009, where the 

acquirer and target were public47 at the time of deal and from the USA, and where the acquisition 

technique is one of the required48. 

In order to calculate an accurate combined abnormal return for both the acquirer and target. The following 

requirement has to be satisfied: 1) The acquirer and the target needs to have at least one fundamentals 

entry before the start of the event window, 2) and this entry needs to contain shares outstanding. 3) This is 

an unusual error, but there must be an entry in SECD before the estimation window, and 4) shares 

outstanding must be available for this entry. 5) The stock must at least have been traded once before and 

after time zero. 6) The stock needs to be listed at the exchange for 250 days prior to the estimation 

window, and it needs to be traded at least 50 times during this window.  

75 deals have been removed from the sample, because either the acquirer or target did not meet the five 

requirements. 

 

Unable to get shares outstanding is by far the most frequent error. This error is especially big in 2000 and 

2001, whereas the error frequency drops considerable in the years after 2002. There is not a lot to do 

about this problem, as Edgar is first available in 2004/2005. 

                                                           

47 Public as being traded on an exchange covered by Compustat and CRSP. 
48 See data and methodology for a full overview 
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  #deals #errors 

2000 270 36 

2001 222 17 

2002 123 4 

2003 157 3 

2004 152 2 

2005 137 5 

2006 146 1 

2007 136 3 

2008 91 2 

2009 82 2 

Total 1516 75 

Merger activity by industry 

Whether a merger is horizontal or vertical says something about the motives for the deal. Horizontal 

mergers are usually used to increase value by operating at a more efficient level within an industry, or to 

increase concertation in an industry, while vertical mergers can be used to increase the efficiency of the 

supply chain. Hence, the motive behind a horizontal merger is more driven by industry factors, while the 

motives of a vertical merger is less industry dependent. 

The type of merger is related to the industry in the sample; by far, the most common deal is a horizontal 

merger, but this is highly due to three industries having a high degree of horizontal mergers. In the 

following graph, it can be seen that vertical mergers have a larger present within manufacturing, while 

firms in the mining industry only do horizontal mergers. 
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Most manufacturing industries has an almost equal mix of vertical and horizontal mergers, while the two 

biggest service industries “business services” and “depository institutions” mostly do horizontal mergers. 

However, other finance industries and other service industries also have an equal mix, and the trading 

industries have the same mix. Hence, it is the norm to have a somewhat equal distribution of vertical and 

horizontal mergers. When correcting for the size of the industry, the business services and depository 

industry have approx. the same number of vertical mergers as the other industries, but they have more 

horizontal mergers.  
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The graph shows the number of deals by the major industry of the acquirer. The SIC code is provided by Thomson 
Reuters. If there is a large amount of M&A activity in a 2 digit sic code within a major industry, the two-digit sic is 
shown with its own entry in the graph; e.g. business service is part of the service industry, but is still much bigger than a 
“major” industry like mining. Deals with the industry code business service is not included again under service industry. 
The horizontal2 dummy is measured at the two-digit SIC level, while the horizontal3 is measured at three-digit SIC level. 
The orange series shown in the graph is therefore showing firms who are a match, at the two-digit level but not a match 
at the three-digit level. Figure 4 
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One could argue that, if mergers were to be random, the likely hood of merging within the same industries 

is bigger in industries that has more firms and a higher merger activity. This is true, and what also plays a 

role is, the definition of an industry, and the definition of what is a horizontal or vertical merger. However, 

as it can be seen from the above graphs, that even if using the three-digit horizontal level, a sample that 

both consist of all the major industries can be obtained for both vertical and horizontal deals. 
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The number of public firms in an industry and in a given year, is measured using the same method as used for 
calculating the Compustat industry factors. Secondly, the sum of public firms in an industry is calculated from 2000-
2009. The number of firms showed in the last graph is then divided by this sum. This method only includes public firms, 
so the M&A activity in an industry will be higher. However, this graph is used to show that while an industry code like 
73 has a high number of deals in the sample, the activity level when weighted by the size of the industry might not be so 
high. Figure 5 
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The relative size of the target and cumulative abnormal return 

The following CAAR graph includes all deals in sample of the type “industrial”, meaning that all deals where 

either the acquirer or target is in a financial services industry are excluded from this sample. 

Figure 6 - CAR all 

 

What can be seen from the graph is, that there is nothing to suggest, that the acquirer creates value for 

their shareholders by acquiring other companies. Furthermore, the combined does not seem to be positive 

either; the immediate effect is positive, but the long run effect is approx. zero, the graph is sometime under 

and above the 0 line after t=29. However, I theorized earlier, that the size and integration type also plays a 

role in, whether industry factors are present. The reason for this was, the nature of some of the industry 

factors, e.g. concentration is only a factor in horizontal deals. Another problem is that; it becomes hard to 

measure the value created from the merger, as the market model is not perfect, so if the target is small, it 

becomes hard to measure the effect on the effect on the acquirer. The industry factor might be there, but 

it is not possible to measure it. Another problem is that; if a target is small compared to the acquirer, there 

is only a small gain from some factors in an industry, e.g. concentration is properly not a motive. I therefore 

theorize, that industry factors will be present for equal sized firm in horizontal, but will not be present for 

any other subsample.  

The data is divided up into different categories. The following criteria are used.  

 Equal10: 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑞  >  𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∗ 0.1 

 Equal20: 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑞  >  𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∗ 0.2 

 Horizontal3: if the target and acquire is match at the three three-digit sic level. 
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Table 1 – Number of deals by relative size and integration type for non-financial49 

 Cap-ratio Horizontal Vertical 

> 20% 207 133 

20% ≥ c > 10% 87 52 

< 10% 262 245 

 

The three dummies create six subsamples. The graph hereunder shows the combined CAR for these six 

subsamples. It can be deducted, that the relative size of the target does seem to play a role. The combined 

CAR shows, that the immediate reaction in the market is that an M&A event does create value, with the 

only exception being horizontal deals with a cap-ratio below 10 %. A theory is that the market in general 

views, the motives behind a merger with a much smaller firm in the same industry as being dubious, and 

therefore value destructive. The cost of integrating the firm is properly higher than the benefits. However, 

integrating a relative bigger firm makes more sense, because the combined firm will be operating at 

another level, and may also increase concentration in the industry. Vertical merger does not depend on the 

size, as there can be numerous supply chain reason for why such a merger should take place; e.g. an 

automotive manufacturer might buy a tooling company, in order to minimize delays in the supply chain. 

The rather large drop in the orange graph, is not only because of negative synergies, but might also be the 

market reacting to management hubris, as management is paying a premium of 50 % (see the graph after 

this one) for something that does not seem to create any value. 

  

                                                           

49 Financial deals are removed, due to them having different accounting standards. 
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Figure 7 - Combined CAAR 

 

The premium paid for the target, is somewhere between 40-50 %, when the cap of the target divided by 

the cap of the acquirer is less than 10 %. Furthermore, whether the deal is horizontal or not has no role, 

when it is less than 10 %. However, when the 20 % dummy is used, the horizontal merger dummy does 

seem to show an effect. The combined value was likewise higher, so the target might benefit from the 

higher value creation. 

Figure 8 - Target CAAR 
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While the reaction in target CAR is largely positive, the reaction towards the acquirer is mostly negative. 

However, the deals that does create value or at least status quo for the acquirer are: horizontal deals 

where the cap-ratio is above 20 %. What is somewhat interesting is, the effect on horizontal deals with cap-

ratio below 0.1. The reaction is very negative, and as the average cap-ratio in this subsample is merely 4 %, 

this is also a relatively large fall. The average gain of the target is “only” 50 %, so a fall in mkt. cap of 

acquirer of over 6 % would indicate, that the acquirer has lost more than what it paid for the target. In the 

opposite end of the spectrum is; horizontal merger with cap-ratio above 20 %, which creates the largest 

value, and second is vertical mergers with a cap-ratio above 20 %.  

Figure 9 - Acquirer CAAR 

 

The two key takeaways are; firstly, horizontal merger create the most value, but the value creation 

depends on the relative size of the target, and secondly, both the acquirer and target benefits from the 

transaction. 

Merger of equals  

There does not seem to be a general definition of the term “Merger of Equals”, but the definition used 

here, is that the target must be in the same 3-digit sic code industry, and mkt-ratio50 must be larger than 

0.2. Secondly, all financial deals are excluded from this sample, i.e. deals where one of the parties are in a 

finance related industry51. Furthermore, running the regression without deals with a value below $50M 

                                                           

50 The mkt. cap of the target divided by the mkt. cap of the acquirer 
51 Sic code = 6*** 
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performance better. 22 deals have a value below 50. Another reason for removing these deals is that, the 

HODA dates is only available for deals above $50M (Mulherin & Simsir, 2015).  

The first table below, shows the number of deals within each calendar year. The activity level follows the 

economic crisis in the world; 2008 and 2009 has fewer deals than any other year, and there is also a slight 

drop in 2002 after the dot-com bubble. The M&A activity is therefore higher during an economic upturn, 

which may be due to an easy access to capital (Harford, 2005)  The second table below shows, the number 

of deals in the sample within each  industry. The deals are horizontal at the three-digit level, and the 

following table only shows the major industries. Business services still has the largest number of horizontal 

deals (amongst the non-financial industries). Mining has the second largest number of deals, which was not 

the case in the sample containing all the deals. In general, the sample seems to provide a good distribution 

of deals in different industries. 

Table 2 – Deal per year 

Year # 

2000 31 

2001 24 

2002 12 

2003 20 

2004 22 

2005 16 

2006 21 

2007 22 

2008 11 

2009 6 
Table 3 – Deals by industry (Merger of Equals) 

Industries # 

10-17: Mining 25 

15-17: Construction 3 

20-39: Manufacturing 15 

28-28: Chemicals and Allied Products 21 

35-35: Industrial and Commercial Machinery and Computer Equipment 9 

36-36: Electronic and other Electrical Equipment and Components, except Computer Equipment 15 

38-38: Measuring, Analysing, and Controlling Instruments 18 

40-49: Transportation & Public Utilities 15 

50-51: Wholesale trade 4 

52-59: Retail Trade 10 

70-89: Services 16 

73-73: Business Services 33 

Total 185 
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The acquirer has full ownership after the transaction in 183 out of the 185 deals, and in two of the deals. 

the acquirer takes a majority interest in the company. The most popular acquisition form is a stock-swap, 

and as the acquirer is acquiring a company of equal size, it seems somewhat obvious that the acquirer 

would use stock to finance the acquisition. The data also shows that in 142 deals, the majority of the 

payment was stock. 17 deals have the acquisition type reverse takeover, and this is very interesting as both 

acquirer and target is already public. However, the Thomson Reuters definition of a reverse takeover is 

that, the target gets a majority interest in the acquirer. In 17 deals, the target has indeed a larger market 

cap than the acquirer, at the start of the event window. It is therefore not uncommon, that the acquirer 

tries to merge with a target that is larger than itself, as this happens in 9 % of the deals.  12 of the deals also 

happens between merger of equals, which means that the acquirer and target gets close to a 50 % stake in 

the company. Thomson does not indicate whether a deal is hostile or not, but the bid was unsolicited in 11 

of deals. 

Table 4 - Acquisition form 

Acquisition form # 

Acquisition of majority interest 2 

Merger 183 
 

Table 5 - Acquisition types 

Acquisition type # % of deals 

Bear Hug 2 1.08% 

Collar 18 9.73% 

Divestiture 3 1.62% 

Merger of Equals 12 6.49% 

Not Applicable 33 17.84% 

Pooling of Interests 10 5.41% 

Proxy Fight 2 1.08% 

Reverse Takeover 17 9.19% 

Rumoured Deal 6 3.24% 

Stock Swap 131 70.81% 

Tender Offer 18 9.73% 

Tender/Merger 18 9.73% 

Two-Tier Offer 2 1.08% 

Unsolicited Deal 11 5.95% 
 

CAR and tests 

In the previous section, it was shown that this subsample creates a higher combined value on average. 

After removing deals with a value less than $50M, the graph has changed slightly. The acquirer does not on 
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average benefit from the transaction, and the target earns a smaller premium. However, the combined 

value is still largely positive. 

 

 

Most of reaction in the combined value takes place in pre-event window, and it is hard to see any reaction 

at the time of announcement. A merger of equals is properly difficult to hide from the market, so the 

market might already know about the merger. However, what contradicts this is that, the market reaction 

towards the acquirer on the day of the event is negative. If the market knows the merger is coming, the 

market should also account for the fact, that the acquirer tends to pay the target a rather large premium. 

The run-up starts at somewhere around minus 30 and minus 40, and most of the reaction stops at around 

five. The model is therefore adjusted to using the [-40, 5] event window, and the mkt. of the acquirer and 

target are calculated at t=-41. Furthermore, the estimation window is adjusted from 252 to 200 days. 200 

days achieves a higher power in the regression models, but the difference between using 252 and 200 days 

is not big. In addition to the [-35, 5] event window, the event window [-35. 5] and [-30, 5] is also estimated. 

Using this estimation window and event window, the combined effect is still positive and the effect of the 

acquirer is still negative. The combined abnormal return of the target is significantly different from zero, 

while the combined CAR is only significantly according to two of the tests. The rank test (t2) fails to reject 

the null hypothesis, while the standardized test (t1) and the variance adjusted test (t3) rejects it. The same 

is true for the [30, 5] event window and [35, 5]. The acquirer has a significant abnormal negative return in 

the [-1, 1] event window, while the target has a positive return. There is also a bit of a run-up prior to this 

event window, which can be seen in the window [-30, -1]. Two out of three tests shows an abnormal return 
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for the combined firm in in the [-30, 1] window, and all three tests shows an abnormal return for the target. 

Furthermore, the acquirer has an estimated positive return in the [-30, -1] event window, but it is not 

significant in any of the tests.  

Table 6 – CAR and tests for Merger of Equals 

   CAR t1 P(t_1) t2 P(t_2) t3 P(t_3) 

Acquirer [240, 41, -40, -5] -2.24% -1.74 0.0810 -0.01 0.9911 -1.60 0.1105 

Target [240, 41, -40, -5] 17.58% 12.46 0.0000 3.20 0.0014 10.12 0.0000 

Combined [240, 41, -40, -5] 3.44% 3.62 0.0003 1.32 0.1882 3.27 0.0011 

Acquirer [240, 41, -35, 5] -2.24% -1.74 0.0800 -0.01 0.9900 -1.60 0.1100 

Target [240, 41, -35, 5] 18.58% 12.46 0.0000 3.20 0.0000 10.12 0.0000 

Combined [240, 41, -35, 5] 3.44% 3.62 0.0000 1.32 0.1900 3.27 0.0000 

Acquirer [240, 41, -30, 5] -2.08% -1.84 0.0659 0.03 0.9777 -1.71 0.0874 

Target [240, 41, -30, 5] 17.70% 13.25 0.0000 3.48 0.0005 10.43 0.0000 

Combined [240, 41, -30, 5] 3.65% 3.82 0.0001 1.44 0.1506 3.48 0.0005 

Acquirer [240, 41, -30, -1] 2.81% 1.67 0.0950 1.52 0.1289 1.86 0.0628 

Target [240, 41, -30, -1] 4.24% 3.37 0.0007 2.43 0.0149 3.16 0.0016 

Combined [240, 41, -30, -1] 3.20% 2.65 0.0080 1.61 0.1074 2.73 0.0063 

Acquirer [240, 41-20, 5] -2.35% -2.09 0.0368 0.26 0.7979 -1.75 0.0807 

Target [240, 41-20, 5] 16.80% 16.29 0.0000 4.18 0.0000 11.39 0.0000 

Combined [240, 41-20, 5] 3.18% 4.83 0.0000 1.95 0.0507 3.92 0.0001 

Acquirer [240, 41, -1, 1] -5.90% -13.77 0.0000 -5.17 0.0000 -6.79 0.0000 

Target [240, 41, -1, 1] 13.00% 38.98 0.0000 7.39 0.0000 10.42 0.0000 

Combined [240, 41, -1, 1] -0.48% 4.77 0.0000 0.57 0.5698 1.90 0.0579 

Acquirer [240, 41, -5, 5] -4.63% -5.55 0.0000 -1.58 0.1134 -3.79 0.0002 

Target [240, 41, -5, 5] 14.36% 22.07 0.0000 5.10 0.0000 10.68 0.0000 

Combined [240, 41, -5, 5] 0.94% 4.57 0.0000 1.47 0.1403 2.76 0.0058 

 

Factors and summary statistics 

The deal factor P/B is higher for the target than it is for the acquirer. Furthermore, in 143 of the deals, the 

target has a higher P/B than the acquirer. Hence, the acquirer tends to buy a glamour firm within the 

industry, or at least a firm with more glamour than the acquirer. The EBITDA/Assets ratio is different for the 

P/B, as the acquirer and target has a very similar median. In 94 out of 185 deals, the target has a higher 

ratio than the acquirer.  

The average market share for the top 4 companies is approx. 40 %, and most of industry is captured by the 

top 50. The CENSUS average for all NAICS in 2002 was 31 % for C4 and 61 % for C50. Mergers may therefore 

happen in industry with more concentration. However, public companies may in general be in more 

concentrated industries, so it is hard to conclude anything from this. The median industry growth rate is 
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high, when compared to the general growth rate in the economy (BEA). The S&P growth is higher than the 

BEA growth rate, and very similar to growth rate of the deals in the sample, so it seems that the growth is 

just higher for public companies. One should be careful when trying to interpreter a ranking factor, as the 

ranking factor uses the revenue in order to rank the different industries. Hence, there is fewer companies 

with a ranking of above 800, while more companies will have a ranking below 200. The mean of the Assets 

rank is a little low, while the FC-VC properly is a little high; meaning that the sample consists primarily of 

industries with fewer assets but with high operating leverage. The RD (S&P equal) is very high, and this is 

primarily due to industries without any revenue, but with lots of R&D (Biotech). The NSF is better for more 

general R&D, as data is collected using a survey instead of using accounting numbers. The mean R&D (NSF) 

is low, due to the fact that data is only available at a major industry level.  

Table 7 – Summary statistics 

  Mean Median Std Dev Minimum Maximum N 

Acquirer M/B 1.7548 1.0661 1.8551 0.2006 7.6540 185 

Target M/B 5.4965 3.9329 5.2363 0.3438 20.0156 185 

Acquirer EBITDA/Assets 0.0941 0.1124 0.1390 -0.2863 0.2967 184 

Tar EBITDA/Assets 0.0771 0.1056 0.1527 -0.3284 0.2722 184 

Mkt. share 4 41.3981 38.9000 16.1807 14.7000 72.1000 155 

Mkt. share 8 54.4206 52.7000 18.6868 21.7000 90.7000 155 

Mkt. share 50 79.6910 84.1000 17.2607 39.9000 99.9000 155 

Cash % used in deal 32.5600 15.7970 37.7963 0.0000 100.0000 185 

Growth (S&P median) 12.9554 10.9070 9.5927 -0.6314 35.8209 185 

Assets (S&P median rank) 177.0982 100.5571 182.8080 4.8543 608.1208 185 

FC-VC (S&P equal rank) 618.9530 630.8813 238.4626 149.1001 968.7621 185 

Assets relative 0.2563 0.2048 0.2889 -0.1842 0.8803 185 

Change in rel. assets 0.0406 0.0503 0.0844 -0.1263 0.1900 185 

RD (NSF) 6.1537 4.3713 4.6384 0.6450 16.5294 184 

RD (S&P equal) 320.4631 14.3268 896.0665 0.0000 3743.4900 185 

Avg. salary 62.1195 63.9956 22.9174 18.7842 105.8844 170 

Economic growth (BEA) 4.9638 4.8572 1.6205 1.6646 6.6705 185 

Economic growth (S&P) 10.2736 11.2599 6.4927 0.4852 20.4297 185 
The values have been winsorized using the 0.05 and 0.95 fractile. 

Regression results 

In the previous graph, it was shown that run-up starts somewhere between -30 and -40, so tree different 

event windows are used for the regression results: [-40, 5], [-35, 5] and [-30, 5]. The [-35, 5] event window 

has the highest power of the three, but the performance of the factors is very similar, no matter which of 

the three event windows is used.  However, there is an exception to this, industry growth. Industry growth 

is mainly significant when NSF’s R&D is part of the model, and the endogenous variable is the [-40, 5] event 
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window. The industry growth ranking has also been tried, but it performance is even worse, and the 

combination of growth and economic has also been tried. Furthermore, the squared growth rate is tried, 

but it is very insignificant.  

The C4 and C8 are both significant in the model. The C4 is positive while the C8 is negative. However, when 

a combination of C8 and C50 is used, the C8 becomes positive and C50 becomes negative. What can be 

deducted from this, is that a high concentration between the biggest firms in an industry creates value, but 

an industry with a lot firms sharing a big market share does not. The competition in such an industry is 

properly fierce, and a single merger does not increase concentration by a meaningful amount. 

The Total Assets ranking ratio is quite significant in all the models, and the ratio positive, meaning that 

mergers in industries with a high degree of assets creates more value. The FC-VC ratio is likewise significant, 

and it is negative, which means that a low operating leverage is better. Hence, mergers in industries with 

big companies and with low operating leverage creates more value. The reason could be that LRAC curve of 

these industries is not convex, but may be L-shaped.  The two relative assets ratios are not significant, but 

the direction is what one could expect, i.e. going away from the industry median/MES is bad. 

The high skill level is tracked by three variables. The Compustat variable is significant and the direction is 

positive, but the Compustat variable is a proxy for biotech and similar industries, as most other industries 

have no (close to zero) R&D ratio due to accounting rules. The NSF R&D ratio is negative, and the direction 

is very surprising, as it indicates that R&D does not create value in a M&A context. Salary is not significant, 

but the direction is the expected one; the direction indicates, that industries with high paid employees 

creates more value in an M&A situation. 

The P/B direction is positive for both the acquirer and target and it is also significant. The EBITDA/Assets 

ratio is significant for the target, and the negative direction is also somewhat expected. The market thinks 

that the management of acquirer will not be able to maintain the ratio, or the integration will be higher 

than any benefit. The general economic growth does not have an effect on the value creation. Interestingly 

enough, there is a significant positive effect of using cash in some of the models. However, this effect has 

the lowest t value in the model, when the high skills factors have been added to the model. It could be that, 

these companies with higher paid employees etc. also has more cash in the bank, and are better equipped 

to finance the deal with cash.
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Table 8 - Regression results for combined [-240, -41, -35 ,5] (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 8.0691 8.0691 12.1676 8.5169 8.6748 7.4644 11.3622 8.0125 9.5173 16.5773 16.7430 

0.2130 0.2130 0.0959 0.1868 0.1872 0.2486 0.0832 0.2007 0.1684 0.0156 0.0146 

Acquirer P/B 0.1234 0.1234 0.1238 0.1297 0.1264 0.1237 0.1223 0.1219 0.1294 0.1333 0.1306 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Target P/B 0.1808 0.1808 0.1812 0.1811 0.1796 0.1818 0.1850 0.1802 0.2050 0.2194 0.2119 

0.0064 0.0064 0.0024 0.0071 0.0073 0.0061 0.0072 0.0072 0.0027 0.0023 0.0022 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

2.1821 2.1821 4.3850 2.6934 2.7869 2.4015 1.7047 2.6846 3.8326 2.3705 2.8448 

0.7838 0.7838 0.5950 0.7375 0.7250 0.7635 0.8318 0.7333 0.6490 0.7802 0.7292 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-25.0041 -25.0041 -27.6706 -25.1653 -24.9329 -25.1854 -24.2951 -25.2999 -27.5105 -25.6359 -26.2196 

0.0021 0.0021 0.0011 0.0020 0.0019 0.0020 0.0030 0.0017 0.0015 0.0039 0.0024 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0692 0.0692 0.0701 0.0677 0.0728 0.0643 0.0714 0.0696 0.0816 0.0686 0.0612 

0.0556 0.0556 0.0577 0.0605 0.0425 0.0847 0.0483 0.0555 0.0264 0.0650 0.0990 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              -0.0983       

              0.6514       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            -0.9460         

            0.2277         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 1.1288 1.1288   1.1341 1.1225 1.1385 1.2404 1.2259 1.0346 1.3564 1.4309 

0.0014 0.0014   0.0014 0.0013 0.0013 0.0002 0.0002 0.0034 0.0007 0.0004 
Mkt. share 8 -0.9452 -0.9452 0.2723 -0.9489 -0.9324 -0.9473 -1.0371 -1.0314 -0.8246 -1.1872 -1.2473 

0.0038 0.0038 0.0027 0.0038 0.0038 0.0038 0.0007 0.0007 0.0118 0.0013 0.0008 
Mkt. share 50     -0.2999                 

    0.0036                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.1470 -0.1470 -0.2580 -0.1401 -0.1399 -0.0586     -0.1831 -0.2530 -0.2140 

0.2711 0.2711 0.0473 0.3011 0.3014 0.7095     0.1763 0.0785 0.1469 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0041           

          0.4108           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0284 0.0284 0.0251 0.0274 0.0260 0.0294 0.0294 0.0287 0.0181 0.0193 0.0229 

<.0001 <.0001 0.0005 <.0001 0.0003 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0078 0.0035 0.0009 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0147 -0.0147 -0.0107 -0.0147 -0.0145 -0.0143 -0.0150 -0.0147 -0.0079 -0.0161 -0.0169 

0.0202 0.0202 0.0911 0.0195 0.0213 0.0231 0.0190 0.0203 0.2203 0.0399 0.0313 
Assets relative         -3.4674             

        0.4411             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -7.9146               

      0.5788               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0021 0.0021 0.0017 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0020 0.0021     0.0014 

0.0022 0.0022 0.0016 0.0024 0.0021 0.0022 0.0052 0.0028     0.0343 
RD (NSF)                 -0.7405 -1.3650 -1.1015 

                0.0171 0.0007 0.0074 
Avg. salary                   0.1592 0.1111 

                  0.0820 0.2237 
 

Power 

R2 0.3918 0.3918 0.3648 0.3929 0.3940 0.3937 0.3947 0.3894 0.3796 0.4268 0.4350 
R2 (adj.) 0.3444 0.3444 0.3153 0.3408 0.3421 0.3418 0.3474 0.3417 0.3312 0.3739 0.3781 
N 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 143 143 
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The abnormal returns that occurs to the target can be explained by some of the industry factors, but the 

power of all models is lower, than the power when the combined CAR is used as the endogenous variable. 

In contrast to the combined CAR, cash is significant in all models. It therefore seems that the acquirer pays 

a higher premium for the target if cash is used, but cash is also significant in some of the combined model, 

and has the same direction, so it is hard to conclude anything from this. Another thing that could raise the 

premium of the target is, if there were competing offers. If there is a bid war, it could raise the premium 

because, the acquirer would have to be more aggressive in its bid. However, this does not seem to be the 

case.  

Another factor is added to the model, the relative equity value of the acquirer. It is significant, and the 

direction is positive, so a relatively larger acquirer has to pay a higher premium for the target. This ratio 

does not affect the combined CAR or acquirer car, the direction depends on which model is used, and the 

ratio is far from significant in any of the models. However, what is somewhat interesting is that cash was 

very significant before this factor was added, but it is not with this factor in the model. Cash is correlated 

with the relative size of the target, and the relative size determines, whether an acquirer is able to finance 

the deal with cash or not. It just goes to show, how careful one should be when interpreting cash. 

Furthermore, the relative size ratio is very insignificant in the combined value model (not shown). 

The target premium does to some degree depends on industry factors, as the concentration, assets (S&P) 

and RD (S&P) are still significant in most of the model. However, the effect of these factors, are not as big 

as the effect, they have on the acquirer CAR and the combined CAR.
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Table 9 - Regression results for target [-240, -41, -35 ,5] (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 16.9702 16.9702 21.1546 18.4825 19.4976 14.8625 13.9053 9.5773 13.2856 21.0121 21.8761 

0.0364 0.0364 0.0377 0.0284 0.0169 0.0639 0.0937 0.2411 0.1147 0.0199 0.0157 

Acquirer P/B 0.0596 0.0596 0.0526 0.0748 0.0729 0.0606 0.0599 0.0654 0.0649 0.0716 0.0677 

0.0615 0.0615 0.1022 0.0523 0.0424 0.0561 0.0629 0.0432 0.0447 0.0280 0.0359 
Target P/B 0.2302 0.2302 0.1862 0.2372 0.2279 0.2345 0.2235 0.2143 0.2353 0.2931 0.2827 

0.1784 0.1784 0.2695 0.1802 0.2104 0.1724 0.1855 0.1872 0.1763 0.0940 0.1022 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

-16.3545 -16.3545 -14.9935 -14.7870 -13.6699 -15.5743 -15.5792 -16.0422 -17.6289 -16.1783 -15.2605 

0.3176 0.3176 0.3662 0.3681 0.3743 0.3360 0.3408 0.3131 0.2997 0.3434 0.3732 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-7.2339 -7.2339 -8.8538 -7.9673 -6.9830 -7.8871 -7.7187 -7.2459 -6.0558 -5.9862 -7.0344 

0.6612 0.6612 0.5970 0.6287 0.6520 0.6295 0.6402 0.6510 0.7260 0.7318 0.6892 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0819 0.0819 0.0747 0.0803 0.0981 0.0650 0.0822 0.0829 0.0960 0.0831 0.0742 

0.0931 0.0931 0.1377 0.0952 0.0374 0.1784 0.0898 0.0825 0.0580 0.1000 0.1323 

Competing 
offer 

3.1789 3.1789 3.1099 3.9128 4.3588 3.3787 3.1936 3.3529 4.0207 4.4791 3.1408 

0.5149 0.5149 0.5287 0.4235 0.3552 0.4852 0.5041 0.4912 0.4242 0.4006 0.5563 

Acq. MV/ Tar. 
MV 

5.0852 5.0852 5.6534 4.8214 5.0963 5.0768 5.1619 5.3223 5.6238 5.4663 5.2587 

0.0117 0.0117 0.0055 0.0225 0.0097 0.0102 0.0104 0.0069 0.0067 0.0138 0.0151 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              0.3606       

              0.2643       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            0.1886         

            0.8609         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 0.9361 0.9361   0.9511 0.9046 0.9692 1.0533 1.0195 0.7121 1.2312 1.3424 

0.0432 0.0432   0.0436 0.0458 0.0360 0.0179 0.0200 0.1101 0.0116 0.0073 
Mkt. share 8 -0.9070 -0.9070 0.2051 -0.9189 -0.8479 -0.9137 -1.0118 -0.9793 -0.6607 -1.2387 -1.3279 

0.0303 0.0303 0.3076 0.0305 0.0377 0.0285 0.0119 0.0129 0.1036 0.0065 0.0042 
Mkt. share 50     -0.3517                 

    0.1343                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.2074 -0.2074 -0.2718 -0.1924 -0.1767 0.1003     -0.2274 -0.3318 -0.2774 

0.3742 0.3742 0.2476 0.4078 0.4274 0.6962     0.3278 0.1491 0.2331 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0143           

          0.0738           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0325 0.0325 0.0305 0.0300 0.0214 0.0358 0.0320 0.0303 0.0255 0.0266 0.0318 

0.0094 0.0094 0.0172 0.0180 0.0864 0.0057 0.0115 0.0134 0.0533 0.0514 0.0266 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0172 -0.0172 -0.0124 -0.0170 -0.0164 -0.0158 -0.0160 -0.0139 -0.0145 -0.0267 -0.0275 

0.0730 0.0730 0.1979 0.0723 0.0767 0.0907 0.0908 0.1343 0.1470 0.0150 0.0121 
Assets relative         -15.2431             

        0.0461             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -18.9999               

      0.4530               

RD (S&P 
equal) (HIGH) 

0.0024 0.0024 0.0021 0.0024 0.0025 0.0024         0.0020 

0.0159 0.0159 0.0137 0.0172 0.0136 0.0151         0.0185 
RD (NSF)                 -0.1191 -1.2742 -0.9097 

                0.8015 0.0549 0.2081 
Avg. salary                   0.3134 0.2435 

                  0.0356 0.1254 
 

Power 

R2 0.2736 0.2736 0.2624 0.2769 0.2986 0.2873 0.2697 0.2768 0.2484 0.3011 0.3108 
R2 (adj.) 0.2057 0.2057 0.1934 0.2035 0.2275 0.2150 0.2014 0.2091 0.1781 0.2247 0.2294 
N 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 143 143 
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The regression results for the acquirer are more similar to the combined, than the regression results of the 

target are. However, the power of the model has still been reduced. Cash is not significant in any of the 

models, but the direction is still positive.  Growth is significant in all of models when using the [-40, 5] event 

window, and growth is also significant in 3/7 of the models in the [-35, 5] event window. Growth was not 

significant in many of the combined value models, and growth was not significant in any of the target 

models. Hence, the market may view “buying” growth as a good thing for the acquirer. Total Assets is still 

significant, while the operating leverage factor is significant in 50 % of the models. R&D is likewise 

significant in most of the models.  

Industry factors are good at explaining the combined value created though M&A, they are not as good as 

explaining how the value is divided that occurs to the target and acquirer. The acquirer is however, the one 

of the two parties, which CAR is affected the most by industry factors. The premium and how the combined 

value creation is divided between target and acquirer, is however also due to other factors, and one of the 

factors is the relative size of the target.
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Table 10 - Regression results for acquirer [-240, -41, -40 ,5] (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 6.3699 6.3699 10.1474 7.6157 7.6453 6.1851 8.3109 6.3257 7.7300 15.5699 15.6896 

0.3913 0.3913 0.1937 0.3051 0.3083 0.4080 0.2991 0.4090 0.3243 0.0456 0.0438 

Acquirer P/B 0.1033 0.1033 0.1037 0.1208 0.1095 0.1034 0.1021 0.0999 0.1100 0.1123 0.1104 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Target P/B 0.1235 0.1235 0.1239 0.1243 0.1209 0.1238 0.1248 0.1224 0.1505 0.1526 0.1471 

0.0670 0.0670 0.0390 0.0541 0.0624 0.0652 0.0623 0.0632 0.0225 0.0232 0.0242 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

-3.0701 -3.0701 -1.0375 -1.6477 -1.7967 -3.0031 -3.0537 -1.9993 -1.3449 -3.1958 -2.8531 

0.6761 0.6761 0.8893 0.8257 0.8069 0.6839 0.6862 0.7908 0.8654 0.6724 0.6981 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-19.5163 -19.5163 -21.9765 -19.9647 -19.3662 -19.5717 -19.0603 -20.1475 -22.1655 -19.7678 -20.1895 

0.0089 0.0089 0.0039 0.0076 0.0088 0.0088 0.0130 0.0086 0.0064 0.0123 0.0087 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0284 0.0284 0.0293 0.0242 0.0362 0.0269 0.0317 0.0292 0.0431 0.0293 0.0240 

0.5158 0.5158 0.5045 0.5734 0.4059 0.5508 0.4735 0.5097 0.3185 0.4987 0.5819 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              -0.2148       

              0.3461       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            -0.9931         

            0.2401         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 1.0415 1.0415   1.0560 1.0281 1.0444 1.2531 1.2486 0.9237 1.2457 1.2996 

0.0053 0.0053   0.0045 0.0052 0.0052 0.0005 0.0006 0.0161 0.0039 0.0028 
Mkt. share 8 -0.8841 -0.8841 0.2392 -0.8943 -0.8572 -0.8847 -1.0641 -1.0679 -0.7362 -1.1196 -1.1631 

0.0104 0.0104 0.0132 0.0090 0.0114 0.0104 0.0015 0.0014 0.0400 0.0053 0.0040 
Mkt. share 50     -0.2765                 

    0.0049                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.3129 -0.3129 -0.4153 -0.2937 -0.2980 -0.2859     -0.3535 -0.4534 -0.4252 

0.0320 0.0320 0.0047 0.0453 0.0431 0.1339     0.0187 0.0042 0.0081 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0013           

          0.8217           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0272 0.0272 0.0241 0.0245 0.0220 0.0275 0.0280 0.0278 0.0156 0.0184 0.0209 

0.0006 0.0006 0.0030 0.0026 0.0111 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006 0.0615 0.0206 0.0126 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0151 -0.0151 -0.0114 -0.0151 -0.0147 -0.0150 -0.0147 -0.0151 -0.0076 -0.0183 -0.0189 

0.0472 0.0472 0.1347 0.0466 0.0526 0.0482 0.0579 0.0511 0.3259 0.0429 0.0377 
Assets relative         -7.3012             

        0.1301             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -22.0184               

      0.1767               

RD (S&P 
equal) (HIGH) 

0.0024 0.0024 0.0021 0.0024 0.0025 0.0024 0.0024 0.0024     0.0010 

0.0030 0.0030 0.0036 0.0036 0.0021 0.0029 0.0059 0.0038     0.1653 
RD (NSF)                 -0.8060 -1.4842 -1.2938 

                0.0086 0.0005 0.0031 
Avg. salary                   0.1955 0.1607 

                  0.0509 0.1088 
 

Power 

R2 0.3244 0.3244 0.3043 0.3312 0.3328 0.3245 0.3170 0.3147 0.3069 0.3610 0.3648 
R2 (adj.) 0.2717 0.2717 0.2500 0.2738 0.2756 0.2666 0.2637 0.2613 0.2528 0.3020 0.3008 
N 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 143 143 
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The theory presented was, that the industry component only plays a role when deals are horizontal. 

This theory is tested by conducting the same analysis on the sample with vertical deals. The only 

industry factor which is significant in this sample is the high R&D ratio. The concentration ratio is 

insignificant, and the assets ratio and operating leverage is both insignificant. The power of the 

model is also worse. 

Table 11 - Regression vertical deals mkt-ratio>0.2 (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 2.7246 2.7246 4.2083 1.0846 3.3955 3.2435 4.5535 3.7116 5.6679 4.9818 6.0205 

0.7400 0.7400 0.6202 0.8912 0.7007 0.6993 0.6945 0.7055 0.5472 0.6276 0.5568 

Acquirer P/B -0.5752 -0.5752 -0.5733 -0.5551 -0.5759 -0.5787 -0.5879 -0.5714 -0.5143 -0.5097 -0.5162 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Target P/B -0.6023 -0.6023 -0.6014 -0.5862 -0.6009 -0.6044 -0.5871 -0.5834 -0.5705 -0.5925 -0.6263 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0002 <.0001 <.0001 0.0003 0.0003 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

15.2035 15.2035 14.8576 12.4122 16.0399 14.4599 12.6828 13.4068 6.4224 6.4785 6.5996 

0.1525 0.1525 0.1557 0.2897 0.1493 0.1841 0.2888 0.2529 0.6008 0.6058 0.6005 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

25.0715 25.0715 25.5400 23.7494 25.6911 26.3437 24.5341 23.9293 27.5488 27.9986 26.5533 

0.1577 0.1577 0.1406 0.1755 0.1488 0.1437 0.2101 0.2098 0.1216 0.1281 0.1538 

Cash % used in 
deal 

-0.0446 -0.0446 -0.0471 -0.0403 -0.0473 -0.0480 -0.0310 -0.0335 -0.0218 -0.0222 -0.0259 

0.2398 0.2398 0.2145 0.2827 0.2571 0.2236 0.4256 0.3907 0.5889 0.5941 0.5323 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              0.2406       

              0.4407       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            0.3999         

            0.7125         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 0.2016 0.2016   0.2059 0.2066 0.1998 0.2027 0.1698 0.2891 0.3306 0.3467 

0.5921 0.5921   0.5802 0.5766 0.5921 0.6109 0.6672 0.4872 0.4758 0.4519 
Mkt. share 8 -0.1773 -0.1773 0.0543 -0.1890 -0.1786 -0.1727 -0.1960 -0.1664 -0.2502 -0.2779 -0.2971 

0.6100 0.6100 0.6456 0.5863 0.6065 0.6166 0.5990 0.6546 0.5170 0.5107 0.4786 
Mkt. share 50     -0.0784                 

    0.4789                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

0.3096 0.3096 0.3134 0.3101 0.3107 0.3125     0.2955 0.2849 0.2693 

0.1045 0.1045 0.0996 0.1038 0.1023 0.1122     0.1163 0.1269 0.1544 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0048           

          0.5924           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0035 0.0035 0.0031 0.0056 0.0027 0.0040 0.0058 0.0053 -0.0046 -0.0063 -0.0042 

0.6688 0.6688 0.7038 0.5143 0.7665 0.6160 0.4680 0.5046 0.5933 0.4837 0.6520 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

0.0001 0.0001 0.0009 0.0018 -0.0003 0.0003 -0.0024 -0.0016 0.0069 0.0072 0.0058 

0.9896 0.9896 0.9122 0.8327 0.9694 0.9672 0.7645 0.8379 0.4154 0.4784 0.5709 
Assets relative         -1.4239             

        0.8351             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      15.1099               

      0.3747               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0014 0.0014     0.0009 

0.0188 0.0188 0.0225 0.0157 0.0212 0.0137 0.0059 0.0063     0.0845 
RD (NSF)                 -0.7814 -0.8806 -0.7944 

                0.1336 0.1323 0.1854 
Avg. salary                   0.0242 0.0131 

                  0.7715 0.8779 
 

Power 
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R2 0.2152 0.2152 0.2187 0.2195 0.2155 0.2182 0.1904 0.1969 0.2281 0.2292 0.2340 
R2 (adj.) 0.1253 0.1253 0.1292 0.1209 0.1164 0.1195 0.0977 0.1049 0.1396 0.1276 0.1233 
N 108 108 108 108 108 108 108 108 108 104 104 



Furthermore, all the regression outputs are also generated using the HODA method. These output are 

available in appx. 0 on p. 86. However, using the HODA method does not yield better results. The power of 

the model is less, and the concentration ratio for the acquirer is no longer significant. The simple event 

window is properly, even though it may not contain all the information; using a longer event window, 

creates lot of noise for a particular deal. Hence, by capturing a lot of information, the right information is 

also captured, but a lot of other information is likewise captured. This is not criticism of the long-horizon 

event window, it may be perfectly fine for the bigger pictures, e.g. whether M&A creates value or not; the 

short horizon event is however better a calculating the value of a particular event. A standard RESET using 

the standard variables is also conducted, and it rejects the null hypothesis, that the model is not specified 

correctly.   
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5. Conclusion 

The main objective of this thesis was to find out, whether industry factors plays a role in the value created 

from a M&A event. In order to do so, a model was created which used the event method to estimate value 

creation, and different industry factors were identified and estimated. The event window was both 

dynamically assigned using the “HODA” approach, and by using different fixed event windows identified by 

the CAR graph. Furthermore, the factors were tested on different subsamples, to show that sudden 

condition had to meet in order for, the industry factors to have any effect. 

The general value creation in the sample is neither positive nor is it negative, the immediate reaction is 

positive, but this effect vanishes after a short time. However, the main theory that industry plays a role is 

confirmed by the subsamples. The subsample that has the highest combined value is the one, where the 

target and the acquirer is of equal size, and where they are in the same industry. The only other subsample 

with a positive value, is vertical deals with equally sized firms. Furthermore, the combined value of the 

horizontal and equally sized sample, is positive and significant at the 5 pct. in both of the parametric tests. 

The rank test does not reject the null hypothesis, but it is pretty close to significant (p=0.0507) in the [-20,5] 

event window. The theory used to explain, the bigger value creation in this samples, is the existent of 

industry factors.  

The factors used to explain the industry component are: 1) monopolisation motives 2) need for relocation 

of assets due to industry contraction, 3) economics of scale, minimum efficient scale and the shape of the 

LRAC, 4) knowledge intensive industries. Monopolisation is a very strong factor, and is very significant for 

the combined value, but also very significant for the target and acquirer. The industry assets ranking is 

likewise positive, which means that M&A events in industries with larger companies creates more value. 

However, operating leverage is negative, so it not about having lots of assets. The theory behind this factor 

is that, the combination of assets and operating leverage is a proxy for, industries that have an L-shaped 

LRAC. Hence, there is an initial investment that is big, but after this investment has been made, the 

company can produce their product with little or no further investment in assets. The factors used as for 

knowledge intensive industries are a mixed bag. One factors that mainly tracks small firms with high R&D is 

positive, but the more general R&D factor is negative, and they are both significant. Average salary is used 

as proxy for knowledge-intensive industries, this factor is not significant but it is positive. However, average 

salary is positive for the target, when the high R&D factor is dropped from the model. It is therefore 

concluded, that R&D per se does not create value, but that M&A events in very high-knowledge intensive 

industries creates value. To further show, the robustness of the theory that industry factors are only 

relevant for horizontal deals, the same model is used on a sample that consist of vertical mergers. The 
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result is that none of the factors are significant in any of the models. The main conclusion is, that the 

industry component does affect the value created in an M&A event, but only in horizontal deals.  

The premium paid for the target relies on some of the same industry factors. The industries factors are 

however not as good at explaining the premium, as they are at explaining the combined value.  

Monopolisation and R&D is still a factor, but the level of assets is less significant. The acquirer relies on 

many of the same industries factors as the combined value, and what is especially interesting about the 

acquirer, is that growth becomes significant and negative when controlling for R&D. Industry factor is 

therefore able to explain some of the value created for the two shareholders’ groups, but it not a fixed 

formula, where the target gets x pct. of the value creation. It is more important for the acquirer that 

industries factors are present, than it is for the target. Hence, the target will get its premium no matter 

what, but the acquirer needs to make sure that industry conditions are right. 

The HODA event window does not produce a better model with higher power or other significant factor, 

than using the event windows selected from the CAR. It is therefore likely, that any benefit there is from 

capturing more of the potential event window, is reduced by other information in the market. Hence, the 

HODA method might useful for explaining value in general, but the method is properly not as good at 

estimating, the value creation of a particular deal.  
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7. Appendixes 

7.1. Additional regression outputs  

7.1.1. Combined -40, 5 

Table 12 - Regression results for combined value [-240, -41, -40 ,5] (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 12.8215 12.8215 18.1822 13.6411 13.7490 12.1848 14.6098 11.5416 13.7207 21.5546 21.7576 

0.0470 0.0470 0.0118 0.0338 0.0363 0.0598 0.0340 0.0802 0.0428 0.0020 0.0018 

Acquirer P/B 0.1200 0.1200 0.1208 0.1315 0.1245 0.1202 0.1189 0.1183 0.1270 0.1309 0.1277 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Target P/B 0.1226 0.1226 0.1307 0.1231 0.1207 0.1236 0.1238 0.1194 0.1496 0.1635 0.1542 

0.0413 0.0413 0.0060 0.0509 0.0552 0.0362 0.0449 0.0526 0.0184 0.0135 0.0152 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

-8.1002 -8.1002 -5.8724 -7.1645 -7.1743 -7.8693 -8.0880 -7.1420 -6.5777 -8.6365 -8.0549 

0.2351 0.2351 0.3999 0.3075 0.2959 0.2479 0.2523 0.3079 0.3832 0.2236 0.2332 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-13.4812 -13.4812 -16.2122 -13.7763 -13.3721 -13.6721 -13.0614 -14.0322 -15.8767 -13.2565 -13.9722 

0.0479 0.0479 0.0209 0.0470 0.0487 0.0441 0.0636 0.0447 0.0365 0.0684 0.0446 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0492 0.0492 0.0492 0.0465 0.0548 0.0440 0.0522 0.0504 0.0657 0.0545 0.0455 

0.2186 0.2186 0.2255 0.2415 0.1661 0.2833 0.1948 0.2129 0.1055 0.1772 0.2585 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              -0.1061       

              0.6357       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            -0.9108         

            0.2646         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 1.1750 1.1750   1.1845 1.1652 1.1851 1.3685 1.3556 1.0332 1.3841 1.4754 

0.0016 0.0016   0.0016 0.0015 0.0015 0.0001 0.0001 0.0057 0.0011 0.0006 
Mkt. share 8 -1.0173 -1.0173 0.2768 -1.0240 -0.9977 -1.0195 -1.1820 -1.1774 -0.8439 -1.2492 -1.3229 

0.0028 0.0028 0.0054 0.0027 0.0028 0.0028 0.0003 0.0003 0.0150 0.0014 0.0008 
Mkt. share 50     -0.3482                 

    0.0013                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.2861 -0.2861 -0.3941 -0.2735 -0.2752 -0.1930     -0.3275 -0.4160 -0.3683 

0.0593 0.0593 0.0079 0.0715 0.0698 0.2938     0.0365 0.0112 0.0263 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0043           

          0.4715           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0287 0.0287 0.0257 0.0270 0.0250 0.0297 0.0294 0.0289 0.0168 0.0187 0.0230 

<.0001 <.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0006 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0230 0.0078 0.0018 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0159 -0.0159 -0.0114 -0.0158 -0.0155 -0.0154 -0.0154 -0.0152 -0.0083 -0.0185 -0.0194 

0.0194 0.0194 0.0890 0.0183 0.0205 0.0218 0.0262 0.0285 0.2396 0.0311 0.0235 
Assets relative         -5.3095             

        0.2781             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -14.4855               

      0.3061               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0026 0.0026 0.0023 0.0026 0.0027 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026     0.0017 

0.0017 0.0017 0.0009 0.0020 0.0015 0.0016 0.0035 0.0022     0.0155 
RD (NSF)                 -0.7740 -1.4456 -1.1225 

                0.0125 0.0006 0.0075 
Avg. salary                   0.1872 0.1283 

                  0.0547 0.1751 
 

Power 

R2 0.3617 0.3617 0.3398 0.3649 0.3666 0.3637 0.3549 0.3503 0.3334 0.3900 0.4020 
R2 (adj.) 0.3119 0.3119 0.2883 0.3105 0.3123 0.3091 0.3045 0.2996 0.2814 0.3337 0.3418 
N 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 143 143 
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7.1.2. Combined -30, 5 

Table 13 - Regression results for combined value [-240, -41, -30 ,5] (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 6.9914 6.9914 10.2468 7.8245 7.6927 6.4773 10.1950 6.4504 7.7946 15.4750 15.6386 

0.2416 0.2416 0.1246 0.1832 0.2010 0.2755 0.1079 0.2754 0.2295 0.0136 0.0122 

Acquirer P/B 0.1132 0.1132 0.1133 0.1249 0.1166 0.1134 0.1122 0.1125 0.1187 0.1235 0.1209 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Target P/B 0.1019 0.1019 0.0980 0.1025 0.1005 0.1028 0.1062 0.1006 0.1233 0.1353 0.1278 

0.1107 0.1107 0.1059 0.1084 0.1100 0.1089 0.1079 0.1127 0.0560 0.0460 0.0500 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

5.8728 5.8728 7.9957 6.8240 6.5729 6.0592 5.3685 6.2499 7.1161 4.8369 5.3054 

0.4645 0.4645 0.3320 0.4065 0.4129 0.4532 0.5100 0.4307 0.3960 0.5727 0.5231 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-24.1736 -24.1736 -26.7237 -24.4735 -24.0911 -24.3277 -23.4889 -24.3900 -26.1167 -23.4945 -24.0711 

0.0031 0.0031 0.0015 0.0029 0.0028 0.0031 0.0047 0.0026 0.0023 0.0079 0.0051 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0650 0.0650 0.0665 0.0623 0.0693 0.0609 0.0670 0.0655 0.0777 0.0622 0.0550 

0.0593 0.0593 0.0578 0.0669 0.0449 0.0835 0.0524 0.0585 0.0263 0.0750 0.1153 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              -0.0392       

              0.8498       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            -0.8621         

            0.2484         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 1.0689 1.0689   1.0786 1.0615 1.0771 1.1579 1.1398 0.9617 1.2516 1.3251 

0.0008 0.0008   0.0008 0.0008 0.0007 <.0001 0.0001 0.0022 0.0004 0.0002 
Mkt. share 8 -0.8783 -0.8783 0.2593 -0.8851 -0.8635 -0.8800 -0.9509 -0.9412 -0.7465 -1.0784 -1.1378 

0.0028 0.0028 0.0026 0.0027 0.0030 0.0028 0.0006 0.0006 0.0108 0.0010 0.0005 
Mkt. share 50     -0.2633                 

    0.0053                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.1128 -0.1128 -0.2222 -0.0999 -0.1046 -0.0376     -0.1453 -0.2281 -0.1897 

0.4054 0.4054 0.0923 0.4625 0.4436 0.8002     0.2943 0.1261 0.2123 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0035           

          0.4500           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0265 0.0265 0.0231 0.0247 0.0237 0.0274 0.0275 0.0266 0.0172 0.0179 0.0214 

<.0001 <.0001 0.0011 0.0002 0.0008 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0115 0.0066 0.0019 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0136 -0.0136 -0.0098 -0.0135 -0.0134 -0.0133 -0.0140 -0.0133 -0.0076 -0.0157 -0.0164 

0.0259 0.0259 0.1058 0.0241 0.0279 0.0288 0.0235 0.0300 0.2212 0.0301 0.0234 
Assets relative         -4.0146             

        0.3598             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -14.7245               

      0.3125               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0020 0.0020 0.0017 0.0020 0.0021 0.0020 0.0020 0.0020     0.0014 

0.0018 0.0018 0.0015 0.0020 0.0016 0.0017 0.0041 0.0021     0.0323 
RD (NSF)                 -0.6178 -1.1981 -0.9378 

                0.0504 0.0013 0.0138 
Avg. salary                   0.1433 0.0957 

                  0.0868 0.2428 
 

Power 

R2 0.3613 0.3613 0.3291 0.3654 0.3647 0.3629 0.3650 0.3591 0.3415 0.3885 0.3981 
R2 (adj.) 0.3114 0.3114 0.2767 0.3110 0.3103 0.3083 0.3155 0.3091 0.2901 0.3321 0.3375 
N 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 143 143 
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7.1.3. Target -40, 5 

Table 14 - Regression results for target value [-240, -41, -40 ,5] (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 29.8160 29.8160 36.9613 30.6815 31.7223 28.1325 26.3734 23.8376 28.1725 32.7918 33.0743 

0.0003 0.0003 <.0001 0.0003 0.0002 0.0005 0.0018 0.0025 0.0011 0.0003 0.0003 

Acquirer P/B 0.0134 0.0134 0.0148 0.0256 0.0228 0.0141 0.0133 0.0159 0.0200 0.0244 0.0199 

0.6969 0.6969 0.6459 0.5041 0.5419 0.6780 0.7033 0.6525 0.5615 0.4786 0.5619 
Target P/B 0.1785 0.1785 0.1996 0.1791 0.1747 0.1814 0.1712 0.1670 0.1981 0.2434 0.2305 

0.2548 0.2548 0.1772 0.2707 0.3030 0.2419 0.2769 0.2837 0.2125 0.1321 0.1466 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

-16.0411 -16.0411 -13.9611 -15.0529 -14.1377 -15.4305 -14.8159 -14.7784 -15.9515 -14.1830 -13.3742 

0.2098 0.2098 0.2809 0.2406 0.2607 0.2217 0.2648 0.2634 0.2339 0.2721 0.3044 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-5.4395 -5.4395 -8.0494 -5.7511 -5.2152 -5.9442 -6.0878 -6.1173 -5.9046 -5.8387 -6.8341 

0.6773 0.6773 0.5433 0.6620 0.6846 0.6450 0.6527 0.6491 0.6682 0.6644 0.6162 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.1118 0.1118 0.1102 0.1090 0.1235 0.0982 0.1142 0.1148 0.1325 0.1229 0.1103 

0.0243 0.0243 0.0347 0.0268 0.0114 0.0481 0.0217 0.0203 0.0119 0.0202 0.0304 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              0.1584       

              0.6269       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            -0.0731         

            0.9467         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 1.1556 1.1556   1.1657 1.1355 1.1824 1.3945 1.3773 0.9340 1.3875 1.5145 

0.0168 0.0168   0.0172 0.0183 0.0144 0.0029 0.0031 0.0443 0.0054 0.0032 
Mkt. share 8 -1.1501 -1.1501 0.1685 -1.1572 -1.1098 -1.1557 -1.3609 -1.3459 -0.8986 -1.4091 -1.5117 

0.0090 0.0090 0.1665 0.0093 0.0110 0.0088 0.0014 0.0014 0.0350 0.0023 0.0014 
Mkt. share 50     -0.4042                 

    0.0050                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.3980 -0.3980 -0.4912 -0.3847 -0.3757 -0.1518     -0.4318 -0.5386 -0.4723 

0.0612 0.0612 0.0158 0.0709 0.0672 0.4352     0.0440 0.0141 0.0329 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0114           

          0.1502           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0300 0.0300 0.0277 0.0281 0.0223 0.0327 0.0295 0.0286 0.0199 0.0220 0.0280 

0.0171 0.0171 0.0246 0.0267 0.0821 0.0116 0.0218 0.0236 0.1264 0.1024 0.0503 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0087 -0.0087 -0.0040 -0.0086 -0.0080 -0.0076 -0.0068 -0.0057 -0.0033 -0.0154 -0.0167 

0.3672 0.3672 0.6723 0.3649 0.3900 0.4239 0.4781 0.5497 0.7417 0.1673 0.1344 
Assets relative         -10.9135             

        0.1457             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -15.2974               

      0.5367               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0029 0.0029 0.0026 0.0029 0.0030 0.0029 0.0029 0.0030     0.0024 

0.0036 0.0036 0.0011 0.0039 0.0028 0.0033 0.0046 0.0037     0.0141 
RD (NSF)                 -0.3990 -1.5189 -1.0696 

                0.4102 0.0195 0.1365 
Avg. salary                   0.3322 0.2501 

                  0.0250 0.1153 
 

Power 

R2 0.2368 0.2368 0.2310 0.2392 0.2502 0.2459 0.2215 0.2229 0.2020 0.2483 0.2634 
R2 (adj.) 0.1773 0.1773 0.1710 0.1739 0.1859 0.1812 0.1607 0.1623 0.1397 0.1790 0.1892 
N 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 143 143 
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7.1.4. Target -30, 5 

Table 15 - - Regression results for target value [-240, -41, -30 ,5] (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 27.4895 27.4895 30.3132 28.4461 29.6488 25.6586 26.2467 22.9608 25.7719 32.2097 32.5104 

0.0008 0.0008 0.0013 0.0006 0.0003 0.0013 0.0019 0.0042 0.0030 0.0006 0.0005 

Acquirer P/B 0.0123 0.0123 0.0124 0.0257 0.0229 0.0131 0.0119 0.0145 0.0185 0.0255 0.0206 

0.6495 0.6495 0.6535 0.4513 0.4533 0.6264 0.6623 0.5971 0.5078 0.3490 0.4350 
Target P/B 0.1482 0.1482 0.1432 0.1488 0.1439 0.1513 0.1450 0.1396 0.1662 0.2233 0.2096 

0.2682 0.2682 0.3029 0.2846 0.3172 0.2603 0.2776 0.2849 0.2322 0.0975 0.1072 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

-13.7225 -13.7225 -11.7393 -12.6304 -11.5666 -13.0585 -13.1211 -12.8923 -13.7332 -10.1380 -9.2771 

0.3417 0.3417 0.4184 0.3820 0.4005 0.3601 0.3698 0.3719 0.3545 0.4700 0.5106 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-4.9834 -4.9834 -7.3596 -5.3277 -4.7293 -5.5322 -5.1970 -5.4223 -5.2936 -7.4820 -8.5415 

0.7318 0.7318 0.6153 0.7145 0.7340 0.7005 0.7243 0.7088 0.7247 0.6030 0.5564 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.1144 0.1144 0.1160 0.1112 0.1276 0.0996 0.1163 0.1166 0.1341 0.1207 0.1074 

0.0197 0.0197 0.0229 0.0217 0.0079 0.0416 0.0179 0.0174 0.0096 0.0194 0.0321 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              0.1457       

              0.6444       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            -0.2592         

            0.8038         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 0.9926 0.9926   1.0038 0.9699 1.0218 1.1568 1.1361 0.7785 1.2004 1.3356 

0.0215 0.0215   0.0226 0.0246 0.0188 0.0059 0.0064 0.0589 0.0062 0.0031 
Mkt. share 8 -0.9808 -0.9808 0.0707 -0.9886 -0.9352 -0.9869 -1.1242 -1.1074 -0.7386 -1.2081 -1.3172 

0.0136 0.0136 0.5266 0.0143 0.0179 0.0136 0.0036 0.0037 0.0547 0.0033 0.0017 
Mkt. share 50     -0.2380                 

    0.0728                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.2646 -0.2646 -0.3676 -0.2499 -0.2394 0.0031     -0.2960 -0.3700 -0.2993 

0.2244 0.2244 0.0850 0.2531 0.2575 0.9880     0.1758 0.0916 0.1732 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0124           

          0.0998           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0320 0.0320 0.0288 0.0299 0.0233 0.0349 0.0319 0.0308 0.0226 0.0230 0.0294 

0.0091 0.0091 0.0195 0.0132 0.0560 0.0061 0.0098 0.0109 0.0793 0.0807 0.0335 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0116 -0.0116 -0.0081 -0.0115 -0.0108 -0.0104 -0.0106 -0.0093 -0.0067 -0.0189 -0.0203 

0.2181 0.2181 0.3797 0.2140 0.2345 0.2609 0.2602 0.3167 0.4964 0.0731 0.0546 
Assets relative         -12.3621             

        0.0826             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -16.9065               

      0.4850               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0027 0.0027 0.0024 0.0027 0.0028 0.0027 0.0028 0.0028     0.0026 

0.0053 0.0053 0.0028 0.0058 0.0040 0.0049 0.0072 0.0054     0.0154 
RD (NSF)                 -0.3512 -1.3760 -0.8977 

                0.4606 0.0307 0.2060 
Avg. salary                   0.2797 0.1924 

                  0.0531 0.2166 
 

Power 

R2 0.2022 0.2022 0.1857 0.2053 0.2208 0.2138 0.1951 0.1961 0.1676 0.2129 0.2320 
R2 (adj.) 0.1399 0.1399 0.1222 0.1371 0.1541 0.1464 0.1323 0.1334 0.1026 0.1403 0.1546 
N 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 143 143 
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7.1.5. Acquirer -40, 5 

Table 16 - Regression results for acquirer value [-240, -41, -40 ,5] (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 6.3699 6.3699 10.1474 7.6157 7.6453 6.1851 8.3109 6.3257 7.7300 15.5699 15.6896 

0.3913 0.3913 0.1937 0.3051 0.3083 0.4080 0.2991 0.4090 0.3243 0.0456 0.0438 

Acquirer P/B 0.1033 0.1033 0.1037 0.1208 0.1095 0.1034 0.1021 0.0999 0.1100 0.1123 0.1104 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Target P/B 0.1235 0.1235 0.1239 0.1243 0.1209 0.1238 0.1248 0.1224 0.1505 0.1526 0.1471 

0.0670 0.0670 0.0390 0.0541 0.0624 0.0652 0.0623 0.0632 0.0225 0.0232 0.0242 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

-3.0701 -3.0701 -1.0375 -1.6477 -1.7967 -3.0031 -3.0537 -1.9993 -1.3449 -3.1958 -2.8531 

0.6761 0.6761 0.8893 0.8257 0.8069 0.6839 0.6862 0.7908 0.8654 0.6724 0.6981 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-19.5163 -19.5163 -21.9765 -19.9647 -19.3662 -19.5717 -19.0603 -20.1475 -22.1655 -19.7678 -20.1895 

0.0089 0.0089 0.0039 0.0076 0.0088 0.0088 0.0130 0.0086 0.0064 0.0123 0.0087 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0284 0.0284 0.0293 0.0242 0.0362 0.0269 0.0317 0.0292 0.0431 0.0293 0.0240 

0.5158 0.5158 0.5045 0.5734 0.4059 0.5508 0.4735 0.5097 0.3185 0.4987 0.5819 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              -0.2148       

              0.3461       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            -0.9931         

            0.2401         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 1.0415 1.0415   1.0560 1.0281 1.0444 1.2531 1.2486 0.9237 1.2457 1.2996 

0.0053 0.0053   0.0045 0.0052 0.0052 0.0005 0.0006 0.0161 0.0039 0.0028 
Mkt. share 8 -0.8841 -0.8841 0.2392 -0.8943 -0.8572 -0.8847 -1.0641 -1.0679 -0.7362 -1.1196 -1.1631 

0.0104 0.0104 0.0132 0.0090 0.0114 0.0104 0.0015 0.0014 0.0400 0.0053 0.0040 
Mkt. share 50     -0.2765                 

    0.0049                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.3129 -0.3129 -0.4153 -0.2937 -0.2980 -0.2859     -0.3535 -0.4534 -0.4252 

0.0320 0.0320 0.0047 0.0453 0.0431 0.1339     0.0187 0.0042 0.0081 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0013           

          0.8217           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0272 0.0272 0.0241 0.0245 0.0220 0.0275 0.0280 0.0278 0.0156 0.0184 0.0209 

0.0006 0.0006 0.0030 0.0026 0.0111 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006 0.0615 0.0206 0.0126 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0151 -0.0151 -0.0114 -0.0151 -0.0147 -0.0150 -0.0147 -0.0151 -0.0076 -0.0183 -0.0189 

0.0472 0.0472 0.1347 0.0466 0.0526 0.0482 0.0579 0.0511 0.3259 0.0429 0.0377 
Assets relative         -7.3012             

        0.1301             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -22.0184               

      0.1767               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0024 0.0024 0.0021 0.0024 0.0025 0.0024 0.0024 0.0024     0.0010 

0.0030 0.0030 0.0036 0.0036 0.0021 0.0029 0.0059 0.0038     0.1653 
RD (NSF)                 -0.8060 -1.4842 -1.2938 

                0.0086 0.0005 0.0031 
Avg. salary                   0.1955 0.1607 

                  0.0509 0.1088 
 

Power 

R2 0.3244 0.3244 0.3043 0.3312 0.3328 0.3245 0.3170 0.3147 0.3069 0.3610 0.3648 
R2 (adj.) 0.2717 0.2717 0.2500 0.2738 0.2756 0.2666 0.2637 0.2613 0.2528 0.3020 0.3008 
N 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 143 143 
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7.1.6. Acquirer -30, 5 

Table 17 - Regression results for acquirer value [-240, -41, -30 ,5] (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 2.4050 2.4050 4.7071 3.6280 3.4087 2.3023 5.2551 2.6340 3.7312 10.1448 10.2007 

0.7158 0.7158 0.4966 0.5795 0.6070 0.7283 0.4624 0.6937 0.6021 0.1351 0.1323 

Acquirer P/B 0.0991 0.0991 0.0991 0.1163 0.1040 0.0991 0.0981 0.0972 0.1038 0.1058 0.1049 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Target P/B 0.1123 0.1123 0.1050 0.1131 0.1103 0.1125 0.1159 0.1122 0.1321 0.1270 0.1244 

0.1507 0.1507 0.1709 0.1179 0.1322 0.1502 0.1395 0.1439 0.0786 0.1003 0.1006 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

11.4389 11.4389 13.3360 12.8353 12.4410 11.4761 11.0510 11.9442 12.8512 10.5604 10.7205 

0.1753 0.1753 0.1243 0.1312 0.1378 0.1760 0.1946 0.1527 0.1394 0.2446 0.2322 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-30.6532 -30.6532 -32.9151 -31.0935 -30.5351 -30.6840 -30.0363 -30.9539 -32.7814 -30.2223 -30.4193 

0.0004 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004 0.0006 0.0003 0.0003 0.0014 0.0012 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0468 0.0468 0.0486 0.0428 0.0530 0.0460 0.0490 0.0472 0.0564 0.0400 0.0375 

0.2102 0.2102 0.1938 0.2419 0.1597 0.2300 0.1937 0.2109 0.1254 0.2835 0.3217 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              -0.1188       

              0.5412       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            -0.8557         

            0.2417         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 0.9386 0.9386   0.9529 0.9280 0.9402 1.0475 1.0373 0.8689 1.0942 1.1193 

0.0030 0.0030   0.0024 0.0031 0.0029 0.0006 0.0007 0.0061 0.0020 0.0018 
Mkt. share 8 -0.7681 -0.7681 0.2172 -0.7781 -0.7469 -0.7684 -0.8583 -0.8557 -0.6772 -0.9477 -0.9680 

0.0096 0.0096 0.0099 0.0081 0.0114 0.0096 0.0028 0.0028 0.0234 0.0045 0.0041 
Mkt. share 50     -0.2129                 

    0.0124                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.1464 -0.1464 -0.2464 -0.1276 -0.1347 -0.1314     -0.1757 -0.2682 -0.2550 

0.2573 0.2573 0.0551 0.3274 0.3038 0.3740     0.1813 0.0600 0.0800 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0007           

          0.8724           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0239 0.0239 0.0207 0.0213 0.0199 0.0241 0.0248 0.0243 0.0156 0.0179 0.0191 

0.0009 0.0009 0.0046 0.0043 0.0159 0.0012 0.0009 0.0009 0.0350 0.0125 0.0115 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0135 -0.0135 -0.0103 -0.0134 -0.0132 -0.0134 -0.0137 -0.0136 -0.0079 -0.0150 -0.0153 

0.0384 0.0384 0.1141 0.0377 0.0436 0.0391 0.0366 0.0365 0.2160 0.0357 0.0338 
Assets relative         -5.7461             

        0.1860             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -21.6163               

      0.1793               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0016 0.0016 0.0013 0.0016 0.0017 0.0016 0.0016 0.0016     0.0005 

0.0109 0.0109 0.0249 0.0121 0.0072 0.0108 0.0200 0.0121     0.4793 
RD (NSF)                 -0.6155 -1.1322 -1.0433 

                0.0505 0.0032 0.0094 
Avg. salary                   0.1357 0.1195 

                  0.0980 0.1468 
 

Power 

R2 0.3345 0.3345 0.3088 0.3428 0.3412 0.3346 0.3364 0.3323 0.3277 0.3698 0.3708 
R2 (adj.) 0.2826 0.2826 0.2548 0.2865 0.2847 0.2776 0.2847 0.2802 0.2752 0.3116 0.3074 
N 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 143 143 
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7.1.7. Combined -35, 5 (HODA) 

Table 18 - Regression results for combined value [-165+x, -6+x, x, 5] where x=min(-35, HODA-5) (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 13.6799 13.6799 16.6696 13.3089 14.1660 12.4130 10.8936 8.1920 15.4001 25.2978 25.3845 

0.2859 0.2859 0.1430 0.3016 0.2685 0.3236 0.3300 0.4369 0.2420 0.0879 0.0867 

Acquirer P/B 0.1248 0.1248 0.1252 0.1200 0.1269 0.1253 0.1247 0.1282 0.1298 0.1355 0.1332 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Target P/B 0.1407 0.1407 0.1395 0.1406 0.1398 0.1428 0.1350 0.1309 0.1617 0.1767 0.1699 

0.0783 0.0783 0.0807 0.0744 0.0857 0.0725 0.0951 0.0994 0.0471 0.0368 0.0381 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

8.4872 8.4872 10.0157 8.0938 8.9360 8.9263 9.4247 9.2630 9.9540 8.5035 8.9249 

0.3719 0.3719 0.3060 0.4016 0.3473 0.3515 0.3293 0.3167 0.3129 0.4090 0.3739 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-29.8878 -29.8878 -31.7525 -29.7610 -29.8424 -30.2539 -30.4485 -30.2914 -32.1316 -30.6429 -31.1542 

0.0016 0.0016 0.0011 0.0017 0.0016 0.0015 0.0015 0.0010 0.0012 0.0031 0.0020 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0246 0.0246 0.0250 0.0257 0.0273 0.0145 0.0260 0.0272 0.0343 0.0218 0.0154 

0.6286 0.6286 0.6146 0.6162 0.5936 0.7821 0.6117 0.5901 0.4962 0.6979 0.7824 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              0.2203       

              0.4826       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            0.0546         

            0.9594         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 0.7714 0.7714   0.7661 0.7686 0.7928 0.9162 0.9013 0.7101 0.9767 1.0381 

0.0550 0.0550   0.0556 0.0556 0.0482 0.0171 0.0187 0.0781 0.0242 0.0184 
Mkt. share 8 -0.5743 -0.5743 0.2517 -0.5702 -0.5669 -0.5796 -0.7023 -0.6883 -0.4911 -0.8018 -0.8509 

0.1144 0.1144 0.1241 0.1155 0.1190 0.1100 0.0442 0.0475 0.1731 0.0436 0.0345 
Mkt. share 50     -0.1999                 

    0.1747                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.2519 -0.2519 -0.3256 -0.2578 -0.2461 -0.0676     -0.2786 -0.3470 -0.3151 

0.0893 0.0893 0.0264 0.0833 0.0990 0.6911     0.0604 0.0455 0.0785 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0085           

          0.1317           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0327 0.0327 0.0303 0.0334 0.0309 0.0347 0.0322 0.0311 0.0239 0.0227 0.0257 

<.0001 <.0001 0.0002 <.0001 0.0005 <.0001 <.0001 0.0001 0.0023 0.0036 0.0017 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0262 -0.0262 -0.0240 -0.0262 -0.0261 -0.0254 -0.0248 -0.0235 -0.0207 -0.0306 -0.0311 

0.0378 0.0378 0.0648 0.0383 0.0384 0.0415 0.0425 0.0430 0.0970 0.0532 0.0489 
Assets relative         -2.5379             

        0.6085             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      6.0711               

      0.7509               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0017 0.0017 0.0015 0.0017 0.0017 0.0017 0.0017 0.0018     0.0012 

0.0061 0.0061 0.0062 0.0056 0.0057 0.0058 0.0087 0.0062     0.1052 
RD (NSF)                 -0.6545 -1.1114 -0.8875 

                0.0584 0.0429 0.1221 
Avg. salary                   0.1043 0.0628 

                  0.4281 0.6428 
 

Power 

R2 0.2520 0.2520 0.2433 0.2524 0.2527 0.2573 0.2455 0.2485 0.2482 0.2798 0.2838 
R2 (adj.) 0.1944 0.1944 0.1851 0.1892 0.1896 0.1945 0.1874 0.1907 0.1903 0.2143 0.2127 
N 155 155 155 155 155 155 155 155 155 145 145 
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7.1.8. Target -35, 5 (HODA) 

Table 19 - Regression results for target [-165+x, -6+x, x, 5] where x=min(-35, HODA-5)  (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 14.5304 14.5304 19.5997 15.7771 18.0932 11.5520 9.3198 2.7801 12.8994 23.6308 23.9607 

0.1785 0.1785 0.0711 0.1408 0.0901 0.2728 0.3672 0.7782 0.2393 0.0518 0.0487 

Acquirer P/B 0.0597 0.0597 0.0553 0.0709 0.0758 0.0612 0.0599 0.0684 0.0631 0.0719 0.0700 

0.1288 0.1288 0.1526 0.1005 0.0840 0.1158 0.1328 0.0887 0.1090 0.0740 0.0826 
Target P/B 0.1026 0.1026 0.0879 0.1079 0.1015 0.1110 0.0900 0.0773 0.1082 0.1565 0.1510 

0.6206 0.6206 0.6619 0.6100 0.6483 0.5917 0.6608 0.6949 0.6040 0.4565 0.4708 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

-18.4077 -18.4077 -17.9899 -17.2162 -15.0003 -17.1283 -17.1516 -17.9927 -18.8980 -18.6297 -18.2249 

0.2652 0.2652 0.2834 0.3081 0.3360 0.2950 0.2949 0.2593 0.2656 0.2789 0.2915 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-4.8118 -4.8118 -5.3397 -5.3902 -4.6718 -5.9067 -5.5475 -4.7445 -4.4405 -3.6089 -4.0728 

0.7734 0.7734 0.7532 0.7490 0.7655 0.7214 0.7374 0.7680 0.7980 0.8385 0.8192 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0333 0.0333 0.0260 0.0322 0.0533 0.0087 0.0337 0.0348 0.0420 0.0276 0.0231 

0.6060 0.6060 0.6782 0.6155 0.4018 0.8925 0.6013 0.5830 0.5186 0.6850 0.7306 

Competing 
offer 

12.2097 12.2097 12.0294 12.7586 13.6493 12.5047 12.2004 12.5543 12.6753 11.1502 10.5058 

0.0669 0.0669 0.0641 0.0533 0.0314 0.0568 0.0638 0.0589 0.0549 0.1018 0.1313 

Acq. EMV/ 
Tar. Target 

7.6190 7.6190 7.9287 7.3929 7.5290 7.4852 7.8288 8.1247 7.8639 8.0670 7.9914 

0.0063 0.0063 0.0033 0.0102 0.0060 0.0060 0.0053 0.0035 0.0053 0.0044 0.0047 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              0.5302       

              0.1723       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            0.2431         

            0.8370         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 0.3888 0.3888   0.4024 0.3649 0.4438 0.5892 0.5493 0.2697 0.7613 0.8109 

0.4401 0.4401   0.4325 0.4578 0.3716 0.2368 0.2623 0.5817 0.1617 0.1478 
Mkt. share 8 -0.2972 -0.2972 0.2547 -0.3084 -0.2410 -0.3118 -0.4753 -0.4371 -0.1651 -0.7121 -0.7512 

0.5058 0.5058 0.3858 0.4968 0.5802 0.4764 0.2817 0.3128 0.7006 0.1493 0.1368 
Mkt. share 50     -0.2606                 

    0.3915                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.3616 -0.3616 -0.3601 -0.3500 -0.3208 0.1046     -0.3724 -0.4683 -0.4442 

0.1729 0.1729 0.1741 0.1870 0.2006 0.7355     0.1569 0.0724 0.0939 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0216           

          0.0160           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0318 0.0318 0.0321 0.0299 0.0184 0.0368 0.0310 0.0285 0.0273 0.0264 0.0288 

0.0145 0.0145 0.0131 0.0216 0.1612 0.0056 0.0201 0.0278 0.0408 0.0568 0.0498 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0281 -0.0281 -0.0257 -0.0280 -0.0274 -0.0260 -0.0260 -0.0231 -0.0263 -0.0402 -0.0405 

0.0530 0.0530 0.0950 0.0527 0.0521 0.0675 0.0682 0.0889 0.0784 0.0196 0.0189 
Assets relative         -18.4081             

        0.0257             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -14.0295               

      0.6201               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0015 0.0014 0.0015 0.0016     0.0009 

0.1445 0.1445 0.1277 0.1478 0.1159 0.1425 0.1453 0.1249     0.3203 
RD (NSF)                 -0.1169 -1.0955 -0.9268 

                0.8178 0.1295 0.2368 
Avg. salary                   0.2466 0.2139 

                  0.1240 0.2120 
 

Power 

R2 0.2283 0.2283 0.2297 0.2296 0.2559 0.2519 0.2192 0.2310 0.2218 0.2600 0.2617 
R2 (adj.) 0.1571 0.1571 0.1587 0.1526 0.1815 0.1771 0.1472 0.1601 0.1501 0.1803 0.1758 
N 155 155 155 155 155 155 155 155 155 145 145 
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7.1.9. Acquirer -35, 5 (HODA) 

Table 20 - Regression results for acquirer [-165+x, -6+x, x, 5] where x=min(-35, HODA-5)  (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept 6.2559 6.2559 6.0143 6.6527 6.9746 5.6138 3.1642 1.9699 7.9637 15.9806 16.0009 

0.6494 0.6494 0.6462 0.6285 0.6112 0.6789 0.8043 0.8688 0.5757 0.3149 0.3142 

Acquirer P/B 0.1056 0.1056 0.1052 0.1107 0.1088 0.1059 0.1055 0.1072 0.1100 0.1118 0.1113 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Target P/B 0.1503 0.1503 0.1335 0.1504 0.1490 0.1514 0.1440 0.1422 0.1690 0.1659 0.1643 

0.0528 0.0528 0.0843 0.0511 0.0530 0.0506 0.0629 0.0671 0.0250 0.0329 0.0311 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

16.1620 16.1620 17.4622 16.5826 16.8256 16.3845 17.2063 17.0986 17.5431 17.1951 17.2939 

0.0996 0.0996 0.0854 0.0921 0.0873 0.0973 0.0866 0.0764 0.0855 0.1100 0.1050 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-38.6176 -38.6176 -40.1293 -38.7532 -38.5505 -38.8031 -39.2397 -39.1332 -40.7090 -39.9844 -40.1044 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0002 0.0002 

Cash % used in 
deal 

-0.0004 -0.0004 0.0022 -0.0016 0.0035 -0.0055 0.0012 0.0018 0.0075 -0.0104 -0.0119 

0.9940 0.9940 0.9664 0.9757 0.9481 0.9215 0.9826 0.9731 0.8868 0.8592 0.8388 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              0.1088       

              0.7315       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            0.0552         

            0.9599         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 0.5791 0.5791   0.5848 0.5749 0.5899 0.7414 0.7347 0.5341 0.7724 0.7868 

0.1183 0.1183   0.1166 0.1214 0.1120 0.0456 0.0474 0.1517 0.0544 0.0554 
Mkt. share 8 -0.4080 -0.4080 0.1544 -0.4124 -0.3971 -0.4107 -0.5514 -0.5449 -0.3441 -0.6342 -0.6457 

0.2463 0.2463 0.4040 0.2429 0.2619 0.2435 0.1184 0.1231 0.3276 0.0992 0.0984 
Mkt. share 50     -0.0715                 

    0.7057                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

-0.2822 -0.2822 -0.3544 -0.2759 -0.2736 -0.1888     -0.3056 -0.4067 -0.3993 

0.0383 0.0383 0.0132 0.0457 0.0464 0.2466     0.0255 0.0154 0.0215 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          -0.0043           

          0.3818           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0288 0.0288 0.0261 0.0280 0.0261 0.0298 0.0283 0.0278 0.0212 0.0223 0.0230 

0.0006 0.0006 0.0016 0.0014 0.0071 0.0005 0.0010 0.0012 0.0097 0.0078 0.0097 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0235 -0.0235 -0.0220 -0.0235 -0.0233 -0.0230 -0.0219 -0.0213 -0.0185 -0.0289 -0.0290 

0.0666 0.0666 0.0954 0.0660 0.0682 0.0685 0.0766 0.0709 0.1422 0.0735 0.0715 
Assets relative         -3.7525             

        0.4400             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -6.4922               

      0.7421               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

0.0014 0.0014 0.0012 0.0014 0.0015 0.0014 0.0015 0.0015     0.0003 

0.0100 0.0100 0.0268 0.0104 0.0072 0.0092 0.0108 0.0080     0.7005 
RD (NSF)                 -0.5941 -1.2106 -1.1581 

                0.0845 0.0226 0.0423 
Avg. salary                   0.1641 0.1544 

                  0.2101 0.2611 
 

Power 

R2 0.2391 0.2391 0.2316 0.2395 0.2407 0.2404 0.2315 0.2322 0.2377 0.2659 0.2661 
R2 (adj.) 0.1806 0.1806 0.1725 0.1752 0.1765 0.1762 0.1724 0.1731 0.1790 0.1992 0.1933 
N 155 155 155 155 155 155 155 155 155 145 145 
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7.1.10. Combined -35, 5 (Horizontal but not equal) 

Table 21 - Regression horizontal deals mkt-ratio>0.2 (OLS) 

 I II II IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI 

 

Deal factors 

Intercept -5.9381 -5.9381 -6.7727 -4.8598 -4.6530 -3.4787 -9.6100 -7.6937 -3.1132 -3.0953 -3.1124 

0.3677 0.3677 0.3706 0.4500 0.4875 0.6059 0.1649 0.2548 0.6344 0.6246 0.6224 

Acquirer P/B -4.4065 -4.4065 -4.4209 -4.2805 -4.5156 -4.1748 -4.4608 -4.5033 -4.1910 -4.2074 -4.2049 

0.0041 0.0041 0.0040 0.0031 0.0032 0.0067 0.0035 0.0033 0.0069 0.0051 0.0052 
Target P/B -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 

0.4242 0.4242 0.4035 0.4274 0.5437 0.4237 0.2562 0.3915 0.4144 0.3068 0.3075 

Acquirer 
EBITDA/Assets 

24.5374 24.5374 24.7265 25.1328 26.9999 23.4806 25.6390 25.5834 22.8988 26.4529 26.5656 

0.0437 0.0437 0.0411 0.0444 0.0381 0.0512 0.0414 0.0428 0.0575 0.0255 0.0250 
Target 
EBITDA/Assets 

-8.3092 -8.3092 -7.9755 -8.2320 -8.4751 -8.5465 -8.5879 -8.5212 -8.2037 -9.4283 -9.4786 

0.0207 0.0207 0.0306 0.0258 0.0164 0.0201 0.0139 0.0146 0.0283 0.0110 0.0107 

Cash % used in 
deal 

0.0312 0.0312 0.0309 0.0287 0.0341 0.0297 0.0329 0.0329 0.0284 0.0333 0.0330 

0.2403 0.2403 0.2512 0.2786 0.2074 0.2594 0.2137 0.2145 0.2775 0.2024 0.2072 

Economic 
growth (S&P) 

              0.1524       

              0.3085       
Economic 
growth (BEA) 

            0.7183         

            0.0795         
 

Industry factors 

Mkt. share 4 0.0762 0.0762   0.0835 0.0451 -0.0112 0.0971 0.0954 0.0805 -0.0179 -0.0250 

0.7389 0.7389   0.7102 0.8460 0.9624 0.6778 0.6839 0.7178 0.9371 0.9133 
Mkt. share 8 -0.1375 -0.1375 -0.0742 -0.1482 -0.1043 -0.0854 -0.1436 -0.1460 -0.1647 -0.0153 -0.0098 

0.5366 0.5366 0.5281 0.4959 0.6447 0.7050 0.5197 0.5140 0.4322 0.9440 0.9643 
Mkt. share 50     0.0070                 

    0.9529                 

Growth (S&P 
median) 

0.0387 0.0387 0.0420 0.0361 0.0336 -0.1108     -0.0661 -0.0064 -0.0084 

0.6425 0.6425 0.6353 0.6685 0.6838 0.4508     0.6265 0.9615 0.9500 
Growth^2 
(S&P median) 

          0.0015           

          0.0803           

Assets (S&P 
median rank) 

0.0055 0.0055 0.0048 0.0046 0.0018 0.0056 0.0051 0.0049 0.0062 0.0100 0.0096 

0.3694 0.3694 0.4320 0.4553 0.7999 0.3624 0.4030 0.4158 0.3640 0.1159 0.1516 
FC-VC (S&P 
equal) 

0.0090 0.0090 0.0092 0.0086 0.0089 0.0084 0.0093 0.0097 0.0084 0.0097 0.0098 

0.1463 0.1463 0.1317 0.1614 0.1478 0.1725 0.1232 0.1042 0.1880 0.1527 0.1480 
Assets relative         -3.3992             

        0.3022             
Change in rel. 
assets 

      -24.1447               

      0.6669               

RD (S&P 
equal) 

-0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0003     -0.0001 

0.1061 0.1061 0.0729 0.1025 0.1785 0.1037 0.1316 0.1088     0.7027 
RD (NSF)                 -0.0246 0.6183 0.5965 

                0.9299 0.0836 0.1190 
Avg. salary                   -0.1750 -0.1711 

                  0.0076 0.0120 
 

Power 

R2 0.1224 0.1224 0.1221 0.1237 0.1251 0.1327 0.1302 0.1258 0.1214 0.1542 0.1543 
R2 (adj.) 0.0824 0.0824 0.0820 0.0799 0.0814 0.0893 0.0905 0.0859 0.0811 0.1104 0.1067 
N 253 253 253 253 253 253 253 253 252 245 245 
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Thomson Reuters  

7.1.11. Date specifications 

VAL 

Value of Transaction ($ mil): Total value of consideration paid by the acquiror, excluding fees and expenses. 

The dollar value includes the amount paid for all common stock, common stock equivalents, preferred stock, 

debt, options, assets, warrants, and stake purchases made within six months of the announcement date of the 

transaction. Liabilities assumed are included in the value if they are publicly disclosed. Preferred stock is only 

included if it is being acquired as part of a 100% acquisition. If a portion of the consideration paid by the ac-

quiror is common stock, the stock is valued using the closing price on the last full trading day prior to the an-

nouncement of the terms of the stock swap. If the exchange ratio of shares offered changes, the stock is valued 

based on its closing price on the last full trading date prior to the date of the exchange ratio change. For public 

target 100% acquisitions, the number of shares at date of announcement (CACT) is used.  

R_DATE 

Rank Date: For transactions announced prior to 2006, Rank Date is the first public disclosure of the intent to 

merge or acquire. For transactions announced in 2006 or later, Rank Date is redefined to be the earliest public 

announcement of when a value can be applied to a transaction. If a value cannot be applied at Rank Date, the 

deal will be credited in the Announced League Tables with an undisclosed value. If a value can be applied at a 

later date, prior to or upon completion, the Rank Date will be updated and the value will be reflected in the 

Announced League Tables. For most spin-offs and debt restructurings the Rank Date will equal the date the 

shares are distributed, however if these transactions can be valued prior to the completion (i.e. shares traded 

publicly or on a when-issued basis), Thomson Reuters will allocate Announced League Table credit on the date 

the shares can be valued, and not necessarily be when these shares are distributed.  

DA 

Date Announced: The date one or more parties involved in the transaction makes the first public disclo-

sure of common or unilateral intent to pursue the transaction (no formal agreement is required).  Among other 

things, Date Announced is determined by the disclosure of discussions between parties, disclosure of a unilateral 

approach made by a potential bidder, and the disclosure of a signed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) or 

other agreement.  For transactions prior to 2006 this date is set to equal Rank Date. 

Date Announced must be dated either on or before the Rank Date. Therefore, in cases where the first public an-

nouncement of a transaction is made after the transaction has completed, Date Announced should equal both 

Rank Date and Date Effective/Unconditional.   

DAO 

Original Date Announced: The date when the target company is first publicly disclosed as a possible takeover 

candidate. DAO is used for the calculation of stock premiums. When multiple bidders exist, the DAO is 

recorded in the following cases: 

(1) If acquiror changes from 'Seeking Buyer' or 'Undisclosed Acquiror' to an actual entity. 

(2) Competing bids are announced. 

(3) Competing stakes are announced. 

(4) A defensive transaction is announced. 

In most cases DAO should be dated before Date Announced. However, in cases where the first public 

announcement of a transaction was made after the transaction has completed, the DAO should be dated after the 

Date Effective/Unconditional.  

COMPETE 

Competing Bidder Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where a third party launched an offer for the target while this 

original bid was pending. Challenging bids are covered under a separate record and deal number with challenger 

as Acquiror. SEE CHA.   
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COMPETECODE 

Competing Bid Deal Code: The unique 9-digit number assigned to the competing deal.  

7.1.12. Form 

FORM 

Form of the Transaction: 10 codes describing the specific form of the transaction: 

M (MERGER): A combination of business takes place or 100% of the stock of a public or private company is 

acquired. 

A (ACQUISITION): deal in which 100% of a company is spun off or split off is classified as an acquisition by 

shareholders. 

AM (ACQ OF MAJORITY INTEREST): the acquiror must have held less than 50% and be seeking to acquire 

50% or more, but less than 100% of the target company’s stock. 

AP (ACQ OF PARTIAL INTEREST): deals in which the acquiror holds less than 50% and is seeking to acquire 

less than 50%, or the acquiror holds over 50% and is seeking less than 100% of the target company’s stock. 

AR (ACQ OF REMAINING INTEREST): deals in which the acquiror holds over 50% and is seeking to acquire 

100% of the target company’s stock. 

AA (ACQ OF ASSETS): deals in which the assets of a company, subsidiary, division, or branch are acquired. 

This code is used in all transactions when a company is being acquired and the consideration sought is not 

given. 

AC: (ACQ OF CERTAIN ASSETS): deals in which sources state that “certain assets” of a company, subsidiary, 

or division are acquired. 

R (RECAPITALIZATION): deals in which a company undergoes a shareholders’ Leveraged recapitalization in 

which the company issues a special one-time dividend (in the form of cash, debt securities, preferred stock, or 

assets) allowing shareholders to retain an equity interest in the company. 

B (BUYBACK): deals in which the company buys back its equity securities or securities convertible into equity, 

either on the open market, through privately negotiated transactions, or through a tender offer. Board authorized 

repurchases are included. 

EO (EXCHANGE OFFER): deals in which a company offers to exchange new securities for its equity securities 

outstanding or its securities convertible into equity.  
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7.1.13. Acquisition Techniques 

ACQTECH 

Acquisition Techniques (Description): 

A yes/no flag which indicates significant characteristics about the transaction: 

Alliance Flag: When ?Y? is flagged it indicates that two companies exchange minority stakes of equal value in 

each other as a part of the formation of a strategic alliance. 

Acquiror Includes an ESOP: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where acquiror includes an Employee Stock Ownership Plan 

of the target company. See also EMP (Employee Participation Flag), where the acquiror includes employees of 

the target company. 

Acquiror Includes Employees: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where acquiror includes employees of the target company. 

See also ESOP, where acquiror includes and Employee Stock Ownership Plan of the target company. 

Acquiror Includes Management: ?Y? indicates that the management of the target company is taking an equity 

interest in the target company as part of the acquisition. 

Acquiror is an Investor Group: ?Y? indicates that the acquiror is an investor group. 

Acquiror is White Knight Flag: ?Y? indicates that an acquiror has made a friendly offer or has reached an agree-

ment to acquire a target that is currently the subject of a hostile or unsolicited offer by another company; ac-

quiror is a White Knight. A ?Squire? is very similar to a ?White Knight?, the only difference being that the 

?Squire? only acquires a blocking minority stake and does not acquire a majority. The result is the same how-

ever; the hostile bid is thwarted. 

Asset Swap: ?Y? indicates a transaction in which assets are being swapped in exchange for assets. 

Auction: When a private sale is going to take place, regardless of whether the ultimate parent is public or the 

deal is a privatization, and the seller is soliciting multiple offers simultaneously for the asset/business it is at-

tempting to sell. Auctions are generally sealed bids made on a specific date where the bidders do not know each 

other?s offer amounts. 

Bankruptcy Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when the target company is bankrupt or goes bankrupt during the trans-

action. 

Bear Hug Flag: Yes/No flag is set to ?Y? when the acquiring company?s unsolicited offer is so attractive, in 

terms of price and other features, that the directors of the target company, usually opposed to the merger, must 

approve the terms or risk shareholder protest. 

Buyin/Management Buyout: Yes/No flag set to ?Y? for a highly leveraged transaction where the target?s exist-

ing management alongside incoming management, backed by one or more institutional investors, lead or initiate 

a buyout deal. 

Collar Deal Flag: ?Y? indicates that the exact consideration offered in a stock swap transaction is based on a set 

range which is usually determined by the acquiror?s average closing stock price prior to the close of the deal. 

For example, if the acquiror?s average closing stock price prior to the close fell into the high end of the range, 

the target shareholders would receive the number of shares defined in the collar. 

Concession: ?Y? indicates that a grant of property especially by a government for a period of at least 25 years. 

Concessions can include the usage of railways as well as the administration of an airport. Usually, all revenues 

earned by the entity holding the concession are entirely theirs. 

Creeping Purchase Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when the acquiror has made creeping purchases; that is, accumu-

lates a majority interest through a series of stake purchases, either through private or open market transactions. 

Deal Started as Unsolicited Flag: Yes/No flag set to "Yes" when acquiring company makes an offer for another 

company without prior negotiations. 

Debt Restructuring Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when the transaction is part of, or the target is undergoing, a debt 

restructuring whereby debt securities or debt forgiveness is exchanged for common/ordinary equity or securities 

exchangeable into common/ordinary equity. 

 

Debt Tender Offer Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when a tender offer is launched for the target?s non-convertible 

debt securities (including non-convertible preferred securities). A debt tender offer is a formal offer of 

determined duration to acquire a public company's debt securities made to debt holders. Debt Tender Offers are 

not included in TR?s published M&A Rankings.  
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Divestiture Flag: ?Y? indicates that the deal is a divestiture meaning there is a loss of majority control; the 

parent company is losing a majority interest in the target or the target company is disposing of assets. 

Dutch Auction Tender Flag: 'Y' indicates that a company offers to buy back its equity securities or securities 

convertible into equity through a self-tender offer in which a range of prices is specified. Shareholders indicate 

the price at which they would sell their shares. The final offer price is determined at the expiration of the offer 

by purchasing shares at the lowest possible price necessary in order to obtain the desired number of shares. 

Equity Carveout Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when the transaction is an Equity Carveout. In an Equity Carveout, 

the new company?s shares are distributed or sold to the public via an IPO. Equity Carveouts are tracked only if 

they represent 100% or more of the unit, subsidiary division or other company. However an Equity Carveouts of 

any size is tracked if it is a Privitization. Equity Carveouts are not included in TR?s published M&A Rankings. 

Exchange Offer Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where a public company offers to exchange new securities for its 

equity securities outstanding, securities convertible into equity, or non-convertible debt securities. Also includes 

deals in which an existing loan is replaced with a new facility during a debt restructuring. Exchange Offers are 

not included in TR?s published M&A Rankings. 

Failed Bank Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where the target company is a failed bank. 

Financial Acquiror Flag: ?Y? indicates that the acquiror is a financial company (buyout firm, venture capital 

company, merchant bank, commercial bank, etc.) and the target?s main industry is non-financial and it must be 

acquired for financial rather than strategic reasons. Formation of a Limited Partnership Flag: Yes/No flag set to 

'Y' where a limited partnership was set up as a result of the transaction. 

Four Way Merger: ?Y? indicates the combination of four separate companies. In some cases the merger may 

result in the existence of a newly created fifth entity, whereby the four original companies may either cease to 

exist or become subsidiaries of the newly formed entity. 

Going Private Flag: ?Y? indicates that a private acquiror (?private? meaning that none of the acquiror?s ultimate 

parentage is public either) is acquiring a public target and upon completion, it will become a private company. 

Institutional Buyout: Yes/No flag set to ?Y? for a highly leveraged transaction where one or more institutional 

investors act together to lead or initiate a buyout deal. 

Joint Venture Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when the transaction involves the formation of a joint venture where 

existing assets are contributed by both parties. This is only a small portion of transactions covered in the 

separate JOINT VENTURES DATABASE. 

LBO + Employee Stock Plan: The acquisition of a company by a newco established for the purpose by the 

company?s employees participating by way of an Employee Share Ownership scheme and backed by one or 

more institutional investors. 

LBO + Management + Employee: Yes/No flag set to ?Y? for a highly leveraged transaction where employees in 

conjunction with existing target management, backed by one or more institutional investors, lead or initiate a 

buyout deal. 

Leveraged Buyout Flag: ?Y? indicates that the transaction is a leveraged buyout. An "LBO" occurs when an 

investor group, investor, or firm offers to acquire a company, taking on an extraordinary amount of debt, with 

plans to repay it with funds generated from the company or with revenue earned by selling off the newly 

acquired company's assets. TR considers an LBO if the investor group includes management or the transaction 

is identified as such in the financial press and a majority interest of the company is acquired. 

Liquidation Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where transaction was part of a liquidation plan. 

Litigation Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where the players launched litigation as a result of the transaction. 

Litigation Delay Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where the litigation launched by the players caused a delay in the 

normal progress of the transaction. 

Loan Modification Flag: Yes/No flag set to ?Y? when an existing facility required and received a 100% vote 

amendment and either an extension of maturity or reduction in debt as a result of a restructuring. Loan 

Modifications are not included in TR?s published M&A Rankings. 

Management Buyin: Yes/No flag set to ?Y? for a highly leveraged transaction where incoming management, 

backed by one or more institutional investors, lead or initiate a buyout deal. 

Management Buyout: Yes/No flag set to ?Y? for a highly leveraged transaction where existing target 

management, backed by one or more institutional investors, lead or initiate a buyout deal.  
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Mandatory Offering Flag: ?Y? indicates that an acquiror reach a certain ownership level in the target and by law 

is required to make an offer to acquire the remaining interest in the target. This item applies to international 

deals only and is subject to each country?s takeover laws. 

Merger of Equals Indicator: ?Y? indicates that the target and acquiror in a stock swap transaction have 

approximately the same market capitalization, and the ownership of the new entity will be owned roughly 50/50 

by the target and acquiror shareholders. Both companies should also have close to equal representation on the 

board of the new company. 

Open Market Purchase Flag: 'Y' indicates that stock was purchased in the open market rather than from a third 

party through a privately negotiated transaction or public securities offering. The transaction must be a Stake 

Purchase or a Repurchase (see Deal Type). 

Pooling of Interests Flag: 'Y' indicates that the acquiror is using the "pooling of interests" accounting method in 

a stock swap transaction. It is a tax-free exchange of stock whereby the balance sheets of both companies are 

added together. 

Private Tender Offer Flag: ?Y? indicates a formal offer of determined duration to acquire a private company's 

shares made to equity holders. Private tenders are only valued by TR if the number of the private companies 

outstanding shares is known. 

Privately Negotiated Purchase Flag: ?Y? indicates that a company is repurchasing shares or acquiring a stake in 

a public company from a third party through private negotiations. 

Privatization Flag: ?Y? indicates a government or government controlled entity sells shares or assets to a non-

government entity. Privatizations include both direct and indirect sales of up to a 100% stake to an identifiable 

buyer and floatations of stock on a stock exchange. The former is considered an M&A transaction and will be 

included in the quarterly rankings; the latter will not. 

Property Acquisition: Indicates that the transaction involves the acquisition of a completed building or a 

portfolio of completed buildings. 

Proxy Fight Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where the hostile bidder launched a proxy fight for control of the target 

company's board. 

Recapitalization Flag: Yes/No Flag set to 'Y' where deal is a recapitalization, or deal is part of a recapitalization 

plan, in which the company issues a special one-time dividend in the form of cash, debt securities, preferred 

stock, or assets, while allowing shareholders to retain an equity interest in the company. 

Repurchase Indicator: Yes/No flag set to "yes" when a company buys back its shares in the open market or in 

privately negotiated transactions or a company's board authorizes the repurchase of a portion of its shares. 

Restructuring Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when the transaction is part of, or the target is undergoing, a 

restructuring whereby the debt on the balance sheet is reduced through a bankruptcy/distressed sale, a tender 

offer or exchange offer for existing debt securities, or a loan modification. A transaction is defined as a 

restructuring only if one or more of the following conditions have been met: (i) the company has publicly 

confirmed that it has retained a restructuring advisor, has filed for bankruptcy/receivership protection, has 

publicly confirmed plans to restructure its debt, or has gone into default or has missed a coupon payment, (ii) an 

S&P/Moody issuer, issue, or probability of default rating of CCC+/Caa1 or below either before or in reaction to 

the announcement of the restructuring plan, (iii) a debt-for-debt exchange offers where debt holders will 

exchange their bonds at a discount, or (iv) a credit facility or debt security carries a yield of at least 1,000 bps 

over US Treasuries. 

Reverse LBO Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where a company that was acquired in an leveraged buyout 

subsequently made an initial public offering. 

Reverse Morris Trust: Indicates that the transaction was structured under US legislation which allows for a tax-

free transfer of a subsidiary or division to a third party. 

Reverse Takeover Flag: ?Y? indicates a merger in which the acquiring company offers more than 50% of its 

equity as consideration offered to the target company resulting in the target company becoming the majority 

owner of the new company. 

Rule 9 Waiver: This is also known as a Mandatory offer waiver. This is the opposite of the Mandatory Offer 

flag. Under certain circumstances the requirement to make a mandatory offer is waived and the acquiror is not 

required to launch an offer for the remaining outstanding shares in the target. Reverse takeovers will often 

involve a Rule 9 waiver.   
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Rumor Flag: ?Y? indicates that the transaction is currently or originally began as a rumor. Even if both parties 

later confirm the deal, rumor remains ?Y.? 

Sale Leaseback: Indicates that the transaction is a sale and leaseback transaction. 

Scheme of Arrangement flag: ?Y? indicates a reorganization of a company?s capital structure that will be 

binding on shareholders. A scheme is carried out in several steps, which entails that the court order a meeting 

for shareholders affected; majority shareholder approval must be received; and, the scheme is referred back to 

the court for confirmation. 

Self-Tender Flag: ?Y? indicates when a company offers to buy back its equity securities or securities convertible 

into equity through a tender offer. A company essentially launches a tender offer on itself to buy back shares. 

Spinoff Flag: 'Y' indicates a "spinoff," which is the tax free distribution of shares by a company of a unit, 

subsidiary, division, or another company's stock, or any portion thereof, to its shareholders. TR tracks spinoffs 

of any percentage. 

Splitoff Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when the transaction is a splitoff. A splitoff is defined as the redemption of 

shares in an existing company, in exchange for shares in a newly created one. Splitoffs of any percentage are 

tracked. Splitoffs are included in TR?s published M&A Rankings. 

Stock Swap Flag: ?Y? indicates a transaction in which the acquiring company exchanges equity in itself for 

equity in the target. The acquiror must be acquiring at least 50% of the target?s equity or be acquiring the 

remaining interest up to 100% of the target?s equity, and at least 50% of the consideration offered must be in the 

form of equity. 

Sweeping Purchase Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' where acquiror makes stake purchase(s) of all available shares 

with intention of gaining control. 

Tender/Merger Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when a tender offer is launched to acquire control of a company, and 

the offer is followed by a merger agreement in which the acquiring company agrees to purchase the remaining 

shares not tendered under the offer. 

Tender Offer Flag: Yes/No flag set to 'Y' when a tender offer is launched for the target. A tender offer is a 

formal offer of determined duration to acquire a public company's shares made to equity holders. The offer is 

often conditioned upon certain requirements such as a minimum number of shares being tendered. 

Three Way Merger Flag: ?Y? indicates the combination of three separate companies. In most cases the merger 

results in the existence of a newly created fourth entity, whereby the three original companies may either cease 

to exist or become subsidiaries of the newly formed 

Two-Tier Transaction Flag: ?Y? indicates that the acquiror is offering a different (often higher) consideration 

for the shares needed to gain control of the target company. Then the acquiror makes an offer or agreement to 

acquire the remaining shares for a separate consideration. 

Two Step Spinoff: 'Y' indicates a deal where the planned spinoff of a company's remaining shares is preceded 

by an initial public offering (IPO) of that company's shares (please note we don't track the IPO in the M&A 

database). The plans to spin off the remaining shares must be announced at the same time that the IPO is 

announced by the parent company. The IPO will generally be for a small stake in the subsidiary, usually 10 to 

20%, and the spinoff will therefore be for the remaining interest not distributed via the IPO. The spinoff must 

take place within 18 months of the IPO in order to be considered a Two Step Spinoff. This data item is valid on 

deals announced beginning in 1995. 

White Squire Flag: ?Y? indicates when the target company attempts to thwart an unsolicited or hostile bid by 

selling a block (less than a majority) of shares (usually convertible preferred with special voting rights) to a 

friendly third party. A ?Squire? is very similar to a ?White Knight?, the only difference being that the ?Squire? 

only acquires a blocking minority stake and does not acquire a majority. The result is the same however; the 

hostile bid is thwarted. 

 

https://deals.ib.thomsonone.com/DealsWeb/help/def.htm#HEVENT 
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7.1.14. SIC test 

SELECT  
 deal_no, date_announced, acq_name, acq_sic, acq_sic_crsp, acq_naics,  
 acq_naics_crsp, stom.desc as tom, scrsp.desc as crsp,  
 ss.to_naics as tom_conv, ss2.to_naics as crsp_conv FROM 
 (SELECT n.*, mva.mv as mva, mvb.mv as mvb, mvb.mv/mva.mv as mv_rat FROM ( 
  SELECT *, ( 
   SELECT date FROM ff WHERE date < d.date_announced  
   ORDER BY date DESC LIMIT 1 OFFSET 40) as t_1 
  FROM 
   (SELECT d.*, h.hoda 
   FROM deals d  
   LEFT join hoda h  
   ON d.deal_no = h.deal_no  
   WHERE  
     acq_nat="US" and  
     tar_nat="US" AND  
     status="C" AND  
     date_announced BETWEEN "2000-01-01" AND "2009-12-31" AND 
     acq_gvkey > 0 AND 
     tar_gvkey > 0 AND 
     acq_type = "CORPORATE" AND 
     acq_naics is not null AND 
     deal_val > 50 AND 
     substring(LPAD(tar_sic, 4, "0"), 1, 1) != 6 AND 
     substring(LPAD(acq_sic, 4, "0"), 1, 1) != 6 AND 
     substring(LPAD(tar_sic, 4, "0"), 1, 3)  
     = substring(LPAD(acq_sic, 4, "0"), 1, 3) AND 
     d.deal_no not in ( 
       SELECT deal_no FROM deals_tech WHERE tech_id IN ( 
       SELECT tech_id FROM deals_tech_def WHERE merger = 0)) AND  
     form in ("Merger", "Acquisition", "Acq. Maj. Int.",  
          "Acq. of Assets")) d) n 
  LEFT JOIN mv_cache mva ON 
  n.acq_gvkey = mva.gvkey AND n.t_1 = mva.datadate 
  LEFT JOIN mv_cache mvb ON 
  n.tar_gvkey = mvb.gvkey AND n.t_1 = mvb.datadate) q 
LEFT JOIN sic_def stom ON q.acq_sic = stom.sic 
 LEFT JOIN sic_def scrsp ON q.acq_sic_crsp = scrsp.sic 
 LEFT JOIN  
  f_cen_ct_sic ss ON ss.from_sic = q.acq_sic  
  AND ss.to_year = 2002 AND ss.to_naics = q.acq_naics 
 LEFT JOIN  
  f_cen_ct_sic ss2 ON ss2.from_sic = q.acq_sic_crsp  
  AND ss2.to_year = 2002 AND ss2.to_naics = q.acq_naics_crsp 
WHERE mv_rat>0.2 and deal_no != 1023743020  
 AND substring(LPAD(acq_sic_crsp, 4, "0"), 4, 4) != 0 
ORDER BY date_announced 
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7.2. CRSP 

7.2.1. SIC definition 

SIC Code, End of Period 

The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code is used to group companies with similar products 

or services. 

The Standard Industrial Classification Manual contains descriptions of categories recognized by the 

US Government. SIC Code is an integer between 100 and 9999. The first two digits refer to a ma-

jor group. The first three digits refer to an industry group. All four digits indicate an industry. Miss-

ing SIC Codes are set to zero until March, 2000. The NASDAQ stock exchange reports the first 

three digits of NASDAQ listed companies based on the company reported primary industry, and 

CRSP has added a fourth digit of zero. SIC codes of NYSE and NYSE MKT companies are reported 

with four digits based on SEC groupings. Since March 2000 any new SIC Codes assigned may in-

clude four significant digits. 

SIC Codes were introduced around 1930. Securities populating the CRSP universe that existed 

prior to 1930 may have code assignments. CRSP actively chose to apply the original SIC coding 

scheme to these securities as a way to provide a valid means of classification. 

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) was introduced in 1997, to succeed 

the SIC codes. 

In the December 2009 stock database, CRSP removed SIC Codes provided by our source, Mergent, 

from our Stock Databases and replaced them with SIC Codes from Interactive Data Corporation. 

Mergent was the primary source for SIC Code for NYSE, NYSE MKT & ARCA securities from 

20010824 through 2009.  IDC has always been a continuous alternate source of SIC Codes, so no 

holes in coverage were introduced by the elimination of the Mergent data. The differences in codes 

resulting from our change in source did not impact the CRSP Indexes.   

Source: http://www.crsp.com/products/documentation/data-definitions-s#sic-code-end-of-period 
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7.3. Linking S&P Compustat, CRSP & SDC 

7.3.1. Linking CUSIP to PERMCO & GVKEY. 

/* Find & write Permco and GVKEY (LINKHIST approach) 

The MySQL optimization seems broken, it will run for age because of the inner 

join. Fix this by creating a temp table */ 

 

CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE IF NOT EXISTS bb AS ( 

 SELECT  

  d.tar_cusip, d.deal_no, b.permco, l.lpermco, l.gvkey, (SELECT date  

  FROM ff  

  WHERE d.date_announced >= ff.date  

  ORDER BY ff.date DESC LIMIT 1) tr_date 

 FROM dsenames b 

 INNER JOIN deals d 

 ON  

  lpad(d.tar_cusip, 6, '0') = b.ncusip6 

 LEFT JOIN linkhist l 

 ON  

  b.permno = l.lpermno AND  

  l.linktype in ('LC', 'LU') 

 WHERE tar_pstat = 1 

 GROUP BY deal_no, permco, gvkey); 

UPDATE deals, ( 

 SELECT *, count(deal_no) c_deal_no FROM ( 

  SELECT * FROM ( 

   SELECT bb.* FROM 

   bb 

   INNER JOIN com_compm 

   ON com_compm.datadate = bb.tr_date AND com_compm.gvkey = bb.gvkey 

   WHERE com_compm.gvkey is not null) q 

        GROUP BY deal_no, permco, gvkey) k 

 GROUP BY deal_no) c 

SET  

 deals.tar_gvkey = IF(c.c_deal_no = 1, c.gvkey, -2), 

 deals.tar_permco = IF(c.c_deal_no = 1, c.permco, -2) 

WHERE deals.deal_no = c.deal_no; 
 

/* 

Show any check 

First check: 

Check for deals with more than one GVKEY match 

Second check: 

Get anything that has a permco in DSENAMES, 

but where a GVKEY could not be found 

Check that the Ticker did not cause troubles 

Update ticker and then rerun the LINKHIST approach 

*/ 
SELECT * FROM speciale.deals WHERE tar_gvkey = -1; 
 

SELECT * FROM deals  
WHERE  
 tar_permco = -2 AND  
 tar_tic is not null AND 
 acq_nat='US' and tar_nat='US' AND status='C' AND 
 date_announced BETWEEN '1998-01-01' AND '2014-12-31' AND  
 acq_type = 'CORPORATE';  
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-- Use second approach to find more GVKEYs 

-- Create table with CUSIP & GVKEY base on com_compm 

INSERT INTO ipgv  
 SELECT DISTINCT  
  gvkey,  
  TRIM(LEADING '0' FROM SUBSTRING(cusip, 1, 6))  
 FROM com_compm; 
 

-- Update deals 

UPDATE deals, ( 
 SELECT deals.deal_no, ipgv.gvkey, ( 
  SELECT date  
  FROM ff  
  WHERE deals.date_announced >= ff.date  
  ORDER BY ff.date DESC LIMIT 1) tr_date 
 FROM deals    
 INNER JOIN ipgv 
 ON deals.tar_cusip = ipgv.cusip 
 WHERE deals.tar_gvkey is null) b 
INNER JOIN com_compm  
ON b.tr_date = com_compm.datadate AND b.gvkey = com_compm.gvkey 
SET deals.acq_gvkey = b.gvkey  
WHERE deals.deal_no = b.deal_no;  

7.3.2. CRSP: SIC & NAICS 

-- CRSP SIC & NAICS lookup 

UPDATE deals d, ( 
 SELECT f.deal_no, n.siccd, n.naics, IF(f.max_e, null, f.close_e) valid 
 FROM 
  (SELECT  
   d.deal_no, d.date_announced, d.tar_permco permco,  
   max(namedt) max_e,  
   (SELECT max(namedt)  
   FROM dsenames  
   WHERE  
    d.tar_permco = dsenames.permco AND 
    dsenames.namedt < d.date_announced  
   GROUP BY (d.date_announced-dsenames.namedt)  
   ASC LIMIT 1) close_e 
  FROM deals d 
  LEFT JOIN dsenames n 
  ON d.tar_permco = n.permco AND 
    n.namendt >= d.date_announced AND 
    n.namedt <= d.date_announced 
  GROUP BY d.deal_no) f 
 INNER JOIN dsenames n 
 ON  
  f.permco = n.permco AND  
  n.namedt = IF(f.max_e, f.max_e, f.close_e)) i 
SET  
 d.tar_sic_crsp = i.siccd, 
 d.tar_naics_crsp = i.naics, 
 d.tar_valid_crsp = i.valid 
WHERE d.deal_no = i.deal_no  
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7.3.3. Name match 

--Final check: name match 

SELECT fq.*, d.permco, fq.tar_name sdc_name_deal, d.comnam crsp_name_deal,  
 (SELECT conm  
 FROM com_fundq  
 WHERE fq.tar_gvkey = com_fundq.gvkey 
 LIMIT 1) com_name_curr, 
 (SELECT comnam  
 FROM dsenames d2  
 WHERE fq.tar_permco = d2.permco  
 ORDER BY d2.namedt DESC 
 LIMIT 1) crsp_name_deal, 
 (SELECT prccd  
 FROM com_compm cc  
 WHERE fq.tar_gvkey = cc.gvkey AND fq.tr_date = cc.datadate  
 LIMIT 1) com_price_deal 
FROM ( 
 SELECT  *,  
  (SELECT datadate  
  FROM com_fundq 
  WHERE 
   d.tr_date >= com_fundq.datadate AND  
   com_fundq.gvkey = d.tar_gvkey  
   ORDER BY com_fundq.datadate DESC 
   LIMIT 1) datadate 
 FROM  
  (SELECT deal_no, tar_gvkey, tar_permco, tar_name, date_announced, 
   (SELECT date  
   FROM ff   
   WHERE d.date_announced >= ff.date 
   ORDER BY ff.date DESC 
   LIMIT 1) tr_date 
  FROM deals d 
  WHERE 
   tar_nat='US' and tar_nat='US' AND status='C' AND 
   date_announced BETWEEN '1998-01-01' AND '2014-12-31' AND  
   tar_type = 'CORPORATE' AND 
   (substring(LPAD(tar_sic, 4, '0'), 1, 2) =  
   substring(LPAD(acq_sic, 4, '0'), 1, 2) OR 
   substring(LPAD(tar_sic_crsp, 4, '0'), 1, 2) =  
   substring(LPAD(acq_sic_crsp, 4, '0'), 1, 2)) AND 
   tar_gvkey is not NULL) d) fq 
LEFT JOIN dsenames d  
ON  
 fq.tar_permco = d.permco AND 
 d.namedt <= fq.date_announced AND 
 d.namendt >= fq.date_announced  
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7.3.4. Alternative GVKEY method 

INSERT INTO ipgv  
 SELECT DISTINCT  
  gvkey,  
  TRIM(LEADING '0' FROM SUBSTRING(cusip, 1, 6))  
 FROM com_compm; 
 

UPDATE deals, ( 
 SELECT deals.deal_no, ipgv.gvkey, ( 
  SELECT date  
  FROM ff  
  WHERE deals.date_announced >= ff.date  
  ORDER BY ff.date DESC LIMIT 1) tr_date 
 FROM deals    
 INNER JOIN ipgv 
 ON deals.acq_cusip = ipgv.cusip 
 WHERE deals.acq_gvkey_new is null) b 
INNER JOIN com_compm  
ON b.tr_date = com_compm.datadate AND b.gvkey = com_compm.gvkey 
SET deals.acq_gvkey_new = b.gvkey  
WHERE deals.deal_no = b.deal_no;  

7.4. Factors 

7.4.1. Method for calculating S&P factors 

A method for calculating all the different factors is shown here. The code samples are all from 

calculating different growth rates. However, minor tweaks to the code will produce the rest of the 

factors, the tweaks are commented out. 

Step 1 – Retrieve variables 

Due to size limitation of innoDB, the Compustat DB is stored into two tables, the com_funda and the 

com_funda_ext, variables starting with x is stored in the extended table. While calculating the 

growth factor all the GVKEYs and SIC codes were retrieved, so instead of recreating this table, the 

information is gathered from the revenue table. Finally, the variables needed to conduct the rest of 

the calculation is put into the select part of the SQL query.  

Creates a temporary table from the Compustat database with all the interesting variables. 
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DROP TABLE if exists f_indu_oth_a; 

CREATE TABLE `f_indu_oth_a` ( 

 `gvkey` mediumint(6) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0', 

 `yyyy` smallint(4) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0', 

 `naics` mediumint(6) DEFAULT NULL, 

 `siccd` smallint(4) DEFAULT NULL, 

 `revt` decimal(18,4) DEFAULT NULL, 

 `xsga` decimal(18,4) DEFAULT NULL, 

 `dp` decimal(18,4) DEFAULT NULL, 

 `at` decimal(18,4) DEFAULT NULL, 

 `cogs` decimal(18,4) DEFAULT NULL, 

 `xrd` decimal(18,4) DEFAULT NULL,   

 `prec_siccd` tinyint(1) DEFAULT NULL, 

 PRIMARY KEY (`gvkey`,`yyyy`))  

    ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8; 

 

INSERT f_indu_oth_a ( 

 SELECT  

  a.gvkey, yyyy, naics, siccd, b.sale, ifnull(c.xsga, 0),  

  ifnull(b.dp, 0), b.at, ifnull(b.cogs, 0), ifnull(c.xrd, 0),  

    a.prec_siccd 

 FROM speciale.f_indu_rev_a as a 

 LEFT JOIN com_funda as b 

 ON a.gvkey = b.gvkey AND a.yyyy = b.fyear 

 INNER JOIN com_funda_ext as c 

 ON b.prim = c.prim 

 WHERE  

  b.indfmt='INDL' AND b.datafmt='STD' AND b.popsrc='D' AND b.consol='C') 
 

Step 2 – Calculate factors using the market (revenue) weighted and equal weighted principles 

Second a query is created to determine different industries at different sic levels, this is reused from 

revenue/growth, only slightly modifications have been done. Finds the market and the equal 

weighted portfolio also.  
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DROP TABLE IF EXISTS f_indu_at_sum; 
CREATE TABLE  
  f_indu_at_sum (yyyy smallint(4), siccd smallint(4),  
  # xrd DECIMAL(18,4),      # AT 
  # at DECIMAL(18,4),       # AT/REVT 
  # rd DECIMAL(18,4),       # RD/REVT 
  xsga_cosg DECIMAL(18,4), dp DECIMAL(18,4), # DP/(COGS+XSGA)  
  revt DECIMAL(18,4), equal_w DECIMAL(18,9), market_w decimal(18,9),  
  firms mediumint(6), prec tinyint(1),  
  PRIMARY KEY(yyyy,prec,siccd)); 
 

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS industry_sum; 
DELIMITER $$ 

CREATE PROCEDURE industry_sum() 
 BEGIN 
  DECLARE prec INT Default 1; 
  o_loop: LOOP 
   INSERT INTO f_indu_at_sum 
   SELECT  
    yyyy, SUBSTRING(LPAD(siccd, 4, '0'),1,prec) as siccd_var,  
     ### AT 
    # sum(at), sum(revt), ROUND(avg(at),9), 
    # ROUND(sum(at*revt)/sum(revt), 9), 
    ### AT/REVT 
    # sum(at), sum(revt), ROUND(avg(at/revt),9), 
    # ROUND(sum(at)/sum(revt),9), 
    ### RD/REVT  
    # sum(xrd), sum(revt), ROUND(avg(xrd/revt)*100, 9), 
    # ROUND((sum(xrd)/sum(revt))*100, 9), 
    ### DP/(COGS+XSGA) 
    sum(xsga+cogs), sum(dp), sum(revt), 
    ROUND(avg(dp/(xsga+cogs))*100, 9), 
    ROUND((sum(dp)/sum(xsga+cogs))*100, 9), 
    count(siccd), prec 
   FROM f_indu_oth_a  
   WHERE prec_siccd >= prec 
   GROUP BY yyyy,siccd_var; 
   SET prec=prec+1; 
   IF prec > 4 THEN 
    LEAVE o_loop; 
   END IF; 
  END LOOP o_loop; 

 END $$ 

DELIMITER ; 

CALL industry_sum();  

Step 3 – Calculate the median 

More columns are needed in the table for the third and fourth step. 

ALTER TABLE f_indu_at_sum 

 ADD COLUMN `median_w` DECIMAL(18,9) NULL COMMENT '' AFTER `market_w`, 

 ADD COLUMN `equal_p` DECIMAL(18,9) NULL COMMENT '' AFTER `median_w`, 

 ADD COLUMN `market_p` DECIMAL(18,9) NULL COMMENT '' AFTER `equal_p`, 

 ADD COLUMN `median_p` DECIMAL(18,9) NULL COMMENT '' AFTER `market_p`; 
 

MySQL does not provide a function for calculating the median. The number of industries is large, so 

a procedure for calculating the median is needed. 
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DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS rev_median; 

DELIMITER | 

CREATE PROCEDURE rev_median() 

BEGIN 

 DECLARE done INT DEFAULT FALSE; 

 DECLARE a, b, c INT; 

 DECLARE cur1 CURSOR FOR SELECT yyyy, siccd, prec FROM f_indu_at_sum; 

 DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR NOT FOUND SET done = TRUE; 

 

 OPEN cur1; 

 

 read_loop: LOOP 

  FETCH cur1 INTO a, b, c; 

  IF done THEN 

   LEAVE read_loop; 

  END IF; 

 

  DROP TEMPORARY TABLE IF EXISTS data; 

  CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE data engine=memory 

  SELECT  

   # (at) as valuation_data  # AT 

   # (at/revt) as val     # AT/REVT 

   # (xrd/revt)*100 as val #   # XRD/REVT 

   (dp/(xsga+cogs))*100 as val # DP/(COGS+XSGA) 

  FROM f_indu_oth_a 

  WHERE  

   a = yyyy AND 

   # The SIC code system uses none integer... 

   b = CAST(SUBSTRING(LPAD(siccd, 4, '0'),1,c) as UNSIGNED) AND  

   c <= prec_siccd; 

 

  # For some reason it is not possible to access a tmp table twice 

  DROP TEMPORARY TABLE IF EXISTS data2; 

  CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE data2 engine=memory 

  SELECT * FROM data; 

 

  UPDATE f_indu_at_sum SET median_w=( 

   SELECT avg(t1.val) as median_val FROM ( 

   SELECT @rownum:=@rownum+1 as `row_number`, d.val 

    FROM data d,  (SELECT @rownum:=0) r 

    ORDER BY d.val) as t1, ( 

    SELECT count(*) as total_rows 

    FROM data2 d) as t2 

    WHERE 

     t1.row_number in  

     (floor((total_rows+1)/2), floor((total_rows+2)/2))) 

   WHERE a = yyyy AND b = siccd AND c = prec; 

 END LOOP; 

 CLOSE cur1; 

END; 

| 

DELIMITER ; 

call rev_median(); 
 

Step 4 – Relative factors 

The fourth procedure assigns a permiletile to each industry. The procedure orders all industries in a 

given year by the variable and assigns the permiletile (percentiles*10).  depending on the revenue. 
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The procedure is carried out on the market, equal, and median, the code example shows the market 

weighted procedure.  

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS industry_p; 
DELIMITER | 
CREATE PROCEDURE industry_p() 
 BEGIN 
  DECLARE prec_ INT Default 1; 
  DECLARE yy INT Default 1992; 
  o_loop: LOOP 
   SET yy=1992; 
   i_loop: LOOP 
    SET @total_e = ( 
     SELECT sum(revt)  
     FROM f_indu_at_sum  
     WHERE yyyy=yy AND prec=prec_); 
    UPDATE  
     f_indu_at_sum as a, ( 
     SELECT  
      c.siccd, c.yyyy, c.prec,  
      ((c.cumulative_sum-c.revt/2)/@total_e)*1000 as ran_p 
     FROM ( 
      SELECT siccd, yyyy, revt, prec,  
      @running_total := @running_total + t.revt AS cumulative_sum 
      FROM f_indu_at_sum t 
      JOIN (SELECT @running_total := 0) r 
      WHERE t.yyyy = yy AND t.prec = prec_ 
      ORDER BY  
       # market_w) as c) as b 
       # equal_w) as c) as b 
       median_w) as c) as b 
     SET  
      # a.market_p = ROUND(b.ran_p, 4) 
      # a.equal_p = ROUND(b.ran_p, 4) 
      a.median_p = ROUND(b.ran_p, 4) 
    WHERE 
     a.siccd = b.siccd AND 
     a.yyyy = b.yyyy AND 
     a.prec = b.prec; 
     SET yy=yy+1; 
    IF yy > 2014 THEN 
     LEAVE i_loop; 
    END IF; 
   END LOOP i_loop; 
   SET prec_=prec_+1; 
   IF prec_ > 4 THEN 
    LEAVE o_loop; 
   END IF; 
  END LOOP o_loop; 
 END | 
DELIMITER ; 
CALL industry_p();  

Growth – median 

The first growth factor is the growth median. In order to be able to calculate the ranking later on, it 

is needed that not only those industries in deal dataset be calculated, but all the industries in the 

funda dataset needs to be calculated. This is a tremendous task to do manually, so it is automated 
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with a SQL procedure. Please recall that we already have two tables, one that contains the sum of 

revenue for all industries at all precsion level, it is called f_indu_rev_sum, and the table f_indu_rev 

which is the raw data for sum. The procedure loops through all the rows in the sum table and 

retrieves raw data for that sic code in f_indu_rev, it then finds the median and writes the value back 

to the sum entry. 

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS rev_median; 

DELIMITER | 

CREATE PROCEDURE rev_median() 

BEGIN 

  DECLARE done INT DEFAULT FALSE; 

  DECLARE a, b, c INT; 

  DECLARE cur1 CURSOR FOR SELECT yyyy, siccd, prec FROM f_indu_rev_sum; 

  DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR NOT FOUND SET done = TRUE; 

 

  OPEN cur1; 

 

  read_loop: LOOP 

    FETCH cur1 INTO a, b, c; 

    IF done THEN 

      LEAVE read_loop; 

    END IF; 

     

    DROP TEMPORARY TABLE IF EXISTS data; 

    CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE data engine=memory 

    SELECT (revt/revt_prev-1)*100 as val  

    FROM f_indu_rev_a 

    WHERE  

      a = yyyy AND 

      # The SIC code system uses none integer... 

      b = CAST(SUBSTRING(LPAD(siccd, 4, '0'),1,c) as UNSIGNED) AND  

      c <= prec_siccd; 

 

    # For some reason it is not possible to access a tmp table twice 

    DROP TEMPORARY TABLE IF EXISTS data2; 

    CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE data2 engine=memory 

    SELECT * FROM data; 

 

    UPDATE f_indu_rev_sum SET median_w=( 

      SELECT avg(t1.val) as median_val FROM ( 

      SELECT @rownum:=@rownum+1 as `row_number`, d.val 

        FROM data d,  (SELECT @rownum:=0) r 

        ORDER BY d.val) as t1, ( 

        SELECT count(*) as total_rows 

        FROM data2 d) as t2 

        WHERE 

          t1.row_number in  

          (floor((total_rows+1)/2), floor((total_rows+2)/2))) 

    WHERE a = yyyy AND b = siccd AND c = prec; 

  END LOOP; 

  CLOSE cur1; 

END; 

| 

DELIMITER ; 

call rev_median(); 
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7.4.2. Compustat: GVKEY-SIC table 

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS ABC; 
DELIMITER $$   

CREATE PROCEDURE ABC() 
 BEGIN 
  DECLARE yyyy INT Default 1995; 
  o_loop: LOOP          
   SET @dd = concat(yyyy, '-12-31'); 
   INSERT INTO f_indu_rev_sic 
   SELECT e.gvkey, f.permno, f.naics, f.siccd, yyyy 
   FROM linkhist as e 
   RIGHT JOIN ( 
    SELECT permno, naics, siccd 
    FROM dsenames as d 
    RIGHT JOIN ( 
     SELECT min(a.permno) as min_permno, a.namedt, a.namendt 
     FROM dsenames as a 
     RIGHT JOIN ( 
      SELECT permco, max(namedt) as max_namedt 
      FROM dsenames  

WHERE namedt <= @dd and (namendt >= @dd or namendt is null)   

and (naics is not null or siccd is not null) 
      GROUP BY permco) as b 
     ON a.permco = b.permco and a.namedt = b.max_namedt 
     GROUP BY a.permco) as c 

ON d.namedt = c.namedt and d.namendt = c.namendt and d.permno = 

c.min_permno) as f 
ON e.lpermno = f.permno and e.linkdt <= @dd and (e.linkenddt >=  

@dd or e.linkenddt is null) and e.linkprim = 'P' 
   WHERE e.gvkey is not null; 
   SET yyyy=yyyy+1; 
   IF yyyy > 2014 THEN 
    LEAVE o_loop; 
   END IF; 
  END LOOP o_loop; 
END $$ 
CALL ABC() 
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7.4.3. Compustat: retrieve sic, precision of sic, and revenue 

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS industry_revenue; 
DROP TABLE IF EXISTS f_indu_rev; 
CREATE TABLE f_indu_rev (gvkey mediumint(6), yyyy smallint(4), naics 

mediumint(6), siccd smallint(4), revt DECIMAL(18,4), revt_prev 

DECIMAL(18,4), prec_siccd tinyint(1), PRIMARY KEY(gvkey,yyyy)); 
DELIMITER $$ 

CREATE PROCEDURE industry_revenue() 
 BEGIN 
  DECLARE prec INT Default 1; 
  DECLARE ye INT Default 1990; 
        outer_loop: LOOP 
   SET ye = 1990; 
   inner_loop: LOOP 
    REPLACE INTO f_indu_rev_a  

SELECT a.gvkey, ye, a.naics, a.siccd, d.revt, e.revt as 

revt_prev, prec 
     FROM ( 

SELECT gvkey, naics, siccd, SUBSTRING(siccd,1,prec) as 

prec_siccd FROM f_indu_rev_sic WHERE yyyy = ye) as a 
     INNER JOIN ( 

SELECT gvkey, siccd, SUBSTRING(siccd,1,prec) as prec_siccd 

FROM f_indu_rev_sic WHERE yyyy = (ye-1)) as b 
     ON a.gvkey = b.gvkey AND a.prec_siccd = b.prec_siccd 
     INNER JOIN ( 

SELECT gvkey, siccd, SUBSTRING(siccd,1,prec) as prec_siccd 

FROM f_indu_rev_sic WHERE yyyy = (ye-2)) as c 
     ON a.gvkey = c.gvkey AND a.prec_siccd = c.prec_siccd 
     INNER JOIN ( 

SELECT revt, gvkey FROM com_funda WHERE datadate = 

concat(ye, '-12-31') AND indfmt='INDL' AND datafmt='STD' AND 

popsrc='D' AND consol='C') as d 
     ON a.gvkey = d.gvkey 
     INNER JOIN ( 

SELECT revt, gvkey FROM com_funda WHERE datadate = 

concat(ye-1, '-12-31') AND indfmt='INDL' AND datafmt='STD' 

AND popsrc='D' AND consol='C') as e 
     ON a.gvkey = e.gvkey 

WHERE d.revt is not null and d.revt != 0 and e.revt is not null 

and e.revt != 0; 
    SET ye=ye+1; 
    IF ye > 2014 THEN 
     LEAVE inner_loop; 
    END IF; 
   END LOOP inner_loop; 
       SET prec=prec+1; 
   IF prec > 4 THEN 
    LEAVE outer_loop; 
   END IF;             
  END LOOP outer_loop; 
 END $$ 
CALL industry_revenue() 
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7.4.4. Compustat: Sum revenue 

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS f_indu_rev_sum; 
CREATE TABLE  
  f_indu_rev_sum (yyyy smallint(4), siccd smallint(4),  
  revt DECIMAL(18,4), revt_prev DECIMAL(18,4), equal_w DECIMAL(18,9),  
  firms mediumint(6), prec tinyint(1), PRIMARY KEY(yyyy,prec,siccd)); 
DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS industry_sum; 
DELIMITER $$ 

CREATE PROCEDURE industry_sum() 
 BEGIN 
  DECLARE prec INT Default 1; 
  o_loop: LOOP 
   INSERT INTO f_indu_rev_sum 
   # Dont worry about lpad zeroes, it will not be stored on INSERT 
   SELECT yyyy, SUBSTRING(LPAD(siccd, 4, '0'),1,prec) as siccd_var,  
      sum(revt), sum(revt_prev), (avg(revt/revt_prev)-1), count(siccd), 
      prec 

   FROM f_indu_rev_a  
   WHERE prec_siccd >= prec 
   GROUP BY yyyy,siccd_var; 
   SET prec=prec+1; 
   IF prec > 4 THEN 
    LEAVE o_loop; 
   END IF; 
  END LOOP o_loop; 
 END $$ 
CALL industry_sum();  
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7.4.5. Fundq: retrieve revenue and sic codes  

# Step one create a table with gvkey, permno, revenue and industry codes 
DROP TABLE IF EXISTS f_indu_rev_q; 
CREATE TABLE  
  f_indu_rev_q (permco mediumint(6), permno mediumint(6),  
  gvkey mediumint(6), datadate date, revtq DECIMAL(18,4), 
  yyyy smallint(4), quarter tinyint(1), namedt date, namendt date, 
  naics mediumint(6), siccd smallint(4)); 
INSERT INTO f_indu_rev_q 
  SELECT  
    a.lpermco, c.permno, b.gvkey, b.datadate, b.revtq, b.yyyy,  
    b.quarter, c.namedt, c.namendt, c.naics, c.siccd 
  FROM ( 
    SELECT * 
      FROM linkhist  
      WHERE linkprim = 'P' and linktype in ('LC', 'LU')) as a 
  INNER JOIN ( 
    SELECT  
      datadate, revtq, gvkey, substring(datacqtr,1,4) as yyyy,  
      substring(datacqtr,6,7) as quarter 
    FROM com_fundq 
    WHERE 
      datacqtr is not null AND indfmt='INDL' AND datafmt='STD'  
      AND popsrc='D' AND consol='C' AND revtq is not null) as b 
  ON 
    a.gvkey = b.gvkey and a.linkdt <= b.datadate  
    AND(a.linkenddt >= b.datadate or a.linkenddt is null) 
  INNER JOIN ( 
    SELECT permco, permno, namedt, namendt, naics, siccd FROM dsenames  
    WHERE siccd is not null) as c 
  ON  
    a.lpermno = c.permno AND c.namedt <= b.datadate  
    AND (c.namendt >= b.datadate or c.namendt is null); 

 

CREATE TABLE 
  f_indu_rev_q2 (permco mediumint(6), permno mediumint(6),  
  gvkey mediumint(6), datadate date, revtq DECIMAL(18,4),  
  yyyy smallint(4), quarter tinyint(1), namedt date, namendt date,  
  naics mediumint(6), siccd smallint(4),  
  PRIMARY KEY(gvkey, yyyy, quarter)); 
INSERT INTO f_indu_rev_q2 
  SELECT a.* 
  FROM f_indu_rev_q as a 
  INNER JOIN ( 
    SELECT gvkey, yyyy, quarter, min(permno) as min_p FROM ( 
      SELECT gvkey, yyyy, quarter, permno, max(namedt) as max_namedt 
      FROM f_indu_rev_q 
      GROUP by gvkey, yyyy, quarter) as bla  
    GROUP BY gvkey, yyyy, quarter) as b 
  ON 
    a.gvkey = b.gvkey AND a.yyyy = b.yyyy AND a.quarter = b.quarter  
    AND a.permno = b.min_p; 
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7.4.6. Fundq: calculate annual revenue and precision. 

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS industry_revenue; 

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS f_indu_rev_q3; 

CREATE TABLE  

  f_indu_rev_q3 (gvkey mediumint(6), yyyy smallint(4), naics mediumint(6), 

  siccd smallint(4), revt DECIMAL(18,4), revt_prev DECIMAL(18,4), 

  prec_siccd tinyint(1), PRIMARY KEY(gvkey,yyyy)); 

DELIMITER $$ 

CREATE PROCEDURE industry_revenue() 

 BEGIN 

  DECLARE prec INT Default 1; 

  DECLARE ye INT Default 1998; 

      outer_loop: LOOP 

        SET ye = 1998; 

        inner_loop: LOOP 

          REPLACE INTO f_indu_rev_q3 

            SELECT  

              a.gvkey, ye, a.naics, a.siccd, d.revt, 

              e.revt as revt_prev, prec 

            FROM ( 

              SELECT  

                gvkey, naics, siccd, datadate, 

                SUBSTRING(siccd,1,prec) as prec_siccd  

              FROM f_indu_rev_q2  

              WHERE yyyy = ye AND quarter = 4) as a 

            INNER JOIN ( 

              SELECT  

                gvkey, naics, siccd, datadate, 

                SUBSTRING(siccd,1,prec) as prec_siccd  

              FROM f_indu_rev_q2 

              WHERE yyyy = ye-1 AND quarter = 4) as b 

            ON a.gvkey = b.gvkey AND a.prec_siccd = b.prec_siccd 

            INNER JOIN ( 

              SELECT gvkey, naics, siccd, 

              SUBSTRING(siccd,1,prec) as prec_siccd 

              FROM f_indu_rev_q2 WHERE yyyy = ye-2 AND quarter = 4) as c 

            ON a.gvkey = c.gvkey AND a.prec_siccd = c.prec_siccd 

            INNER JOIN ( 

              SELECT gvkey, yyyy, sum(revtq) as revt, sum(quarter) as sum_q 

              FROM f_indu_rev_q2 

              WHERE yyyy = ye GROUP BY gvkey) as d 

            ON a.gvkey = d.gvkey 

            INNER JOIN ( 

              SELECT gvkey, yyyy, sum(revtq) as revt, sum(quarter) as sum_q 

              FROM f_indu_rev_q2  

              WHERE yyyy = ye-1 GROUP BY gvkey) as e 

            ON a.gvkey = e.gvkey 

            WHERE 

              a.datadate = b.datadate AND d.revt is not null  

              AND d.revt != 0 AND e.revt is not null AND e.revt != 0  

              AND e.sum_q = 10 AND d.sum_q = 10 AND e.revt; 

          SET ye=ye+1; 

          IF ye > 2014 THEN 

            LEAVE inner_loop; 

          END IF; 

        END LOOP inner_loop; 

        SET prec=prec+1; 

        IF prec > 4 THEN  
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7.4.7. Comparing funda and fundq 

SELECT * 
FROM ( 
  SELECT  
    a.gvkey, a.yyyy, a.revt, a.revt_prev,  
    (a.revt/a.revt_prev-1)*100 as qu, (b.revt/b.revt_prev-1)*100 as an, 
    abs(a.revt/b.revt-1) as diff  
  FROM (SELECT * FROM f_indu_rev_all WHERE quarter = 1) as a 
  INNER JOIN ( 
    SELECT * FROM f_indu_rev_all WHERE quarter = 0) as b 
  ON  
    a.gvkey = b.gvkey AND a.yyyy = b.yyyy  
    AND (a.revt > 1000 or b.revt > 1000)) as c 
WHERE diff > 0.001 

 

7.4.8. NSF’s RD graph 

SELECT *  
FROM ( 

SELECT b.yyyy, b.field, sum(b.ff-b.bb+1), a.field as field_1998,          

a.total_naics  
    FROM ( 
        SELECT *  
        FROM speciale.rd_naic WHERE yyyy = 1998) as a 
        RIGHT JOIN rd_naic as b 
        ON a.bb = b.bb and a.ff = b.ff and a.total_naics = b.total_naics 
        GROUP by b.yyyy, b.field) as c 
RIGHT JOIN rd_data as d 
ON c.field = d.field and c.yyyy = d.yyyy 

 

7.4.9. Salary ranking 

SET @t_year = 2009; 
SET @total_emp = (SELECT sum(emp) FROM f_cbp_all WHERE year=@t_year); 
UPDATE f_cbp_all as a, (SELECT a.indu_code, a.year, ((a.cumulative_sum-

a.emp/2)/@total_emp)*1000 as rel_pay 
 FROM ( 
    SELECT  
      indu_code, year, t.ap, t.emp, t.ap/t.emp as pay,  
      @running_total := @running_total + t.emp AS cumulative_sum 
    FROM f_cbp_all t 
    JOIN (SELECT @running_total := 0) r 
    WHERE t.year = @t_year 
    ORDER BY pay) as a) as b 
SET a.rel_pay = b.rel_pay 
WHERE 
  a.indu_code = b.indu_code AND 
  a.year = b.year  

7.5. Miscellaneous 

7.5.1. Abbreviation/Dataset names 

NSD:  National Science Foundation 

USBC:  United States Bureau of the Census 

BEA:  Bureau of Economic Analysis 
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SIRD: Survey of Industrial Research and Development 

BRDIS: The Business R&D and Innovation Survey 

ITA: International Trade Administration 

SecD:  Security daily (S&P Compustat dataset) 

FundA: Fundamentals Annually (S&P Compustat dataset) 

FundQ: Fundamentals Quarterly (S&P Compustat dataset) 

LinkHist: ccmxpf_lnkhist - CRSP-Compustat linking table (CRSP dataset)  

DSENames: Daily Stock Events – Names (CRSP dataset) 
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7.6. Event and industry (code) 

7.6.1. Event data 

class EventData: 

    def __init__(self, conn, da, t): 

        # Retrieves the trading date of time 0 

        self.event = self.trade_date(conn, da) 

        # Retrieves the dates relative to t 

        dates = self.dates(conn, self.event, t) 

        self.t0 = dates[t[0]] 

        self.t0m1 = dates[(t[0]-1)] 

        self.t1 = dates[t[1]] 

        self.t2 = dates[t[2]] 

        self.t2m1 = dates[(t[2]-1)] 

        self.t3 = dates[t[3]] 

        self.conn = conn 

        self.t = t 

 

7.6.1.1. Translating t’s to dates 

    @staticmethod 

    def trade_date(conn, date): 

        sql_query0 = \ 

            "SELECT ff.date " \ 

            "FROM ff " \ 

            "WHERE ff.date>=%s "\ 

            "ORDER by ff.date ASC " \ 

            "LIMIT 1" 

        return conn.fetch_dict(sql_query0, (date,))[0]['date'] 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def dates(conn, date, t_array): 

        # Day zero is the announcement date = (c1-c0)/c0-1 

        # If the announcement date is not a trading day -> first day after 

announcement 

        dates = {0: date} 

        # Divides the t_array into positive and negative 

        neg = [] 

        pos = [] 

        for i in t_array: 

            if i > 0: 

                pos.append(i) 

            elif i < 0: 

                neg.append(i) 

        # If the postive list has values, start looking those values up 

        if len(pos) > 0: 

            count = 0 

            sql_query2 = \ 

                "SELECT ff.date "\ 

                "FROM ff " \ 

                "WHERE ff.date>%s " \ 

                "ORDER BY ff.date ASC " \ 

                "LIMIT %s" 

            for i in conn.fetch_dict(sql_query2, (dates[0], max(pos))): 

                count += 1 

                dates[count] = i['date'] 

        # If the negative list has values, start looking those values up 

        if len(neg) > 0: 

            sql_query2 = \ 

                "SELECT ff.date "\ 
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                "FROM ff " \ 

                "WHERE ff.date<%s " \ 

                "ORDER BY ff.date DESC " \ 

                "LIMIT %s" 

            count = 0 

            for i in conn.fetch_dict(sql_query2, (dates[0], -min(neg)+1)): 

                count -= 1 

                dates[count] = i['date'] 

        return dates 

 

7.6.1.2. Primary stock 

    def primary_stock(self, gvkey, start, end, obs_min): 

        sql_query0 = \ 

            "SELECT iid " \ 

            "FROM com_compm " \ 

            "WHERE gvkey=%s AND datadate=%s" 

        iids = self.conn.fetch_dict(sql_query0, (gvkey, self.event)) 

        if len(iids) == 1: 

            return iids[0]['iid'] 

 

        sql_query1 = \ 

            "SELECT cshtrd, prccd, prcstd, datadate, iid " \ 

            "FROM com_compm " \ 

            "WHERE gvkey=%s AND iid=%s AND datadate BETWEEN %s AND %s" \ 

 

        trades = dict() 

        max_len = 0 

        cur1 = self.conn.cur_buff() 

        # Loop through all iid 

        for i in iids: 

            iid = i['iid'] 

            cur1.execute(sql_query1, (gvkey, iid, start, end)) 

            obs = 0 

            trade = [] 

            for x in cur1: 

                obs += 1 

                # Compustat status 3 -> trade toke place 

                if x[2] == 3: 

                    trade.append(float(x[0])*float(x[1])) 

            max_len = max(max_len, len(trade)) 

            trades[iid] = trade 

 

        med_obs = 0 

        med_high = 0 

        med_iid = None 

        for iid, value in trades.items(): 

            obs = len(value) 

            med = np.median([value+([0]*(max_len-obs))]) 

            if med > med_high: 

                med_iid = iid 

                med_high = med 

                med_obs = len(value) 

 

        if not med_iid: 

            error = 'Gvkey {0} has no primary share between {1} and {2}' 

            raise ValueError(dict(msg=error, iid=error.format(gvkey, start, 

end))) 

        # I did catch Compustat in having a missing entry for a stock 

        # So add some freedoms to the check 

        elif med_obs < obs_min: 
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            error = 'Gvkey {0}, iid {1} has {2} obs between {3} and {4}, ' 

\ 

                    'required obs is {5}' 

            error = error.format(gvkey, med_iid, med_obs, start, end, 

obs_min) 

            raise ValueError(dict(msg=error, iid=2)) 

        else: 

            return med_iid 

 

7.6.1.3. Market cap from fundq 

    def cap_fund(self, gvkey, t, prior=False): 

        sql0 = ( 

            "SELECT " 

            " datadate, gvkey, prccq, mkvaltq*1000000 mkvaltq, tic, " 

            " cshoq*1000000 cshoq, prccq, DLCQ, DLTTQ, PSTKQ, CHEQ, cik, 

iid " 

            "FROM com_fundq " 

            "WHERE " 

            " datadate < %s AND gvkey = %s AND indfmt='INDL' AND 

datafmt='STD' AND " 

            " popsrc='D' AND consol='C' ORDER BY datadate DESC LIMIT 1") 

 

        sql1 = ( 

            "SELECT datadate, gvkey, prccq, mkvaltq*1000000 mkvaltq, tic, "  

            "  cshoq*1000000 cshoq, prccq, DLCQ, DLTTQ, PSTKQ, CHEQ, cik, 

iid "  

            "FROM com_fundq " 

            "WHERE "  

            "  datadate >= %s AND gvkey = %s AND indfmt='INDL' AND 

datafmt='STD' AND"  

            "  popsrc='D' AND "  

            "  consol='C'"  

            "ORDER BY datadate ASC LIMIT 1") 

 

        if prior: 

            sql = sql0 

        else: 

            sql = sql1 

        q_p = self.conn.fetch_one(sql, (t, gvkey)) 

        if not q_p: 

            return None 

 

        # The last date in a quarter can be an none trading date! 

        # Lookup last trading date 

        sql4 = "SELECT date FROM ff WHERE date <= %s ORDER BY date DESC 

LIMIT 1" 

        q_pt = self.conn.fetch_one(sql4, (q_p['datadate'],))['date'] 

        if q_p['mkvaltq']: 

            mv_p = q_p['mkvaltq'] 

            return dict(mv=mv_p, trade_date=q_pt) 

 

        mv_p = False 

        if q_p['cshoq']: 

            if q_p['prccq']: 

                mv_p = q_p['prccq']*q_p['cshoq'] 

            else: 

                sql = 'SELECT * FROM com_compm WHERE datadate=%s and 

gvkey=%s and iid=%s' 

                pr = self.conn.fetch_one(sql, (q_pt, gvkey, q_p['iid'])) 

                if not pr: 
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                    msg = 'Gvkey {0} not listed on date {1}'.format(gvkey, 

q_pt) 

                    raise ValueError(dict(msg=msg, iid=777)) 

                mv_p = pr['prccd']*q_p['cshoq'] 

        return dict(mv=mv_p, trade_date=q_pt) 

 

7.6.1.4. Market cap using APMV 

    def cap_t(self, gvkey, iid, t): 

        # Get value of public shares 

        # On the q before t 

        qp = self.cap_fund(gvkey, t, True) 

        if not qp: 

            error = 'Unable to get funda prior to deal for gvkey: 

{0}'.format(gvkey) 

            raise ValueError(dict(iid=70, msg=error)) 

        elif not qp['mv']: 

            # Go further one quarter back ! 

            qp = self.cap_fund(gvkey, qp['trade_date'], True) 

 

        if not qp['mv']: 

            error = 'Mkt. cap not avaliable for two quarters: 

{0}'.format(gvkey) 

            raise ValueError(dict(iid=7, msg=error)) 

 

        qc = self.cap_fund(gvkey, t) 

        # The target may not have a ultimo quarter 

        ultimo = True 

        if not qc or not qc['mv']: 

            ultimo = False 

            qc = qp 

 

        if qc['trade_date'] == t: 

            qp = qc 

 

        mv_p = qp['mv'] 

        mv_c = qc['mv'] 

        q_pt = qp['trade_date'] 

        q_ct = qc['trade_date'] 

 

        # If an a stock is not traded on a particular day, then go 10 days 

back. 

        # If still not traded, use the calculated price by Compustat 

        sql0 = ( 

            "SELECT"  

            "  SUM(cshoc*prccd) mvp, count(cshoc) classes," 

            "  count(cshoc)-sum(cshoc/cshoc) mvp_check,cshoc, prccd " 

            "FROM com_compm a " 

            "INNER JOIN ( " 

            "  SELECT max(datadate) datadate, a.gvkey, a.iid FROM com_compm 

a " 

            "  INNER JOIN ( " 

            "    SELECT min(prcstd) prcstd, gvkey, iid"  

            "    FROM com_compm " 

            "    WHERE (com_compm.datadate BETWEEN ( " 

            "      SELECT date FROM (" 

            "        SELECT date FROM ff WHERE date <= %s ORDER BY date 

DESC limit 10) a" 

            "      ORDER BY date ASC limit 1) AND %s) AND " 

            "      gvkey = %s AND prcstd in (3, 4) GROUP BY gvkey, iid) b " 
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            "  ON a.prcstd = b.prcstd and a.gvkey = b.gvkey and a.iid = 

b.iid " 

            "  WHERE a.datadate <= %s " 

            "  GROUP BY a.gvkey, a.iid) b " 

            "ON a.datadate = b.datadate AND a.iid = b.iid AND a.gvkey = 

b.gvkey ") 

 

        mp_p = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (q_pt, q_pt, gvkey, q_pt)) 

        # On the q after t 

        mp_c = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (q_ct, q_ct, gvkey, q_ct)) 

        # On t 

        sql2 = ( 

            "SELECT SUM(cshoc*prccd) mvp, count(cshoc) classes, "  

            "count(cshoc)-sum(cshoc/cshoc) mvp_check, cshoc, prccd " 

            "FROM com_compm a " 

            "INNER JOIN ( " 

            "  SELECT max(datadate) as datadate, gvkey, iid " 

            "  FROM com_compm " 

            "  WHERE prcstd = 3 AND datadate <= %s AND gvkey = %s AND "  

            "    iid in (SELECT iid FROM com_compm WHERE datadate = %s and 

gvkey = %s) " 

            "  GROUP BY gvkey, iid) b " 

            "ON a.datadate = b.datadate and a.gvkey = b.gvkey and a.iid = 

b.iid " 

            "GROUP by a.gvkey ") 

        mp_t = self.conn.fetch_one(sql2, (t, gvkey, t, gvkey)) 

 

        # Missing value in S&P 

        if not mp_t: 

            error = 'Unable to get record from COMPM for gvkey: {0} on {1}' 

            raise ValueError(dict(iid=700, msg=error.format(gvkey, t))) 

 

        if mp_p['mvp_check'] == 0 and mp_c['mvp_check'] == 0 and 

mp_t['mvp_check'] == 0: 

            mvp_p = mp_p['mvp'] 

            mvp_c = mp_c['mvp'] 

            classes = mp_t['classes'] 

            mvp_t = mp_t['mvp'] 

        else: 

            # Very rare 

            error = 'Unable to get cap from secd {0}'.format(gvkey) 

            raise ValueError(dict(iid=70, msg=error)) 

 

        r_p = mvp_p/mv_p 

        r_c = mvp_c/mv_c 

        valid = True 

        # Check if difference is within the tolerance 

        if abs(r_p-r_c) > 0.05: 

            valid = False 

 

        # Check for private shares 

        if r_p > 0.98 or r_c > 0.98: 

            r_t = 1 

        else: 

            r_t = r_p 

        mv_t = mvp_t/r_t 

        r = dict(mv=mv_t, r=r_t, classes=classes, ultimo=ultimo, 

valid=valid) 

        return r 
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7.6.1.5. Book value 

    def book(self, gvkey, date): 

        # This function is an Python implentation of one 

        # of the function in the SAS program 

fama_french_factors_replication.sas 

        # (Luis Palacios (WRDS), Premal Vora (Penn State)) 

        # https://wrds-web.wharton.upenn.edu/wrds/support/Data/ 

        # 

_004Research%20Applications/_020Options/Fama%20French%20Factors.cfm 

        # 

        # at     = Total Assets 

        # txditc = Deferred Taxes and Investment Tax Credit 

        # ceq    = Common/Ordinary Equity - Total 

        # pstkl  = Preferred Stock Liquidating Value 

        # pstkrv = Preferred Stock Redemption Value 

        # pstk   = Preferred/Preference Stock (Capital) - Total 

        sql_query0 =\ 

            "SELECT datadate, txditc, ceq, pstkl, pstkrv, pstk " \ 

            "FROM speciale.com_funda "\ 

            "WHERE gvkey = %s "\ 

            "   AND %s >= datadate "\ 

            "   AND indfmt='INDL' " \ 

            "   AND datafmt='STD' " \ 

            "   AND popsrc='D' " \ 

            "   AND consol='C' " \ 

            "ORDER BY datadate DESC "\ 

            "LIMIT 1;" 

 

        d = self.conn.fetch_dict(sql_query0, (gvkey, date)) 

        if len(d) == 0: 

            return False 

        else: 

            d = d[0] 

        ceq = d['ceq'] or 0 

        ps = d['pstkl'] or d['pstkrv'] or d['pstk'] or 0 

        txditc = d['txditc'] or 0 

        be = ceq + txditc - ps 

        return be*1000000 

 

7.6.1.6. Maynes approach 

    def maynes_approach(self, stock_dic, begin, end, t_start): 

        # Gvkey, iid, begin, end 

        cur0 = self.conn.cur_buff() 

        # There can be missing stock data in Compustat. 

        # Left joining the FF dataset solves this. 

 

        sql_query0 = \ 

            "SELECT ff.date, ff.mprem, ff.rf, s.prccd, s.prcstd, s.trfd, 

s.ajexdi "\ 

            "FROM ff LEFT JOIN (" \ 

            "SELECT prccd, prcstd, datadate, trfd, ajexdi " \ 

            "FROM com_compm " \ 

            "WHERE gvkey=%s and iid=%s) as s " \ 

            "ON ff.date = s.datadate "\ 

            "WHERE ff.date BETWEEN %s and %s "\ 

            "ORDER BY ff.date ASC" 

 

        s0 = stock_dic['s0'] 

        cur0.execute(sql_query0, (s0['gvkey'], s0['iid'], begin, end)) 
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        prev_count = None 

        prev_close = None 

        rm_cache = [] 

        endogenous = [] 

        exogenous = [] 

        mkt = [] 

        t = [] 

        # 

        count = 0 

        for i in cur0: 

            count += 1 

            status = i[4] 

            # market = float(i[1])+float(i[2]) 

            # ff is in percentage and not decimal 

            market = np.log1p((float(i[1])+float(i[2]))/100) 

            mkt.append(market) 

            # If not status 3, it means that no trade took place that day 

            if status == 3: 

                adj_close = (float(i[3])*float(i[5]))/float(i[6]) 

                # A primo is needed before calculations can start 

                if prev_count: 

                    # The ln of (primo/ultimo) 

                    rt = np.log(adj_close/prev_close) 

 

                    # Remember that the FF set is in *100 (pct) 

                    rmt = sum(rm_cache)+np.log1p(market) 

 

                    # Add to the lists 

                    n = count - prev_count 

                    tt = t_start + count - 2 

                    t.append(tt) 

                    endogenous.append(rt) 

                    exogenous.append([n, rmt]) 

 

                prev_close = adj_close 

                prev_count = count 

                rm_cache = [] 

            elif prev_count: 

                rm_cache.append(market) 

 

        return dict(t=t, endogenous=endogenous, exogenous=exogenous, 

mkt=mkt) 

 

7.6.1.7. Maynes approach target and acquirer 

    def maynes_approach_com(self, stock_dic, begin, end, t_start): 

        # Gvkey, iid, begin, end 

        # There can be missing stock data in Compustat. 

        # Left join the FF dataset solves this. 

        # Stock_dic = dict( 

        #    s0=dict(gvkey='123', iid='bla', cap=123), 

        #    s1=dict(gvkey='123', iid='bla', cap=123)) 

 

        s0 = stock_dic['s0'] 

        s1 = stock_dic['s1'] 

 

        sql0 = ( 

            "SELECT "  

            "  ff.date, ff.mprem, ff.rf, s0.*, s1.*"  

            "FROM ff "  
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            "LEFT JOIN ("  

            "  SELECT datadate datadate0, prccd prccd0, prcstd prcstd0, 

trfd trfd0," 

            "    ajexdi ajexdi0 " 

            "  FROM com_compm "  

            "  WHERE gvkey=%s and iid=%s) s0 "  

            "ON ff.date = s0.datadate0 "  

            "LEFT JOIN (" 

            "  SELECT datadate datadate1, prccd prccd1, prcstd prcstd1, 

trfd trfd1," 

            "    ajexdi ajexdi1 " 

            "  FROM com_compm "  

            "  WHERE gvkey=%s and iid=%s) s1 "  

            "ON ff.date = s1.datadate1 " 

            "WHERE ff.date BETWEEN %s and %s " 

            "ORDER BY ff.date ASC") 

 

        dic = self.conn.fetch_dict(sql0, (s0['gvkey'], s0['iid'], 

s1['gvkey'], 

                                                s1['iid'], begin, end)) 

        w0 = float(s0['mv']/(s0['mv']+s1['mv'])) 

        w1 = 1 - w0 

 

        prev_count = None 

        prev_close = None 

        rm_cache = [] 

        endogenous = [] 

        exogenous = [] 

        mkt = [] 

        t = [] 

        # 

        count = 0 

        for i in dic: 

            count += 1 

            # ff is in percentage and not decimal 

            market = np.log1p((float(i['mprem'])+float(i['rf']))/100) 

            mkt.append(market) 

            # If not status 3, it means that no trade took place that day 

            if i['prcstd0'] == 3 and i['prcstd1'] == 3: 

                adj_close0 = 

(float(i['prccd0'])*float(i['trfd0']))/float(i['ajexdi0']) 

                adj_close1 = 

(float(i['prccd1'])*float(i['trfd1']))/float(i['ajexdi1']) 

                adj_close = adj_close0*w0+adj_close1*w1 

 

                # A primo is needed before calculations can start 

                if prev_count: 

                    # The ln of (primo/ultimo) 

                    rt = np.log(adj_close/prev_close) 

 

                    # Remember that the FF set is in *100 (pct) 

                    rmt = sum(rm_cache)+market 

 

                    # Add to the lists 

                    n = count - prev_count 

                    tt = t_start + count - 2 

                    t.append(tt) 

                    endogenous.append(rt) 

                    exogenous.append([n, rmt]) 

 

                prev_close = adj_close 
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                prev_count = count 

                rm_cache = [] 

            elif prev_count: 

                rm_cache.append(market) 

 

        return dict(t=t, endogenous=endogenous, exogenous=exogenous, 

mkt=mkt) 

 

7.6.1.8. Maynes data 

    def maynes_data(self, stock_dic): 

        if len(stock_dic) == 1: 

            estimation = self.maynes_approach(stock_dic, self.t0m1, 

self.t1, self.t[0]) 

            event = self.maynes_approach(stock_dic, self.t2m1, self.t3, 

self.t[2]) 

        else: 

            estimation = self.maynes_approach_com(stock_dic, self.t0m1, 

self.t1, 

                                                  self.t[0]) 

            event = self.maynes_approach_com(stock_dic, self.t2m1, self.t3, 

self.t[2]) 

        return dict(estimation=estimation, event=event) 

 

7.6.2. Event abnormal return estimation 

class EventCalc: 

    # Takes model_data from the EventData 

    def __init__(self, event_data): 

        self.data_es = event_data['estimation'] 

        self.data_ev = event_data['event'] 

        self.sanity_check_es() 

        # self.sanity_check_ev() 

        homogen = self.homogen(self.data_es) 

        self.params = sm.OLS(homogen['endogenous'], 

homogen['exogenous']).fit().params 

        # Keep this data for test 

 

    def sanity_check_ev(self): 

        before = 0 

        after = 0 

        # Need an abnormal return before and after zero 

        for i in self.data_ev['t']: 

            if i > 0: 

                after += 1 

            if i < 0: 

                before += 1 

 

        if before < 1 or after < 1: 

            error = \ 

                'Not enough data in event window, obs before time 0: %s, 

obs after %s'\ 

                % (before, after) 

            raise ValueError(dict(msg=error, iid=4)) 

 

    def sanity_check_es(self): 

        # At least 50 observation in the estimation window 

        if len(self.data_es['t']) < 50: 

            error = 'Not enough data in estimation window' 

            raise ValueError(dict(msg=error, iid=5)) 
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    def ev_abnormal_returns(self): 

        ab = self.abnormal_con(self.params, self.data_ev) 

        return ab 

 

    def ev_abnormal_maynes(self): 

        data = self.homogen(self.data_ev) 

        ab = self.abnormal_con(self.params, data) 

        return ab 

 

    def es_abnormal_returns(self): 

        ab = self.abnormal_con(self.params, self.data_es) 

        return ab 

 

    def es_abnormal_maynes(self): 

        data = self.homogen(self.data_es) 

        ab = self.abnormal_con(self.params, data) 

        return ab 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def abnormal_con(params, event_data): 

        abnormals = [] 

        for end, exog in zip(event_data['endogenous'], 

event_data['exogenous']): 

            abnormal = end-sum(np.array(exog)*np.array(params)) 

            abnormals.append(abnormal) 

        return dict(abnormals=abnormals, t=event_data['t']) 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def homogen(data): 

        endogenous = [] 

        exogenous = [] 

        count = 0 

        for end, exog in zip(data['endogenous'], data['exogenous']): 

            count += 1 

            n = exog[0] 

            f = 1/np.sqrt(n) 

            exogenous.append(f*np.array(exog)) 

            endogenous.append(f*end) 

        return dict(endogenous=endogenous, exogenous=exogenous, 

t=data['t']) 

 

 

7.6.3. Merger data 

 

class MergerData(EventData): 

    def __init__(self, conn, tom, d_sett): 

        da = tom['date_announced'] 

        t = d_sett['es_win'] + d_sett['ev_win'] 

        if d_sett['hoda']: 

            t = self.hoda(conn, da, tom['hoda'], d_sett['hoda_pad'], t) 

        EventData.__init__(self, conn, da, t) 

        self.conn = conn 

        tar_mv = self.mv_cache(tom['tar_gvkey']) 

        acq_mv = self.mv_cache(tom['acq_gvkey']) 

 

        mv_rr = d_sett['mv_ratio'] 

        mv_r = tar_mv['mv']/acq_mv['mv'] 

        if mv_rr and mv_rr > mv_r: 

            msg = "Market value ratio is {0} while the required is {1}" 

            raise ValueError(dict(iid=0, msg=msg.format(mv_r, mv_rr))) 
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        acq = dict(acq_mv) 

        tar = dict(tar_mv) 

        acq_data = self.maynes_data(dict(s0=acq)) 

        tar_data = self.maynes_data(dict(s0=tar)) 

        com_data = self.maynes_data(dict(s0=tar, s1=acq)) 

 

        self.tom = tom 

        self.t = t 

        self.acq_cap = acq_mv 

        self.tar_cap = tar_mv 

        self.deal_sett = d_sett 

        self.acq_calc = EventTest(acq_data, t) 

        self.tar_calc = EventTest(tar_data, t) 

        self.com_calc = EventTest(com_data, t) 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def hoda(conn, event, hoda, hoda_pad, t): 

        sql_query1 = \ 

            "SELECT -count(date) c_date " \ 

            "FROM (" \ 

            "  SELECT ff.date "\ 

            "  FROM ff " \ 

            "  WHERE ff.date<%s AND ff.date>=%s) b " \ 

 

        diff = conn.fetch_one(sql_query1, (event, hoda))['c_date'] 

        ofs = -hoda_pad 

        tn2 = ofs + diff 

        if tn2 < t[2]: 

            diff = tn2 - t[2] 

            t[0] = diff + t[0] 

            t[1] = diff + t[1] 

            t[2] = tn2 

        return t 

 

    def mv_cache(self, gvkey): 

        date = self.t1 

        sql0 = ( 

            'SELECT * FROM mv_cache WHERE gvkey = %s AND datadate = %s') 

        ch = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (gvkey, date)) 

        if ch: 

            return ch 

        iid = self.primary_stock(gvkey, self.t0m1, self.event, -self.t[0]-

2) 

        c = self.cap_t(gvkey, iid, date) 

        sql1 = ( 

            'INSERT INTO mv_cache VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s)') 

        self.conn.insert(sql1, ( 

            date, gvkey, iid, round(c['mv'], 4), round(c['r'], 4), 

c['classes'], 

            c['ultimo'], c['valid'])) 

        ch = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (gvkey, date)) 

        return ch 

 

    def at_ratios(self, gvkey, date): 

        sql0 = "" \ 

               "SELECT ebitda/at ebitda, ebit/at as ebit FROM com_funda " \ 

               "WHERE " \ 

               "  datadate <= %s AND indfmt='INDL' AND datafmt='STD' AND 

popsrc='D'" \ 

               "  AND consol='C' AND " \ 
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               "  gvkey = %s ORDER BY datadate DESC LIMIT 1" 

        dic = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (date, gvkey)) 

        return dic 

 

    def assets(self, gvkey, date): 

        sql0 = "" \ 

               "SELECT at FROM com_funda " \ 

               "WHERE " \ 

               "  datadate <= %s AND indfmt='INDL' AND datafmt='STD' " \ 

               "  AND popsrc='D' AND consol='C' AND " \ 

               "  gvkey = %s ORDER BY datadate DESC LIMIT 1" 

        dic = self.conn.fetch_dict(sql0, (date, gvkey))[0] 

        return dic['at'] 

 

    def mebook_info(self): 

        # Fin info 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

 

        code = 'acq_bm' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer P/B' 

        b[code] = self.mebook(self.tar_cap['mv'], self.tom['acq_gvkey']) 

 

        code = 'tar_bm' 

        d[code] = 'Target P/B' 

        b[code] = self.mebook(self.acq_cap['mv'], self.tom['tar_gvkey']) 

 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    def mebook(self, mv, gvkey): 

        book = self.book(gvkey, self.t1) 

        if not book: 

            val = None 

        else: 

            val = mv/book 

        return val 

 

    def ebat_info(self): 

        # Fin info 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

 

        vals = self.at_ratios(self.tom['acq_gvkey'], self.t1) 

        code = 'acq_ebat' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer EBITDA/Assets' 

        b[code] = vals['ebitda'] 

 

        code = 'acq_ebitat' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer EBIT/Assets' 

        b[code] = vals['ebit'] 

 

        vals = self.at_ratios(self.tom['tar_gvkey'], self.t1) 

        code = 'tar_ebat' 

        d[code] = 'Target EBITDA/Assets' 

        b[code] = vals['ebitda'] 

 

        code = 'tar_ebitat' 

        d[code] = 'Target EBIT/Assets' 

        b[code] = vals['ebit'] 

 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 
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    def cash_info(self): 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

 

        code = 'cash_pct' 

        d[code] = 'Cash pct. used to pay for the target' 

        val = self.tom['cash_pct'] 

        b[code] = val 

 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    def basic_info(self): 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

 

        code = 'deal_no' 

        desc = 'SDC deal number' 

        val = self.tom['deal_no'] 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'date' 

        desc = 'Announcement date' 

        val = self.tom['date_announced'] 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'date_original' 

        desc = 'Date original announced (rumour etc.)' 

        val = self.tom['date_original'] 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'hoda' 

        desc = 'hoda' 

        val = self.tom['hoda'] 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'win' 

        desc = 'Primary event window used' 

        val = str(self.t) 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'deal_val' 

        desc = 'Deal value' 

        val= self.tom['deal_val'] 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'acq_name' 

        desc = 'Acquirer name' 

        val= self.tom['acq_name'] 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'tar_name' 

        desc = 'Target name' 

        val= self.tom['tar_name'] 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'acq_gvkey' 

        desc = 'Acquirer gvkey' 

        val= self.tom['acq_gvkey'] 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 
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        code = 'tar_gvkey' 

        desc = 'Target gvkey' 

        val = self.tom['tar_gvkey'] 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'acq_ev_len' 

        desc = 'Acquirer event window length' 

        val = len(self.acq_calc.data_ev['t']) 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'tar_ev_len' 

        desc = 'Target event window length' 

        val = len(self.tar_calc.data_ev['t']) 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'acq_es_len' 

        desc = 'Acquirer estimation window length' 

        val = len(self.acq_calc.data_es['t']) 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        code = 'tar_es_len' 

        desc = 'Target estimation window length' 

        val = len(self.tar_calc.data_es['t']) 

        b[code], d[code] = val, desc 

 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    def stock_info(self): 

        # 1.1 Get control status and percentages 

        # Transaction/stock info 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

 

        code = 'acquired' 

        d[code] = 'Shares acquired in the transaction' 

        b[code] = self.tom['sacq'] 

 

        code = 'own' 

        d[code] = 'Shares owned prior to the transaction' 

        b[code] = self.tom['sown'] 

 

        code = 'sought' 

        d[code] = 'Shares sought' 

        b[code] = self.tom['ssou'] 

 

        code = 'control' 

        d[code] = 'Whether the acquirer gained control with the company' 

        b[code] = self.control() 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    def indu_info(self): 

        # Industry codes 

        # 2.1 Get industry codes from CRSP 

        # Indu info 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

 

        code = 'acq_naics_tom' 

        d[code] = 'Acuirer NAICS (Thomson)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['acq_naics'] 
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        code = 'acq_naics' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer NAICS (CRSP)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['acq_naics_crsp'] 

 

        code = 'acq_sic' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer SIC (Thomson)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['acq_sic'] 

 

        code = 'acq_sic_crsp' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer SIC (CRSP)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['acq_sic_crsp'] 

 

        code = 'tar_naics' 

        d[code] = 'Target NAICS (Thomson)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['tar_naics'] 

 

        code = 'tar_naic_crsp' 

        d[code] = 'Target NAICS (CRSP)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['tar_naics_crsp'] 

 

        code = 'tar_sic' 

        d[code] = 'Target SIC (Thomson)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['tar_sic'] 

 

        code = 'tar_sic_crsp' 

        d[code] = 'Target SIC (CRSP)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['tar_sic_crsp'] 

 

        code = 'hor_level' 

        d[code] = 'Horizontal level' 

        b[code] = self.horizontal(self.tom['tar_sic'], self.tom['acq_sic']) 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    def fin_indu(self): 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

        code = 'fin_indu' 

        d[code] = 'True if target or acquirer industry is financial' 

        b[code] = self.fin_com() 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    def cap_info(self): 

        # Cap info 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

        code = 'acq_mv_tom' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer market value (Thomson)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['acq_mar'] 

 

        code = 'acq_mv' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer market value' 

        b[code] = self.acq_cap['mv']/1000000 

 

        code = 'acq_mv_valid' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer market value valid' 

        b[code] = self.acq_cap['valid'] 

 

        code = 'acq_factor' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer market factor' 

        b[code] = self.acq_cap['r'] 
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        code ='acq_p_classes' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer number of stock classes' 

        b[code] = self.acq_cap['classes'] 

 

        code = 'tar_mv_tom' 

        d[code] = 'Target value (Thomson)' 

        b[code] = self.tom['tar_mar'] 

 

        code = 'tar_mv' 

        d[code] = 'Target value' 

        b[code] = self.tar_cap['mv']/1000000 

 

        code = 'tar_mv_valid' 

        d[code] = 'Target market value valid' 

        b[code] = self.tar_cap['valid'] 

 

        code = 'tar_factor' 

        d[code] = 'Target market factor' 

        b[code] = self.tar_cap['r'] 

 

        code = 'tar_p_classes' 

        d[code] = 'Target number of stock classes' 

        b[code] = self.tar_cap['classes'] 

 

        code = 'acq_ultimo' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer market cap is based on a quarter before and 

after (ultimo)' 

        b[code] = self.acq_cap['ultimo'] 

 

        code = 'tar_ultimo' 

        d[code] = 'Target market cap is based on a quarter before and after 

(ultimo)' 

        b[code] = self.tar_cap['ultimo'] 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    def comp_info(self): 

        # 4. Competition 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

 

        code = 'acq_acq_oth' 

        d[code] = 'Acquirer as an acquirer: ' \ 

                  'part of another deal during the period (1 if true)' 

        val = 0 

        if self.comp_sdc(self.tom['acq_gvkey']): 

            val = 1 

        b[code] = val 

 

        code = 'tar_tar_oth' 

        d[code] = 'Target as an target: ' \ 

                  'part of another deal during the period (1 if true)' 

        val = 0 

        if self.comp_sdc(self.tom['tar_gvkey'], False): 

            val = 1 

        b[code] = val 

 

        code = 'tar_tar_oth_tom' 

        d[code] = 'Whether Thomson has registered other bids for the 

target' 

        val = 1 

        if self.tom['compet'] != 1: 
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            val = 0 

        b[code] = val 

 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    def comp_sdc(self, gvkey, as_acq=True): 

        # Test acquirers that have made bids during the stimation period 

        sql0 = \ 

            "SELECT deal_no " \ 

            "FROM deals " \ 

            "WHERE {0}=%s AND date_announced BETWEEN %s AND %s" 

        if as_acq: 

            sql0 = sql0.format('acq_gvkey') 

        else: 

            sql0 = sql0.format('tar_gvkey') 

        cur0 = self.conn.cur_buff() 

        cur0.execute(sql0, (gvkey, self.t0m1, self.t3)) 

 

        deals = [] 

        for i in cur0: 

            deals.append(i[0]) 

 

        if len(deals) > 1: 

            return deals 

        return False 

 

    def return_info(self): 

        # 5. Retrieve abnormal returns 

        # CAAR 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

 

        ev = [self.t[2], self.t[3]] 

        acq_ab = CarCalc(self.acq_calc, ev) 

        tar_ab = CarCalc(self.tar_calc, ev) 

        com_ab = CarCalc(self.com_calc, ev) 

 

        first = True 

        for i in [ev] + self.deal_sett['ev_att']: 

            if first and self.deal_sett['hoda']: 

                sfx = 'dynamic' 

                first = False 

            else: 

                sfx = "{0}_{1}".format(i[0], i[1]) 

                sfx = re.sub('-', 'n', sfx) 

 

            acq_val = acq_ab.car(i) 

            tar_val = tar_ab.car(i) 

            com_val = com_ab.car(i) 

 

            code = 'acq_car_' + sfx 

            d[code] = 'Acquirer CAR' 

            b[code] = acq_val 

 

            code = 'tar_car_' + sfx 

            d[code] = 'Target CAR' 

            b[code] = tar_val 

 

            code = 'com_car_' + sfx 

            d[code] = 'Combined CAR' 

            b[code] = com_val 
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        if not self.deal_sett['hoda'] and 1 == 0: 

            ll = range(ev[0], ev[1]+1) 

            code = 'acq_ab' 

            d[code] = ll 

            b[code] = acq_ab.add_blanks() 

 

            code = 'tar_ab' 

            d[code] = ll 

            b[code] = tar_ab.add_blanks() 

 

            code = 'com_ab' 

            d[code] = ll 

            b[code] = com_ab.add_blanks() 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def horizontal(sic0, sic1): 

        a = str(sic0).zfill(4) 

        b = str(sic1).zfill(4) 

        while len(a) > 0: 

            if a == b: 

                return len(a) 

            a = a[:-1] 

            b = b[:-1] 

        return 0 

 

    def control(self): 

        # 1.1 Get control status and percentages 

        acquired = self.tom['sacq'] 

        own_now = self.tom['sown'] 

 

        control = False 

        if acquired and own_now: 

            own_prev = own_now - acquired 

            if own_now > Decimal(50) > own_prev: 

                control = True 

 

        return control 

 

    def fin_com(self): 

        a = str(self.tom['acq_sic']).zfill(4) 

        b = str(self.tom['tar_sic']).zfill(4) 

        # Check to see if this is an financial deal 

        fin = False 

        if a[:1] == '6' or b[:1] == '6': 

            fin = True 

        return fin 

 

7.6.4. Data tests 

class EventTest(EventCalc): 

    def __init__(self, event_data, t): 

        EventCalc.__init__(self, event_data) 

        abnormal = self.ev_abnormal_returns() 

        self.sum_ab_ev = np.sum(abnormal['abnormals']) 

        self.t = t 

 

    def t7_scar(self): 

        # Some variables 

        l = len(self.data_ev['endogenous']) 
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        m = len(self.data_es['endogenous']) 

        # Calculate the average rm 

        sum_exog = np.sum(self.data_es['exogenous'], axis=0) 

        rf_avg = sum_exog[1]/sum_exog[0] 

        # Calculate variance of abnormals 

        abnormal = self.es_abnormal_returns() 

        sum_ab_2 = np.sum(np.power(abnormal['abnormals'], 2)) 

        var_ab = (1/(m-1))*sum_ab_2 

        # Calculate the sum of abnormals 

        # Get the rm numerator 

        avg_mkt = np.average(self.data_es['mkt']) 

        nume = np.power(sum(np.array(self.data_ev['mkt'])-avg_mkt), 2) 

        deno = sum(np.power(np.array(self.data_es['mkt'])-avg_mkt, 2)) 

        s_2_car = var_ab*(l+(np.power(l, 2)/m)+(nume/deno)) 

        s_car = np.sqrt(s_2_car) 

        scar = self.sum_ab_ev/s_car 

        return scar 

 

    def t4_u(self): 

        es_ab = self.es_abnormal_returns() 

        ev_ab = self.ev_abnormal_returns() 

        al_ab = es_ab['abnormals'] + ev_ab['abnormals'] 

        ts = es_ab['t'] + ev_ab['t'] 

        al_ab_ts = [] 

        # Combine t and ab 

        for a, t in zip(al_ab, ts): 

            al_ab_ts.append((t, a)) 

        # Rank after ab 

        al_ab_ts.sort(key=lambda x: x[1]) 

        # Get denominator 

        t_1 = len(al_ab_ts)+1 

        list_b = [] 

        count = 1 

        # Calculate U 

        for i in al_ab_ts: 

            list_b.append([i[0], count/t_1]) 

            count += 1 

        # Sort back into t 

        list_b.sort(key=lambda x: x[0]) 

        # Create a list with all the abnormals returns, and zero where no 

trade 

        # Plus as binary list of where a an ab return takes place 

        list_c = [] 

        list_d = [] 

        # This will fail if the event window does not contain zero, 

        # But if the event window does not contain zero, what are we 

testing for? 

        for i in chain(range(self.t[0], self.t[1]+1), range(self.t[2], 

self.t[3]+1)): 

            abb = 0 

            b = 0 

            if len(list_b) > 0 and list_b[0][0] == i: 

                abb = list_b[0][1] 

                b = 1 

                list_b.pop(0) 

            list_c.append(abb) 

            list_d.append(b) 

        return dict(u=list_c, b=list_d) 

 

    def t2_as(self): 

        es_may = self.es_abnormal_maynes() 
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        ev_may = self.ev_abnormal_maynes() 

        T = len(es_may['abnormals']) 

        sa = np.sqrt((1/(T-1))*(np.sum(np.power(es_may['abnormals'], 2)))) 

        aS_it = np.array(ev_may['abnormals'])/sa 

        list_a = [] 

        for i in range(self.t[2], self.t[3]+1): 

            abb = 0 

            for ab, t in zip(aS_it.tolist(), ev_may['t']): 

                if t == i: 

                    abb = ab 

            list_a.append(abb) 

        return list_a 

 

7.6.5. Tests 

 

class EventTests: 

    def __init__(self, t): 

        self.t7 = [] 

        self.t4 = [] 

        self.t2 = [] 

        self.car = [] 

        self.t = t 

 

    def add_com(self, event_test): 

        m = event_test 

        self.t7.append(m.t7_scar()) 

        self.t4.append(m.t4_u()) 

        self.t2.append(m.t2_as()) 

        self.car.append(m.sum_ab_ev) 

 

    def caar(self): 

        return np.average(self.car) 

 

    def caar_tests(self): 

        return [self.caar()] + self.t_all() 

 

    def t7_test(self): 

        scar = self.t7 

        n = len(scar) 

        av_scar = np.average(scar) 

        av_s_scar = np.sqrt((1/(n-1))*np.sum((np.power(np.array(scar)-

av_scar, 2)))) 

        bmp = np.sqrt(n)*(av_scar/av_s_scar) 

        return bmp 

 

    def t4_test(self): 

        u = [] 

        b = [] 

        # Start with splitting up into two list 

        # b = binary, indicates whether there is return or not 

        # u = U from the formula 

        for i in self.t4: 

            u.append(i['u']) 

            b.append(i['b']) 

        sum_u = np.sum(np.array(u)-0.5, axis=0) 

        sum_n = 1/np.sqrt(np.sum(b, axis=0)) 

        # Convert any infinite into 0.... 

        # Only a problem with very small samples 

        sum_n[sum_n == np.inf] = 0 

        e = (self.t[1]+1-self.t[0])+(self.t[3]+1-self.t[2]) 
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        s_k = np.sqrt((1/e)*sum(np.power(sum_u*sum_n, 2))) 

        ev_u = sum_u[self.t[1]+1-self.t[0]:] 

        ev_n = sum_n[self.t[1]+1-self.t[0]:] 

        t = sum(ev_n*ev_u)/(np.sqrt(len(ev_n))*s_k) 

        return t 

 

    def t2_test(self): 

        ab = np.sum(self.t2, axis=0) 

        a0 = sum(ab) 

        win = self.t[3]-self.t[2]+1 

        a1 = a0/np.sqrt(len(self.t2)*win) 

        return a1 

 

    def t_all(self): 

        t_2 = self.t2_test() 

        t_4 = self.t4_test() 

        t_7 = self.t7_test() 

        return [t_2, t_4, t_7, self.normal(t_2), self.normal(t_4), 

self.normal(t_7)] 

 

    def normal(self, z): 

        return np.around(2-st.norm.cdf(abs(z))*2, decimals=4) 

 

 

7.6.6. Factors 

 

class FactorsOth: 

    def __init__(self, conn, naics, naics_year, deal_no, year): 

        self.naics_year = naics_year 

        self.naming = 'usbc' 

        self.deal_no = deal_no 

 

        self.conn = conn 

        self.year = year 

        self.naics = naics 

        self.year_census = self.census_year(self.year) 

        self.naics_census = self.naics_2007(self.naics, self.year) 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def census_year(year): 

        years = [1997, 2002, 2007] 

        r_year = False 

        for i in years: 

            if abs(year-i) <= 2: 

                r_year = i 

        return r_year 

 

    def naics_2007(self, naics, to_year): 

        if to_year == 2007: 

            return naics 

 

        sql0 = \ 

            "SELECT to_naics, to_year " \ 

            "FROM f_cen_ct_naics " \ 

            "WHERE from_naics = %s " \ 

            "AND to_year = %s " \ 

            "AND from_year = %s " \ 

 

        # Census does not provide data for converting naics 2007 to naics 

1997 
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        sql2 = ( 

            "SELECT distinct(b.to_naics) FROM f_cen_ct_naics a " 

            "INNER JOIN f_cen_ct_naics b " 

            "ON a.from_year = 2007 AND b.from_year = 2002 AND a.to_naics = 

b.from_naics " 

            "WHERE a.from_naics = %s ") 

 

        sql3 = ( 

            "SELECT acq_naics " 

            "FROM deals_naics " 

            "WHERE deal_no = %s AND to_year = %s AND from_year = %s") 

 

        # In case the NAICS for that year does not exist, see if we can 

translate 

        # Only if not 2007 

 

        d1 = [] 

        if to_year == 1997: 

            d1 = self.conn.fetch_dict(sql2, (naics,)) 

        elif to_year == 2002: 

            d1 = self.conn.fetch_dict(sql0, (naics, to_year, 2007)) 

 

        # Check manual entry in the deals_naics table 

        if len(d1) > 1: 

            d2 = self.conn.fetch_dict(sql3, (self.deal_no, to_year, 2007)) 

            if len(d2) == 1: 

                d1 = [dict(to_naics=d2[0]['acq_naics'])] 

 

        if len(d1) > 1: 

            return False 

 

        try: 

            naics = d1[0]['to_naics'] 

        except IndexError: 

            return False 

        return naics 

 

    def bea_growth(self): 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        sql = ( 

            'SELECT growth ' 

            'FROM f_gdp ' 

            'WHERE yyyy = %s') 

        dic = self.conn.fetch_one(sql, (self.year,)) 

        b['bea_growth'] = dic['growth'] 

        return dict(val=b, desc=None) 

 

    def usbc_con(self): 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        sql1 = ( 

            "SELECT * " 

            "FROM f_cen_ct " 

            "WHERE naics = %s AND yyyy = %s " 

            "ORDER BY concenf ASC") 

 

        # Try to fetch using NAICS given 

        dic = self.conn.fetch_dict(sql1, (self.naics, self.year_census)) 

 

        # If no dice, try the translated 

        if not dic and self.naics_census and self.naics_census != 

self.naics: 
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            dic = self.conn.fetch_dict(sql1, (self.naics_census, 

self.year_census)) 

 

        if dic: 

            # Loop through the output 

            # There is a line for each industry concentration, c4, c8, c20, 

c50 

            for i in dic: 

                # Btw there is also a first line with some info. 

                if i['concenf'] == 1: 

                    b['estab'] = i['estab'] 

                    b['rcptot'] = i['rcptot'] 

                else: 

                    # They are coded like this 804, 820 etc. 

                    # Get last two then use int. 

                    b['c' + str(int(str(i['concenf'])[-2:]))] = i['pct'] 

        else: 

            b['estab'] = None 

            b['rcptot'] = None 

            b['c4'] = None 

            b['c8'] = None 

            b['c20'] = None 

            b['c50'] = None 

        return dict(val=b, desc=None) 

 

    # USBC/NSF, Concentration 

    def usbc_rd(self): 

        sql0 = ( 

            "SELECT * FROM (" 

            "SELECT * " 

            "FROM f_cen_rd_naics " 

            "WHERE bb <= %s AND ff >= %s AND yyyy = %s) as a " 

            "INNER JOIN (" 

            "  SELECT * FROM f_cen_rd_data" 

            "  WHERE total is not null AND net_sales is not null) as b " 

            "ON a.field = b.field AND a.yyyy = b.yyyy " 

            "ORDER BY a.total_naics ASC " 

            "LIMIT 1") 

 

        naics = self.naics 

        dic = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (naics, naics, self.year_census)) 

        if not dic and self.naics_census and self.naics_census != 

self.naics: 

            naics = self.naics_census 

            dic = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (naics, naics, 

self.year_census)) 

 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        name = 'nsf_rd' 

        desc = dict(nsf_rd='Total R&D expenditures divided by net sales') 

        if dic: 

            b[name] = (dic['total']/dic['net_sales'])*100 

        else: 

            b[name] = None 

        return dict(val=b, desc=desc) 

 

    def usbc_trade(self): 

        sql0 = \ 

            "SELECT * " \ 

            "FROM f_cen_ie_man " \ 

            "WHERE yyyy = %s AND naics = %s" 
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        dic = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (self.year, self.naics)) 

        if not dic and self.naics_census and self.naics_census != 

self.naics: 

            dic = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (self.year, self.naics_census)) 

 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        if dic: 

            b[self.naming + '_export'] = dic['export'] 

            b[self.naming + '_import'] = dic['import'] 

        else: 

            b[self.naming + '_export'] = None 

            b[self.naming + '_import'] = None 

        return dict(val=b, desc=None) 

 

    # USBC,  salaray 

    def usbc_salary(self): 

        if self.year < 1998: 

            raise ValueError('Sic code needed for data prior to 1998 (Not 

implemented)') 

 

        sql0 = "SELECT * " \ 

               "FROM f_cen_cbp_all " \ 

               "WHERE year = %s AND indu_code = %s" 

        dic = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (self.year, self.naics)) 

        if not dic and self.naics_census and self.naics_census != 

self.naics: 

            dic = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (self.year, self.naics_census)) 

 

        if dic: 

            try: 

                sal_avg = dic['ap']/dic['emp'] 

                sal_rel = dic['rel_pay'] 

            except ZeroDivisionError: 

                sal_avg = None 

                sal_rel = None 

        else: 

            sal_avg = None 

            sal_rel = None 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        name = self.naming + '_sal' 

        b[name] = sal_avg 

 

        name = self.naming + '_sal_p' 

        b[name] = sal_rel 

 

        return dict(val=b, desc=None) 

 

7.6.7. Factors Compustat 

class FactorsCom: 

    def __init__(self, conn, sic, year, min_firms=10): 

        self.min_firms = min_firms 

        self.sic = sic 

        self.year = year 

        self.conn = conn 

 

    def com_growth(self): 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        sql = ( 

            'SELECT yyyy, (sum(revt)/sum(revt_prev)-1)*100 AS growth ' 
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            'FROM f_com_grow ' 

            'WHERE yyyy = %s ' 

            'GROUP by yyyy') 

        dic = self.conn.fetch_one(sql, (self.year,)) 

        b['com_growth'] = dic['growth'] 

        return dict(val=b, desc=None) 

 

    def com_universal(self, table): 

        # f_indu_rev_sum 

        sql0 =  \ 

            "SELECT * FROM {0} "\ 

            "WHERE yyyy = %s AND firms > %s AND ( "\ 

            "    (siccd = CAST(SUBSTRING(%s,1,4) as UNSIGNED) AND prec = 4) 

OR "\ 

            "    (siccd = CAST(SUBSTRING(%s,1,3) as UNSIGNED) AND prec = 3) 

OR "\ 

            "    (siccd = CAST(SUBSTRING(%s,1,2) as UNSIGNED) AND prec = 2) 

OR "\ 

            "    (siccd = CAST(SUBSTRING(%s,1,1) as UNSIGNED) AND prec = 

1)) "\ 

            "ORDER BY siccd DESC "\ 

            "LIMIT 1;".format(table) 

 

        sql1 =  \ 

            "SELECT * FROM {0} "\ 

            "WHERE yyyy = %s AND ( "\ 

            "    (siccd = CAST(SUBSTRING(%s,1,4) as UNSIGNED) AND prec = 4) 

OR "\ 

            "    (siccd = CAST(SUBSTRING(%s,1,3) as UNSIGNED) AND prec = 3) 

OR "\ 

            "    (siccd = CAST(SUBSTRING(%s,1,2) as UNSIGNED) AND prec = 2) 

OR "\ 

            "    (siccd = CAST(SUBSTRING(%s,1,1) as UNSIGNED) AND prec = 

1)) "\ 

            "ORDER BY firms DESC "\ 

            "LIMIT 1;".format(table) 

        sic = self.sic 

        sic_row = self.conn.fetch_one(sql0, (self.year, self.min_firms, 

                                             sic, sic, sic, sic)) 

        if not sic_row: 

            sic_row = self.conn.fetch_one(sql1, (self.year, sic, sic, sic, 

sic)) 

        return sic_row 

 

    def com_factors(self): 

        naming = 'com' 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        com_fac = ('grow', 'assets', 'atrv', 'fxvc', 'xrd') 

        com_var = ('equal_w', 'market_w', 'median_w', 'equal_p', 

'market_p', 'median_p') 

 

        for fac in com_fac: 

            table = 'f_com_' + fac 

            dic = self.com_universal(table) 

            for var in com_var: 

                name = naming + '_' + fac + '_' + var 

                b[name] = dic[var] 

        return dict(val=b, desc=None) 
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7.6.8. Alternative CAR 

 

class MergerDataCar: 

    def __init__(self, event_calc, ev_win): 

        self.ab = event_calc.ev_abnormal_returns() 

        self.ev = ev_win 

 

    def add_blanks(self): 

        bla = [] 

        for i in list(range(self.ev[0], self.ev[1]+1)): 

            abb = None 

            for ab, t in zip(self.ab['abnormals'], self.ab['t']): 

                if t == i: 

                    abb = ab 

            bla.append(abb) 

        return bla 

 

    def sum(self, s, e): 

        value = 0 

        for ab, t in zip(self.ab['abnormals'], self.ab['t']): 

            if s <= t <= e: 

                value += ab 

        if value != 0: 

            return value 

        else: 

            return None 

 

    def car(self, ev_att): 

        i = ev_att 

        s = i[0]-self.ev[0] 

        e = i[1]-i[0]+s+1 

        at = self.ab['t'][s:e] 

        if len(at) == 0 or \ 

           (at[0] >= 0 >= i[1] != at[0]) or \ 

           (at[-1] <= 0 <= i[1] != at[-1]): 

            return None 

        return self.sum(ev_att[0], ev_att[1]) 

 

 

7.6.9. Combine factors and merger event 

 

class MergerItems(FactorsOth, FactorsCom, MergerData): 

    def __init__(self, conn, deal, stt_deal): 

        # sic = self.match_first(deal['acq_sic'], deal['tar_sic']) 

        # naics = self.match_first(deal['acq_naics'], deal['tar_naics']) 

        sic = deal['acq_sic'] 

        naics = deal['acq_naics'] 

        naics_year = 2007 

        year = deal['date_announced'].year 

        MergerData.__init__(self, conn, deal, stt_deal) 

        FactorsOth.__init__(self, conn, naics, naics_year, deal['deal_no'], 

year) 

        FactorsCom.__init__(self, conn, sic, year) 

 

    def rel_assets(self): 

        acq_at = self.assets(self.tom['acq_gvkey'], self.t1) 

        tar_at = self.assets(self.tom['tar_gvkey'], self.t1) 

        indu_at = self.com_universal('f_com_assets')['median_w'] 
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        if acq_at and tar_at: 

            log_acq = np.log(float(acq_at)) 

            log_com = np.log(float(acq_at+tar_at)) 

            log_indu = np.log(float(indu_at)) 

            val_a = abs(log_com/log_indu-1) - abs(log_acq/log_indu-1) 

            val_b = log_com/log_indu-1 

        else: 

            val_a, val_b = None, None 

 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

        code = 'assets_relprev' 

        d[code] = 'Relative assets compared to industry and pre merger 

asset level' 

        b[code] = val_a 

 

        code = 'assets_rel' 

        d[code] = 'Relative assets compared to industry' 

        b[code] = val_b 

 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    def indu_codes(self): 

        b = collections.OrderedDict() 

        d = {} 

        code = 'com_siccd' 

        d[code] = 'Combined siccd' 

        b[code] = self.sic 

 

        code = 'com_naics' 

        d[code] = 'Combined NAICS' 

        b[code] = self.naics 

        return dict(val=b, desc=d) 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def match_first(in1, in2): 

        in1 = str(in1) 

        in2 = str(in2) 

        ml = max(len(in1), len(in2)) 

        ln1 = in1.zfill(ml) 

        ln2 = in2.zfill(ml) 

        while len(ln1) > 1: 

            if ln1 == ln2: 

                return ln1 

            ln1 = ln1[:-1] 

            ln2 = ln2[:-1] 

        return None 

 

1.1.1. CSV Writer 

 

class MergerCsvWriter: 

    def __init__(self, settings, conn): 

        # Constructs the header in the CSV file 

        writer = csv.writer(open(settings['csv_deals'], 'w', newline='')) 

        self.writer = writer 

 

        t = settings['deal']['es_win'] + settings['deal']['ev_win'] 

        self.conn = conn 

        self.test = settings['test'] 
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        if self.test: 

            if settings['deal']['hoda']: 

                print('Test not supported while using hoda') 

                exit(1) 

            self.tar_test = EventTests(t) 

            self.acq_test = EventTests(t) 

            self.com_test = EventTests(t) 

 

        self.stt_deal = settings['deal'] 

        self.stt_items = [] 

        for k, v in settings['items'].items(): 

            if v == 'y': 

                self.stt_items.append(k) 

        self.first = True 

 

    def write_data(self, deal): 

        d = MergerItems(self.conn, deal, self.stt_deal) 

        item_all = [] 

        for i in self.stt_items: 

            item_all.append(getattr(d, i)()) 

 

        # Store data for the tests 

        # The only data we need for the entire process 

        if self.test: 

            self.tar_test.add_com(d.tar_calc) 

            self.acq_test.add_com(d.acq_calc) 

            self.com_test.add_com(d.com_calc) 

 

        vals = [] 

        keys = [] 

        descs = [] 

        for item in item_all: 

            for k, v in item['val'].items(): 

                if type(v) == list: 

                    keys += [k]*len(v) 

                    vals += v 

                    descs += item['desc'][k] 

                else: 

                    keys.append(k) 

                    vals.append(v) 

                    if item['desc']: 

                        descs.append(item['desc'][k]) 

                    else: 

                        descs.append(None) 

 

        if self.first: 

            self.writer.writerow(keys) 

            self.writer.writerow(descs) 

            self.first = False 

        self.writer.writerow(vals) 

 

    def write_tests(self): 

        self.writer.writerow([]) 

        self.writer.writerow(['', 'CAAR', 't1', 't2', 't3', 't1_p', 't2_p', 

't3_p']) 

        self.writer.writerow(['acq'] + self.acq_test.caar_tests()) 

        self.writer.writerow(['tar'] + self.tar_test.caar_tests()) 

        self.writer.writerow(['com'] + self.com_test.caar_tests()) 
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7.6.10. Deals loop 

def loop(settings): 

        conn = SqlDB(settings['db']) 

        dic = conn.fetch_dict(settings['sql']) 

        dt = len(dic) 

        writer = MergerCsvWriter(settings, conn) 

 

        error = csv.writer(open(settings['csv_errors'], 'w', newline='')) 

        error.writerow(('deal_no', 'date_announced', 'iid', 'msg')) 

        count = 0 

        for i in dic: 

            count += 1 

            deal_no = i['deal_no'] 

            print('%s, Deal no: %s, da: %s' 

                  % (round(count/dt, 2), deal_no, i['date_announced'])) 

            try: 

                writer.write_data(i) 

            except ValueError as e: 

                d = e.args[0] 

                if d['iid'] != 0: 

                    error.writerow([deal_no, i['date_announced'], d['iid'], 

d['msg']]) 

 

        if settings['test']: 

            writer.write_tests() 

 

7.6.11. Settings example: 

import returns as r 

import os 

from collections import OrderedDict 

import time 

start_time = time.time() 

 

name = '2000-2009_HOA' 

sfx = '_[-40,5]' 

fd = open(name + '.sql', 'r') 

sql0 = fd.read() 

fd.close() 

 

settings = dict( 

    sql=sql0, 

    db='speciale', 

    csv_deals=os.path.join(os.getcwd(), 'output', name + '_OUT' + sfx + 

'.csv'), 

    csv_errors=os.path.join(os.getcwd(), 'output', name + '_ERR' + sfx + 

'.csv'), 

    items=OrderedDict([( 

        'basic_info', 'y'), ( 

        'stock_info', 'y'), ( 

        'cap_info', 'y'), ( 

        'cash_info', 'y'), ( 

        'indu_info', 'y'), ( 

        'fin_indu', 'y'), ( 

        'comp_info', 'y'), ( 

        'mebook_info', 'y'), ( 

        'ebat_info', 'y'), ( 

        'indu_codes', 'y'), ( 
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        'com_growth', 'y'), ( 

        'bea_growth', 'y'), ( 

        'usbc_con', 'y'), ( 

        'usbc_rd', 'y'), ( 

        'usbc_salary', 'y'), ( 

        'usbc_trade', 'y'), ( 

        'com_factors', 'y'), ( 

        'rel_assets', 'y'), ( 

        'return_info', 'y')]), 

    deal=dict( 

        es_win=[-200-41, -41], 

        ev_win=[-40, 5], 

        ev_att=[[-35, 5], [-30, 5], [-20, 5], [-10, 5]], 

        ev_zero=True, 

        hoda=False, 

        hoda_pad=5, 

        mv_ratio=0.2), 

    test=False        # Tests only for ev_win, not supported when using 

HODA 

    ) 

r.loop(settings) 

print("--- %s seconds ---" % (time.time() - start_time)) 

 

7.6.12. Deal sample 

SELECT d.*, h.hoda 

FROM deals d  

LEFT join hoda h  

ON d.deal_no = h.deal_no  

WHERE  

  acq_nat="US" and  

  tar_nat="US" AND  

  status="C" AND  

  date_announced BETWEEN "2000-01-01" AND "2009-12-31" 

AND 

  acq_gvkey > 0 AND 

  tar_gvkey > 0 AND 

  acq_type = "CORPORATE" AND 

  acq_naics is not null AND 

  deal_val > 50 AND 

  substring(LPAD(tar_sic, 4, "0"), 1, 1) != 6 AND 

  substring(LPAD(acq_sic, 4, "0"), 1, 1) != 6 AND 

  substring(LPAD(tar_sic, 4, "0"), 1, 3) = 

substring(LPAD(acq_sic, 4, "0"), 1, 3) AND 

  d.deal_no not in ( 

    SELECT deal_no FROM deals_tech 

WHERE tech_id IN ( 

    SELECT tech_id FROM 

deals_tech_def WHERE merger = 0)) AND  

  form in ("Merger", "Acquisition", "Acq. Maj. Int.", 

"Acq. of Assets")  

ORDER BY date_announced ASC 

 

 




